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ABSTRACT

TRANSPARENCY AND STABILITY PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT IN HAPTIC DEVICES

BAŞER, Özgür

PhD, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. E. İlhan KONUKSEVEN

December 2012, 214 pages

Haptic devices are evaluated in terms of transparency, stability, pose and force control accuracy. Precise velocity and acceleration estimations are needed in haptic devices for accurate simulations. This thesis firstly focuses on velocity and acceleration estimations from incremental encoders and proposes two new estimation techniques. The second goal in the thesis is transparency improvement. The transparency is a metric that shows how well a virtual model is reflected to the user. Conventional force control algorithms are not sufficient for high transparency. Therefore, as alternative, a motor current based torque feedback compensator is developed. The transparency improvement efforts by using only active actuator adversely affect stability in haptic devices. In order to improve both stability and transparency, a new hybrid control algorithm is developed by employing active actuator and passive brake. Pose and force control accuracy are mostly problematic in multi-DOF haptic manipulators. Since the deviation of any kinematic parameter in Jacobian matrix adversely affects the accuracy of pose and force control, kinematic calibration is indispensible for haptic manipulators.
Besides, most of the haptic manipulators use capstan drive mechanisms in the joints due to their advantages; but cause transmission errors. Therefore, a theory is developed for the capstan drive transmission errors. Then, a closed-chain kinematic calibration technique including transmission errors is introduced for a 7 DOF haptic device. Adjustable posture ability of redundant haptic manipulators can be used for performance improvements. Finally, an optimal posture control algorithm is developed to improve the stability of the 7-DOF haptic device.

Keywords: Transparency, Stability, Pose accuracy, Force control accuracy, Velocity and acceleration estimation, Optimal posture control
ÖZ

HAPTİK CIHAZLARDA ŞEFFAFLIK VE KARARLILIK PERFORMANSININ İYİLEŞTİRİLMESİ

BAŞER, Övgür

Doktora, Makina Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi : Doç. Dr. E. İlhan KONUKSEVEN

Aralık 2012, 214 sayfa


Anahtar Sözcükler: Şeffaflık, Kararlılık, Konum doğruluğu, Kuvvet kontrolü doğruluğu, Hız ve ivme kestirimi, Optimal duruş kontrolü
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta L$</td>
<td>Length deflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{input}$</td>
<td>Input drum radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{output}$</td>
<td>Output drum radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_i$</td>
<td>Radius of the input drum eccentricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_o$</td>
<td>Radius of the output drum eccentricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Cable elongation on the drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>Cable strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Coefficient of friction between the cable and drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{slip}$</td>
<td>Deformation region in the loaded cable on the drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{slip1}$</td>
<td>Angle of the cable in slip region 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{slip2}$</td>
<td>Angle of the cable in slip region 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( \theta_{\text{no-slip}} \) Region without any deformation or slip
\( \theta_{\text{wrap}} \) Total angle of cable wrapped around drum
\( \beta_i \) Phase angle of the input drum
\( \beta_o \) Phase angle of the output drum
\( \theta_i \) Rotation angle of the input drum
\( \theta_o \) Rotation angle of the output drum
\( \alpha_i \) Eccentricity angle of the input drum
\( \alpha_o \) Eccentricity angle of the output drum
\( \alpha_{ii} \) Initial eccentricity angle of the input drum
\( \alpha_{oi} \) Initial eccentricity angle of output drum
\( a_i \) Link lengths
\( d_i \) Link offsets
\( n \) Measurement number
\( \mathbf{C} \) Orientation matrix
\( D \) Distance between the drums
\( L_i \) Link lengths of parallelogram
\( \mathbf{P} \) Position matrix
\( R \) Capstan drive transmission ratio
\( R_d \) Cable encoder drum radius
\( R_e \) Deviation in the transmission ratio
\( R(x_i, \alpha_i) \) 4x4 rotation matrices around x axis
\( R(y_i, \beta_i) \) 4x4 rotation matrices around y axis
\( R(z_i, \theta_i) \) 4x4 rotation matrices around z axis
\( e_c \) Error after calibration
\( e_{nc} \) Error before calibration
\( T(a_i, 0, d_i) \) 4x4 transformation matrix throughout x and z axes
\( \alpha_i \) Twist angles
\( \delta \) Norm of the position matrix
\( \delta_{ic} \) Computed distance
\( \delta_{im} \) Measured distance
\( \Delta a_i \) Deviation in link lengths
\( \Delta d_i \) Deviation in link offsets
\( \Delta L_i \) Deviations in parallelogram links
\( \Delta \alpha_i \) Deviations in twist angles
\( \Delta \theta_{caps} \) Transmission error of capstan drive
\( \Delta \theta_i \) Joint variable offsets
\( \Delta \theta_{i-ecc} \) Error due to input drum eccentricity
\( \Delta \theta_{o-ecc} \) Error due to output drum eccentricity
\( \Delta \theta_{offset} \) Error due to joint offset
\( \Delta \theta_{ratio} \) Error due to ratio inaccuracy
\( \eta_i \) Input vector of joint variables
\( \theta_a \) Actuated angle of the parallelogram
\( \lambda_a \) Actual value of the i\(^{th}\) parameter
\( \lambda_n \) Nominal value of the i\(^{th}\) parameter
\( \lambda_o \) Estimated value of the i\(^{th}\) parameter
\( \sigma_e \) Maximum quantization error
\( \sigma_m \) Accuracy of the measurement system
\( \varphi \) Parameter vector to be identified
\( J \) Jacobian Matrix
\( T_{dc} \) Desired torque of critical elbow joint
\( F_d \) Desired force
\( \theta_R \) Redundant joint angle
\( \theta_U \) redundant joint angle upper limi
\( \theta_L \) redundant joint angle upper limi
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOAW</td>
<td>First order Adaptive Windowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAW</td>
<td>Enhanced Adaptive Windowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAW</td>
<td>Modified Adaptive Windowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>Hybrid Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>Fixed Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Fixed Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Root Mean Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMS</td>
<td>Least Mean Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPF</td>
<td>Low Pass Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KKF</td>
<td>Kinematic Kalman Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>Field Programmable Gate Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KF</td>
<td>Kalman Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSO</td>
<td>Modified State Observer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>Differentiation + Filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>Degrees of Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUI</td>
<td>Active User Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUI</td>
<td>Passive User Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Admittance Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Impedance Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIC</td>
<td>Open Loop Impedance Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIC</td>
<td>Closed Loop Impedance Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBC</td>
<td>Model Based Compensator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCBC</td>
<td>Motor Current Based Compensator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS</td>
<td>Analog Input Shaper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOL</td>
<td>Analog Output Limiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO/PC</td>
<td>Passivity Observer/Passivity Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAB</td>
<td>Energy Bounding Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBA</td>
<td>Force Bounding Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSPM</td>
<td>Passive Set-Position modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Magneto-Rheological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF</td>
<td>High Pass Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Artificial Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMM</td>
<td>Computer Measuring Machine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Haptic technology is a tactile feedback technology which takes advantage of the sense of touch by applying forces to the user. This mechanical stimulation can be used to in the sense of virtual objects in a computer simulation and the remote control of machines and devices.

Haptic devices produce force and/or torque feedback to users for the simulation of virtual or remote environments. They sense motion and force/torque at the end-effector and provide feeling of touch to the user based on the virtual or remote environment. An environment containing physical elements such as spring, damping and mass can be simulated through the force/torque feedback capability of haptic devices. Wide range of haptic applications is available in present day for the fields of engineering, medical, teleoperation and entertainment. New application fields are reproduced and the scope of haptic applications looks like to grow further with the new high performance haptic devices.

First significant haptic applications where haptic devices are employed are medical implementations. Most of surgical operations are carried out worldwide by using specially designed robotic equipments. These robotic equipments including haptic devices enable fine control on precise movements and more accurate detection for a surgical operation [1].
Haptic technology has great potential in medical training, which includes the teaching of spatial and functional anatomy and the experience of surgical procedures such as penetrating, cutting and probing. Using a virtual reality training environment reduces the need for cadaver-based training and the use of live patients in clinical training [1].

Haptic devices are also used for remote control of robots (teleoperation applications) [2]. These types of applications are adapted for telesurgery, remote control of industrial robots, remote control of aircraft tools in aerospace engineering etc. In a teleoperated manipulation system, the user needs not only a visual feedback but also a haptic feedback of a system existing in a remote
environment. Typically, a teleoperation system comprises a master robotic device (haptic device) detecting the user's movements/forces and a slave robot trying to mimic the motions of the master.

![Master-slave application](image)

**Figure 1.3** Master-slave application

The communication between master system and slave system is performed by an internet connection. In this way, haptic simulations have great potential not only in virtual reality, but also for augmenting user interfaces in actual telerobotic systems.

In the field of CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design / Computer Aided Design), haptic technology has become a significant issue for combining physical and digital modeling [3]. Using haptic devices in 3D CAD modeling, a user can import solid models directly from design packages, then convert specific regions to clay and rapidly add complex shapes manually. Also, the CAD models can be assembled in the virtual environment by the help of haptic devices for checking before manufacturing. Then, the designed complex models can be used for rapid prototyping or CAM.
Another interesting application is the field of art where haptic devices are employed as art tools (Virtual sculpting and virtual painting etc.) [4, 5]. The virtual clay is used in a virtual sculpting operation and it is deformed by the virtual tool. The deformable virtual clay is modeled as a real object. Thus, the user can shape it with the feeling realistic touch. Virtual painting is similar to the virtual sculpting and haptic handles are used as the art tool in these applications.

Force feedback technology is commonly used in video games. Simple haptic devices are in the form of game controllers, joysticks, and steering wheels for
these applications. Many newer generation console controllers and joysticks are built in the feedback devices. The first consumer 3D touch device with three-dimensional force feedback, Novint Falcon, allowed the haptic simulation of objects, textures, recoil, momentum, and the physical presence of objects in the video games [6].

![Figure 1.6 Force feedback video game applications](image)

In recent years, besides using the visualization techniques, there has been increasing interest in using the haptic interface to facilitate the exploration and analysis of molecular docking and assembly. Molecular docking is defined as the process by which two molecules bind each other in an orientation and position determined by their geometric shape and local physicochemical properties. The geometric shapes of molecules define how well the binding surfaces complement each other while the physicochemical properties define how well the binding strength of the interaction energies holds molecules together. Hence, the goal in molecular docking studies is to determine whether two molecules interact and if so, the binding position and orientation of molecules such that the surface area of interaction is maximized while the interaction energy is minimized. Nowadays, it is possible to explore and manipulate molecular models in virtual environments with the use of haptic devices enabling force interactions [7].
Another application field where haptic devices are used is the nano-manipulation. Grant et. al. designed the first NanoWorkbench interface for nano-manipulator [8]. The nano-manipulator application provided an intuitive interface to scanning-probe microscopes, enabling scientists from a variety of disciplines to examine and manipulate nanometer-scale structures. It displayed a 3D rendering of the data as it arrives in real time. Using haptic feedback controls, a scientist could feel the surface representation to enhance understanding of surface properties and to modify the surface directly. The nano-manipulator greatly increased productivity by acting as a translator between the scientist and the instrument being controlled.
In brief, haptic devices enable users to touch any virtual or remote environment. This facility of haptic devices created different applications in the field of industry, medical, education, art and entertainment. Furthermore, new applications will be explored over time. Therefore, the demand on high performance haptic devices increases more and more. This thesis is dedicated to the performance improvement of haptic devices.

1.2 Objectives of the Thesis

Since force/torque and tactile feedback facilities of haptic devices create new application fields, high performance requirement in haptic devices grows increasingly. First of all, precise velocity and acceleration estimations are necessary for accurate simulation of virtual model elements such as damping and mass. These estimations are also employed in model based compensators to reject the haptic device dynamics. Therefore, at the first step of the thesis, it is aimed to develop new estimation techniques. Usually, haptic devices are evaluated in terms of transparency and stability. The transparency is the most significant performance criteria for haptic devices and it is defined as the ratio between the transmitted impedance and desired impedance of the virtual environment. Ideally, this ratio should be unity. In order to improve the transparency, the dynamical effect of the device needs to be minimized. Conventionally, the model based compensators are employed for that purpose. However, this approach suffers from non-precise velocity/acceleration estimation and inaccurate system identification. Accordingly, at the second step of the thesis, it is aimed to develop a new compensation algorithm where the system model is not used. The transparency improvement efforts using only active actuators in haptic devices adversely affect the stability. On the other hand, it is well known that passive brakes provide high stability for haptic interactions. Therefore, it is aimed to develop a new hybrid algorithm using both active actuator and passive brake to improve stability without distorting transparency at the third step of the thesis. Multi-DOF capstan driven haptic manipulators suffer from pose accuracy and force control accuracy.
The Jacobian matrix including kinematic parameters is employed in pose calculations and force control algorithms in multi-DOF haptic manipulators. Besides, capstan drive mechanisms used in the haptic manipulators cause transmission errors in the joints. In order to improve the pose and force control accuracy of multi-DOF capstan driven haptic manipulators, it is aimed to develop a theoretical analysis for capstan drive transmission errors and an easy to implement kinematic calibration including capstan drive transmission errors at the fourth step of the thesis. Redundant haptic manipulators can reach any point in the workspace with different postures. The posture selection facility of redundant haptic manipulators can improve the haptic performance. In this context, the last objective of the thesis is to develop an optimal posture control algorithm to improve the stability of redundant haptic devices. In this thesis, the hybrid algorithm research to improve both stability and transparency is achieved with the opportunities of Robotics and Automation Laboratory in School of Engineering and Computer Science of Washington State University, Vancouver, WA, USA and all other researches are conducted in Mechatronics Laboratory in Mechanical Engineering Department of Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey.

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis

This thesis aims to improve the performance criterions of haptic devices such as transparency, stability, pose accuracy and force control accuracy. In this scope, the following contributions have been made:

- Precise velocity and acceleration estimations are required in haptic devices to reflect virtual model elements accurately (such as spring, damping and mass). Usually, incremental encoders, which provide quantized position signal, are used in haptic devices. The quantization effect in the incremental encoders makes the precise velocity and acceleration estimation difficult with conventional methods. Therefore, two new methods, enhanced adaptive windowing and hybrid technique, were developed for precise estimation.
• The transparency is primary performance criteria for haptic devices and quantify that how well the remote or virtual environments are reflected to the user. It is defined as the ratio between the reflected impedance and environment impedance, and the ideal ratio is unity for a desired frequency bandwidth. Force feedback control algorithms and the model based compensators are frequently employed in haptic controllers to maximize the transparency. However, they are not sufficient for every frequency range. As alternative, a motor current based torque feedback compensator was developed and its superiority was shown experimentally on a 1-DOF HapticBox.

• The stability is another performance criterion in haptic devices. However, there is an inverse correlation between the transparency and stability when only active actuators are employed in haptic devices. An ideal haptic device should reflect wide range of virtual impedances stably and with high transparency. In order to improve both stability and transparency of haptic devices, a hybrid control algorithm was developed by employing active actuator and passive brake. The developed algorithm was tested on a 1-DOF hybrid haptic device and it can reflect higher range of virtual impedances stably and with high transparency than the conventional control algorithms.

• Pose and force control accuracy are critical for multi-DOF haptic manipulators for the accurate simulation of virtual environments. The controllers of multi-DOF haptic manipulators employ kinematic Jacobian matrix for pose calculation and force control algorithms. Since any deviation in the Jacobian elements affect the accuracy of pose calculation and force control, kinematic calibration is indispensible for haptic manipulators. Most of the haptic manipulators use capstan drive mechanisms for power transmission due to their advantages, but causes transmission errors in the joint space, which additionally affect the Jacobian matrix. A theory of the capstan drive transmission errors was developed and it was validated
experimentally on a 1-DOF capstan drive mechanism. Then, an easy to implement kinematic calibration technique including the capstan drive transmission errors was introduced for a 7-DOF haptic device. This calibration technique improves the pose and force control accuracy of the haptic manipulators significantly.

- Redundant haptic manipulators like 7-DOF haptic device can reach any point in the workspace with different postures. The different posture selection of redundant haptic manipulators can be used to improve the performances of haptic devices. Therefore, an optimal posture control algorithm was developed in this thesis to improve the stability of a 7-DOF haptic device. This algorithm significantly improves the stable impedance range of the redundant haptic devices.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

In the first chapter, the brief information about the motivation, objectives, contributions and outline of the thesis are presented. The detailed presentation of each study can be found in following chapters. The next chapter is related to the velocity and acceleration estimation from incremental encoders, which has vital importance for realistic haptic simulations. Two new methods, enhanced adaptive windowing and hybrid technique, are developed. The detailed literature survey, mathematical derivations and results of the proposed estimation algorithms are presented in this chapter. Chapter 3 focused on the transparency improvement of haptic devices. In this chapter, firstly, a literature survey of the existing transparency improvement studies and an overview of conventional force control algorithms (open loop, closed loop, and model based impedance algorithms) are presented. Then, a new transparency improvement algorithm, motor current based torque feedback control algorithm, is introduced and the proposed algorithm is tested in MATLAB®/SimMechanics environment for a multi-DOF haptic manipulator. Chapter 4 is about the stability improvement without distorting the transparency. In this chapter, existing stability improvement studies and inverse
correlation between the stability and transparency are introduced, and the developed new hybrid control algorithm using both active actuator and passive brake are presented together with the experimental results conducted on 1-DOF hybrid haptic device. Chapter 5 presents a calibration study to improve the pose and force control accuracy of a multi-DOF capstan driven haptic device. In this chapter, firstly a theoretical analysis is developed for a 1-DOF capstan drive mechanism and this theory is validated by experiments. Then, an easy to implement calibration technique is developed. Finally, a set of experimental results are presented to show that how the proposed calibration technique improves the pose and force control accuracy of a 7-DOF capstan driven haptic device. In Chapter 6, an optimal posture control algorithm is developed to improve the stability of redundant haptic manipulators and the proposed algorithm is implemented on a 7-DOF haptic device. A general conclusion and recommendations about the researches carried out in this thesis is presented in Chapter 7. A list of reference about the literature survey and an appendix section about the equipments and MATLAB® models of the algorithms used in the thesis can be found after Chapter 7.
CHAPTER 2

VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION ESTIMATION

2.1 Introduction

Accurate estimations of velocity and acceleration are necessary for realistic haptic simulation of virtual elements [9], model-based disturbance compensation [10, 11] or robust motion control [12]. The position measurements of optical incremental encoders are employed in the estimations that suffer from the quantization effects introduced by these devices and their interfaces. The resolution of the encoders primarily relies on the design of grids on the encoder disc. The encoder design as well as the data acquisition/processing interface introduce quantization error to the position measurements. Since the direct calculation of velocity and acceleration using numerical differentiation from the quantized position is not sufficient, some signal processing and estimation techniques are needed.

There are different methods in the literature for estimating velocity and acceleration from the quantized position measurements. Low-pass filters are commonly used to reduce the noise of numerical differentiation of quantized position signals. In the effort of filtering this noisy signal, low-pass filters cause phase lag in the velocity estimation, which is not desirable for many applications. Some predictive numeric calculation methods can be applied on the quantized position signals in the estimations [13]. These methods enable selecting estimation precision and adjusting the time delay. The transition-rate logic
algorithm is another method to estimate velocity [14]. This technique addressed a major velocity estimation problem of reversal and sparse position measurements such that their intervals can never be known. Higher sampling frequency than the rate of the encoder pulses is needed in this technique. Dual-sampling rate observers and advanced Kalman filters, which require accurate dynamic system model to estimate velocity and acceleration, are proposed in the literature [15, 16]. The principle of these methods is to predict the state variables between the encoder pulses based on the dynamical model of the system and to correct the estimation error when the next encoder event is occurred. In addition, there are some other observers using nonlinear system models in the literature to estimate velocity [17-19]. Some sliding-mode observers are presented in [20, 21]. Model-based estimation methods are not preferred for haptic interfaces. The system model of haptic interfaces cannot be completely known since the human hand and haptic device are coupled in a haptic application. Modified state observers, which don’t use the system model, can be employed for such applications [22]. Lastly, neural network [23, 24] and fuzzy logic [25] methods are also implemented for velocity estimation from the position information.

The velocity and acceleration calculation methods are classified into two groups in the literature: Fixed Position (FP) and Fixed Time (FT) methods [26]. In FT method, the number of encoder pulses is counted at a constant sampling time. In FP method, the time duration to travel the distance between the successive encoder slides is measured by an external high-frequency clock source.

Janabi-Sharifi et. al. [27] proposed a first-order adaptive windowing technique based on FT method to estimate velocity. This method is the best of FT methods and overcomes tradeoff problems among noise reduction, control delay, estimate accuracy, reliability, computational load, transient preservation. However, the first-order adaptive windowing technique does not provide acceleration estimation and needs to be enhanced for both velocity and acceleration estimation.
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) reducing the effect of time quantization by high frequency clock improve the performance of fixed-position method. Precise velocity estimation can be achieved by fixed-position technique using high frequency clock. Tanaka et. al. [28] used FPGA to estimate velocity and acceleration at relatively low frequencies. Velocity and acceleration estimation can be achieved precisely by FP technique using high-frequency clock source. However, it suffers from two problems. This technique results in low acceleration resolution at higher frequencies and causes an impulsive change in acceleration estimates whenever the sign of velocity changes. These problematic cases can be improved by adaptive windowing technique of FT method.

In this chapter, two improvements are achieved. Primarily, first-order adaptive windowing technique is enhanced to estimate both velocity and acceleration using quantized encoder position. This method is called as enhanced adaptive windowing technique and it is a kind of FT method which can be used without needing FPGAs. Secondarily, a hybrid algorithm is developed to use advantages of FP and FT methods in a single technique for entire operation region. In this technique, first-order adaptive windowing is modified to compute acceleration from the velocity estimates obtained via a FP method (modified adaptive windowing technique) and enhanced adaptive windowing technique is used to eliminate impulsive change of acceleration on the region of the velocity sign changes. Consequently, in the hybrid algorithm, three approaches are utilized for precise velocity and acceleration estimation: (1) the FP method for velocity estimation, (2) the first-order extended adaptive windowing using FP based velocity for acceleration estimation and (3) second order enhanced adaptive windowing using encoder position to eliminate the problems encountered when the velocity sign changes. By integrating these approaches, this algorithm presents a hybrid estimation method for precise velocity and acceleration estimation where the transition between the methods is achieved by a parametric distribution.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: The contribution is explained in the following section. Next section presents an overview of the conventional
estimation methods. In the following sections, enhanced adaptive windowing technique and hybrid approach are introduced. Lastly, test results and discussions are presented to compare the performance of the methods. The last section is related to the conclusion part of the research.

2.2 Contribution

In the literature, fixed-time (FT) and fixed-position (FP) methods are used to estimate velocity and acceleration from the quantized position signal. One of the FT methods, adaptive windowing estimation method yields the best solution for velocity estimation; however, does not provide acceleration estimation. The first contribution of this chapter is the second order enhanced adaptive windowing method which was developed to estimate both velocity and acceleration in a single algorithm. The experimental results show that the enhanced method is superior over other FT methods. As a second contribution, a hybrid method was developed to use the advantages of FT and FP methods for different operating regions. Using FPGAs with high-frequency clock sources can reduce the effect of temporal quantization and improve the estimation performance of FP methods. However, it has low resolution for acceleration estimation especially at high frequencies and causes an impulsive change of acceleration estimation when the direction of motion dynamically changes. Adaptive windowing estimation method can solve these problematic cases of FP method. These two methods are rolled into a single technique by applying a parametric smooth transition in order to estimate velocity and acceleration for entire operating region. This chapter was adapted from our previously published papers titled with “A Hybrid Method to Estimate Velocity and Acceleration using Low-Resolution Optical Incremental Encoders” [29] and “An Enhanced Adaptive Windowing Technique for Velocity and Acceleration Estimation using Incremental Position Encoders” [30].
2.3 Overview of Conventional Estimation Methods

Basically, there are two classes of conventional methods to estimate velocity and acceleration from discrete position signal: (1) Fixed position (FP) and (2) Fixed time (FT) method. The summaries of the methods are presented below. Note that the model based estimation methods are not covered since they are not applicable for haptic interfaces.

2.3.1 Fixed Position Method

Dividing the distance between two successive encoder slides by the measured time between these slides using high-frequency clock gives the velocity data in FP method. The resolution of velocity and acceleration of FP method ($Q_{vp}$, $Q_{ap}$) is calculated by Eq.(2.1) which is formulated by Tanaka et al. [28].

\[
Q_{vp} = \frac{2\pi f}{N} \frac{1}{c(c - 1)}, \quad Q_{ap} = \frac{3c - 1}{(c + 1)} \frac{N}{2\pi Q_{vp}^2}
\]  

(2.1)

$f$, $c$ and $N$ denote the clock frequency, the number of clock count, and the number of encoder pulse per revolution, respectively. Note that Eq.(2.1) should give smaller values for higher resolutions. Therefore, FP method is only effective at low frequencies, since the acceleration resolution of this method decreases when the velocity increases [28].

2.3.2 Fixed Time Method

Dividing the number of pulses by a constant sampling time gives the velocity data in FT method. The rate of change in velocity directly yields the acceleration. The resolution of velocity and acceleration of FT method ($Q_{vt}$, $Q_{at}$) can be calculated by Eq.(2.2) [28];
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\[ Q_{vt} = 2\pi / NT, \quad Q_{at} = Q_{vt} / T \] (2.2)

\( N \) and \( T \) denote the number of encoder pulse per revolution and the sampling time, respectively. Since the calculations using FT method cause noisy estimates when the resolution is not sufficiently high, some filtering or estimation techniques are required to smooth velocity and acceleration.

### 2.3.2.1 Fixed Filters

Fixed low-pass filters are applied on the velocity and acceleration calculated using the first and second order numerical differences of a position signal to clean noisy components of the signal. However, they suffer from fundamental tradeoffs between time lag, phase distortion, attenuation, and cutoff precision. They should be tuned for each application and operating condition.

![Low-Pass Filter](image)

\[ L(s) = \frac{a}{a + s} \]

**Figure 2.1** Low-pass filter applied on noisy velocity or acceleration signal

### 2.3.2.2 Kalman Filters

Kalman Filters can be used as model based estimators in which the model parameters and disturbances are known accurately; however, they are not applicatable for haptic devices since the system model is not fully known. Therefore, constant velocity and constant acceleration models can be employed in Kalman filters, which do not require system information. These methods, which use kinematic models, are also called kinematic Kalman filters (KKF) [31].
Kinematic Kalman filter estimates a state variable according to previous value and recent measurement of that state. A gain $K$ called as Kalman gain is employed for that purpose in the algorithm. Figure 2.2 shows a diagram of the estimation loop of a Kinematic Kalman filter [32].

**Figure 2.2** Prediction and correction stages of the Kalman filter [32]

where $X, \hat{X}, K, \Phi, \Psi, Y, P, R, Q, H$ denote state matrix, estimated state matrix, kalman gain matrix, state transition matrix, state input matrix, measurement matrix, estimated variance matrix, variance matrix of the measurement noise, variance matrix of the system noise, measured values matrix respectively. Note that the superscripts denoted by (-) in the correction stage represent the prediction coming from prediction stage in Figure 2.2.
A constant acceleration model is used in KKF to estimate velocity and acceleration simultaneously. Eq.(2.3) represents the state transition matrix of this approach:

$$\Phi = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & T & T^2 \\ 0 & 1 & T \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

The predicted states can be formulated through Eq(2.4-2.6) in that case:

$$\hat{x}_{i+1}^- = \hat{x}_i + T\hat{\dot{x}}_i + (T^2/2)\hat{\ddot{x}}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

$$\hat{x}_{i+1}^- = \hat{x}_i + T\hat{\dot{x}}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

$$\hat{x}_{i+1}^- = \hat{x}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

After prediction of $P$ and calculation of $K$, the corrections are performed as given in Eq.(2.7), Eq.(2.8) and Eq.(2.9) for position, velocity and acceleration:

$$\hat{x}_{i+1} = \hat{x}_{i+1}^- + K_{i+1}(y_{i+1} - \hat{x}_{i+1}^-)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

$$\hat{x}_{i+1} = \hat{x}_{i+1}^- + K_{i+1}(\dot{y}_{i+1} - \hat{\dot{x}}_{i+1}^-)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

$$\hat{x}_{i+1} = \hat{x}_{i+1}^- + K_{i+1}(\ddot{y}_{i+1} - \hat{\ddot{x}}_{i+1}^-)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

In the experiments, the acceleration measurement obtained by the second order numerical derivative of the position is also given to the filter. However, 20 steps back is traced to make it smoother. $Q$ and $R$ matrices are selected as:

$$Q = \begin{bmatrix} 0.1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0.1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0.1 \end{bmatrix}, \hspace{0.5cm} R = \begin{bmatrix} 0.01 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0.1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)
2.3.2.3 Modified State Observers

Tilli et. al. proposed a modified state observer to estimate velocity and acceleration from encoder position measurements without using a detailed system model [22]. Figure 2.3 shows the block diagram of the proposed algorithm. The algorithm minimizes the effect of the quantization noise with a large bandwidth. A very narrow low-pass filtering of the estimations is performed when the velocity and acceleration signals have a narrow bandwidth, while a lead network type controller (referred as regulator in Figure 2.3) is applied when the signals have large bandwidth. The smooth switching between the two kinds of filtering is based on the position estimation error. If this error is inside an interval which is equal to the encoder resolution, the low-pass filter is applied; otherwise, the fast filtering is enabled. Note that the abbreviations of DIF, LPF, INT and REG in Figure 2.3 mean the differentiator, low-pass filter, integrator and regulator.

![Figure 2.3 Structure of modified state observer [22]](image)

2.4 Enhanced Adaptive Windowing Method

First-order adaptive windowing method (FOAW) proposed by Janabi-Sharifi et. al. [27] is an optimal method in the sense that it minimizes the velocity error variance while maximizing the accuracy of the estimates. Since the method does not provide accurate acceleration estimation, an enhanced adaptive windowing is developed for the estimation of acceleration from the quantized position measurements in this section. Hence, a numerical solution is derived for the EAW method.
If two samples used in the velocity calculation are far apart, the Euler approximation of derivation provides more precise estimation. Besides, as the position measurement window size gets the larger, the variance of the velocity and acceleration gets the smaller due to the averaging effect of the last \( n \) velocity and acceleration estimates \((\hat{v}_k, \hat{v}_{k-1}, ..., \hat{v}_{k-n} \text{ and } \hat{a}_k, \hat{a}_{k-1}, ..., \hat{a}_{k-n})\), which are obtained from the finite difference method. The velocity and acceleration are calculated for a window size \((n)\) as follow:

\[
\hat{v}_k = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \hat{v}_{k-j} = \frac{x_k - x_{k-n}}{nT}
\]  
(2.11)

\[
\hat{a}_k = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \hat{a}_{k-j} = \frac{\hat{v}_k - \hat{v}_{k-n}}{nT}
\]  
(2.12)

Enlarging window size \((n)\) leads to a significant decrease in quantization noise. However, it decreases the estimation accuracy as the mean is computed in a larger window, and introduces a significant phase lag in the process. Consequently, if the velocity is high, the window size should be short or it should be increased when the velocity is low.

The first-order adaptive windowing technique aims to determine a line passing all intermediate samples \((\hat{x}_k, \hat{x}_{k-1}, ..., \hat{x}_{k-n})\) as formulated in Eq.(2.13) such that all intermediate samples are in an uncertainty band defined by the peak norm of the noise [27]. Thus, this technique fits a line on the quantized position signal and the constants of this technique is calculated in the sense of the least mean squares (LMS) of error as given in Eq.(2.14) and (2.15) [27]:

\[
\hat{x}_{k-1} = b_1(k - 1)T + b_2
\]  
(2.13)

\[
b_1 = \frac{n \sum_{i=0}^{n} x_{k-i} - 2 \sum_{i=0}^{n} i x_{k-i}}{n(n + 1)(n + 2)/6}
\]  
(2.14)
\[ b_2 = \frac{kx_{k-n} + (n - k)x_k}{n} \]  
\[ (2.15) \]

Similarly, a second-order curve can be fitted on the position measurement for the acceleration estimation:

\[ \hat{x}_{k-1} = c_1(k - 1)^2T^2 + c_2(k - i)T + c_3 \]  
\[ (2.16) \]

Eq. (2.17) gives the error that minimizes the difference between the fitted curve and the sampled position measurement:

\[ E = \sum_{i=0}^{n} (x_{k-i} - \hat{x}_{k-i})^2 \]  
\[ (2.17) \]

\( x_i \) is the \( i_{th} \) position sample before the last sample as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The partial derivatives of the error (\( E \)) in terms of three variables are equal to zero in the sense of the least mean squares:

\[ \frac{\partial E}{\partial c_1} = 0, \quad \frac{\partial E}{\partial c_2} = 0, \quad \frac{\partial E}{\partial c_3} = 0 \]  
\[ (2.18) \]

The solution of Eq. (2.18) gives the parameters of Eq. (2.16):

\[ c_1 = 30\frac{n(n - 1)\sum_{i=0}^{n}x_{k-i} - 6n\sum_{i=0}^{n}ix_{k-i} + 6\sum_{i=0}^{n}i^2x_{k-i}}{T^2n(n - 1)(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)} \]  
\[ (2.19) \]

\[ c_2 = 6\frac{A\sum_{i=0}^{n}x_{k-i} + B\sum_{i=0}^{n}ix_{k-i} + C\sum_{i=0}^{n}i^2x_{k-i}}{Tn(n - 1)(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)} \]  
\[ (2.20) \]
\[ c_3 = 3 \frac{D \sum_{i=0}^{n} x_{k-i} + E \sum_{i=0}^{n} i x_{k-i} + F \sum_{i=0}^{n} i^2 x_{k-i}}{n(n-1)(n+1)(n+2)(n+3)} \] (2.21)

where the factors in these equations are given as follow:

\[ A = 3n(2n^2 - n - 1) - 10kn(n - 1) \]
\[ B = -4n(8n + 1) - 6(10kn + 1) \]
\[ C = 30(n - 2k) \]
\[ D = 10k^2n(n - 1) - 6kn(2n^2 + n - 1) + n(3n^3 - n - 2) \]
\[ E = 8kn(8n + 1) - 6n(2n^2 - n - 1) - 12k(5kn + 1) \]
\[ F = 10n(n - 1) + 60k(k - n) \]

\[ \hat{x} = c_1 t^2 + c_2 t + c_3 \]

**Figure 2.4** Curve fitting of the quantized position signal [30]

The position, velocity and acceleration can be defined in terms of these parameters as:

\[ \ddot{x}(kT) = c_1(kT)^2 + c_2(kT) + c_3 \] (2.22)
\[ \dot{v}_k = \frac{d\ddot{x}}{dt}_{t=kT} = 2c_1(kT) + c_2 \] (2.23)
\[
\hat{a}_k = \left. \frac{d^2 \hat{x}}{dt^2} \right|_{t=kT} = 2c_1
\] (2.24)

The velocity and acceleration estimations are the approximations of LMS as shown in Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24), and hence the method is named as Enhanced Adaptive Windowing. Here, it is aimed to find a window size \(n\) with maximum length, such that all position estimation errors within the selected window line inside a tolerance band \((d)\) which is the upper bound of the quantization error (i.e. half of the encoder resolution). Note that Ref. [27] shows that the PDF for the errors introduced by an ideal quantization process is uniform between \(-d\) and \(d\). Figure 2.5 shows the flow charts of the first order and second order enhanced adaptive windowing estimation techniques.

\[
|x_{k-i} - \hat{x}_{k-i}| \leq d, \quad i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}
\] (2.25)

![Flow charts of first-order (a) and second-order enhanced (b) adaptive windowing techniques](image)

**Figure 2.5** Flow charts of first-order (a) and second-order enhanced (b) adaptive windowing techniques
2.5 Hybrid Method

Most of the methods, which are proposed in the literature, necessitate tradeoffs among noise reduction, control of delay, estimation accuracy, reliability, computational load, and bandwidth. Adaptive windowing techniques, which were presented in previous section, are used to overcome these difficulties. In these techniques, discrete position data window is increased until the difference between position measurement and least square based position estimates falls under the maximum quantization error “d” for velocity and acceleration estimation. Since the first-order adaptive windowing method does not provide acceleration estimation, it could be modified to estimate acceleration estimation using FP based velocity. Figure 2.6 shows the flowchart of this modified technique. It uses of FP based velocity as input where \( v_k \) denotes last value of exact position-based velocity while \( \hat{v}_k \) represents the last value of calculated velocity using least square method.

![Flowchart of Modified First Order Adaptive Windowing Technique](image)

Figure 2.6 Modified first order adaptive windowing technique
The modified method leads to an impulsive change in acceleration around zero velocity when the sign of velocity changes, since it uses the FP based velocity. Therefore, acceleration around zero velocity should be estimated by a different method. A second-order adaptive windowing technique can be used as an alternative to estimate velocity and acceleration in this problematic region.

The hybrid method (HM) proposed in this study is the combination of FP and FT methods. Three different techniques are utilized in this method. These are the fixed position (FP) technique for velocity estimation, the first-order modified adaptive windowing (MAW) using FP based velocity and second-order enhanced adaptive windowing (EAW) using encoder position.

The flow chart of the hybrid method is depicted in Figure 2.7. In this algorithm, firstly, the FP technique estimates the velocity for entire operating region except for around zero velocity. Then, the FP based velocity is used in the first-order modified adaptive windowing (MAW) for high resolution acceleration estimation. Lastly, the impulsive change in acceleration estimation of MAW and discontinuity in FP based velocity around zero velocity are corrected by the second-order enhanced adaptive windowing method (EAW). However, these all techniques should be transited smoothly in HM method. Therefore, a parametric transition curve is proposed in the second step of the algorithm for the smooth transition between these techniques. The second step of the algorithm generates a transition parameter \( k \) according to the operating velocity (referring FP based velocity) by using the proposed smooth transition curve. Then, this transition parameter \( k \) is used in the third step of the algorithm for resultant estimations. Note that the smooth transition curve is formed as Gaussian distribution between transition velocity limits (10 rad/sec and 20 rad/sec), and hence it enables smooth shifting among the techniques while the velocity is between 20 rad/sec and 10 rad/sec. Consequently, three different techniques are utilized for different operating regions: (1) the second-order enhanced adaptive windowing technique is used under 10 rad/sec for velocity and acceleration estimation, (2) the FP technique estimates velocity above 20 rad/sec, (3) the first-order modified
adaptive windowing technique using FP based velocity estimates the acceleration above 20 rad/sec. The smooth transition between the techniques is achieved by the proposed parametric transition curve.

Figure 2.7 Flow chart of the proposed hybrid method
2.6 Experimental Hardware

1-DOF rotary HapticBox shown in Figure 2.8 is used in experimental test of the velocity/acceleration estimation algorithms. This device can simulate only one degree of freedom rotational virtual or remote environments.

![Figure 2.8 HapticBox for experimental tests](image)

There are two encoders in HapticBox: a high resolution with 5000 ppr and low resolution with 500 ppr. Low resolution incremental encoder was used to test the proposed and conventional velocity/acceleration estimation algorithms. The motion inputs are given to device by the user so that the position data were stored for later use. For the evaluation of the velocity and acceleration estimation results, offline forward-backward filtering of the differentiated velocity and acceleration signals of the high resolution encoder is used to generate reference. The “filtfilt” function in Matlab’s Signal Processing Toolbox is used as Forward-backward
filtering technique for implementing zero-phase filter [33]. The device is actuated by a MaxonRE40 DC brush motor with a 150W power, which is driven by a Copley413CE DC Brush Servo Amplifier. A zero backlash sprocket and chain with a 128/18 gear ratio is used to increase the motor torque. A torque transducer with a range of 10 Nm torque load is used at the handle of the box. The control algorithm is implemented on HapticBox by means of Real-Time Windows Target Toolbox of MATLAB®. The technical properties of computer used in application are Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q9400 @ 2.66 GHz processor, 4 GB Ram, NVIDIA GeForce 9500 GT graphics card. Humusoft MF-624 multifunction I/O card is used to acquire signals coming from the sensors and to send reference signal to motor amplifier at 1 kHz sampling frequency.

2.7 Simulation and Experimental Results

For the comparison of the proposed methods to conventional methods, 3D plots of velocity and acceleration results are generated (Figures 2.9 and 2.10). The reference signal and results of the methods in the figures are shown by blue solid and red dotted lines, respectively. In order to show the results much clearly, the error color maps of the methods are plotted on a graph throughout the simulation time. The colored error maps, Figures 2.11 and 2.12, give a good idea to the readers for the comparison of the methods. As it can be seen in the colored error maps, the following remarks can be given: (1) the phase distortion effect of the Differentiation+filtering (DF) at high operating frequency leads to the higher estimation errors, (2) the modified state observer (MSO) and Kalman filter (KF) cannot effectively reduce the noise, (3) second-order enhanced adaptive windowing (EAW) yields relatively good performance, (4) the proposed hybrid method (HM) is best when compared to the others. For further evaluation of the results, a normalized RMS error of each method is summarized in Table 2.1. Note that normalized RMS error means the ratio between RMS of errors of the examined method and RMS of the reference signal. The normalized RMS error
table shows that the proposed hybrid velocity and acceleration estimation method leads to minimum estimation error.

**Figure 2.9** Experimental results of estimation methods for velocity

**Figure 2.10** Experimental results of estimation methods for acceleration
Figure 2.11 Error map of results of estimation methods for velocity

Figure 2.12 Error map of results of estimation methods for acceleration
Table 2.1 Normalized RMS of error for velocity and acceleration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Norm. Vel. RMS (Res.RMS/Ref.RMS)</th>
<th>Norm. Acc. RMS (Res.RMS/Ref.RMS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>0.2920</td>
<td>3.5134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSO</td>
<td>0.2562</td>
<td>3.2167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KF</td>
<td>0.1004</td>
<td>3.2696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAW</td>
<td>0.0619</td>
<td>2.6379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
<td>1.2821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.8 Conclusion

This chapter proposed an enhanced second-order adaptive window (EAW) technique and hybrid estimation method (HM) to estimate not only velocity but also acceleration from position signals of a low resolution incremental encoder. The EAW could easily be implemented by applying Real-Time Windows Target Toolbox of MATLAB® on a multifunction I/O card facilitating incremental encoder readings. The hybrid method necessitates the use of FPGAs. Basic estimation methods (FP and FT) cannot provide good estimations alone for the entire operating frequencies. For instance, high resolution acceleration estimation is not possible at high velocity region and an impulsive change of acceleration estimation is inevitable when the sign of velocity changes in FP methods. On the other hand, the first-order modified and second-order enhanced adaptive windowing methods are efficient at the problematic regions of FP method. Hence, the proposed hybrid method incorporates these three techniques (Fixed position, modified adaptive windowing, and enhanced adaptive windowing) into a single technique to use the bests of them on different operating regions. The performance of the proposed techniques is comparatively evaluated through a detailed simulation and experimental study. In the comparison of the algorithms, it is shown that the enhanced adaptive windowing and hybrid methods yield the best estimation performance for velocity and acceleration.
CHAPTER 3

TRANSPARENCY IMPROVEMENT

3.1 Introduction

The transparency is the first performance criteria of haptic interfaces and quantify that how well the remote or virtual environments are reflected to the user. The dynamics of a haptic interface should be minimized for maximum transparency. For the transparent simulation of a remote or virtual environment, there are two approaches. These are to redesign the haptic device to minimize dynamic effects, or to improve the performance of the controller to meet the requirements [34-36]. Lawrence [37] explains the transparency as the ratio between the transmitted impedance ($Z_M$) and environment impedance ($Z_D$) such that the ideal ratio is unity for a desired bandwidth. The transparency subject is firstly studied in the field of teleportation. Various compensators are proposed in the literature to improve the transparency. Ref. [38] proposed to incorporate a loop-shaping compensator and local feedback loops at the master and slave manipulations to ensure stability and high transparency in a teleoperator system. Loop-shaping approach used in this study increase transparency bandwidth and stability robustness in a bilateral telemanipulation system. Other types of compensators are adaptive control schemes to increase transparency performance criteria [39]. An adaptive controller does not require the parameters of the robot and environment dynamics, and can estimate them in continuous contact simulations. In this way the proposed algorithm provides transparent interaction. Another transparency-optimized control law for an impedance-impedance type of teleoperation system is presented
in [40]. In the literature, either closed loop feedback or open loop with model based compensators is commonly used for transparency improvement of haptic devices [10, 41 and 42]. McJunkin classified haptic interaction into two groups for the evaluation of the transparency characteristics: (1) active user interaction (AUI) and (2) passive user interaction (PUI) [43, 44]. In an AUI application, haptic user gives motion to the device, this motion is sensed by the device and a force is generated based on the virtual model. In PUI case, the user does not generate motion. The passive user interacts with a virtual object defined by an active force. Haptic tennis game can be given as an example for PUI. Maximization of transparency in both interaction types can only be performed by minimizing the disturbance torques/forces resulting from the device dynamics.

Haptic force control algorithms usually employ model based compensators in haptic interfaces to eliminate the inertia and friction of the system [10]. These compensators have two major drawbacks. System dynamics parameters cannot be identified perfectly, and velocity and acceleration cannot be estimated perfectly due to the quantized encoder measurements. Besides, the controller gains in the closed loop controllers cannot be increased to high values due to the inherent device dynamics. These difficulties limit the implementation of model based and closed loop control algorithms. In this chapter, as an alternative, a motor current based torque compensator is developed to increase the transparency.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follow: The contribution is explained in the following section. The next two sections present an overview of the conventional controller architectures and proposed control algorithm. Then, the system identification of the experimental hardware is given in detail. The experimental results and performance evaluations are presented in the fourth section. Applicability of the proposed algorithm to multi-DOF haptic manipulators is shown in the fifth section. The last section is related to the conclusion part of the research.
3.2 Contribution

Force feedback control algorithms and model based compensators are frequently employed in haptic controllers to maximize the transparency. However, the model based control algorithms have some drawbacks such as estimation errors of the disturbance model and velocity/acceleration estimation inaccuracies causing incorrect disturbance compensation. On the other hand, since the controller gains of the force feedback control algorithm cannot be increased to high values due to the inherent dynamics of the system, it is not sufficient alone to cancel the disturbances. The main contribution of this chapter is the motor current based torque feedback compensator which was developed instead of model based compensators to maximize the transparency. The developed algorithm was experimentally tested on a 1-DOF HapticBox. The results show that the proposed algorithm provides the better performance than the conventional algorithms. Furthermore, the motor current based torque feedback compensator is also tested on a MATLAB/SimMechanics® model of a 2-DOF serial planar elbow type haptic manipulator to show that it is applicable for multi-DOF haptic devices. This chapter was mainly adapted from our previously published paper titled with “Utilization of Motor Current based Torque Feedback to Improve the Transparency of Haptic Interfaces” [45].

3.3 Conventional Force Control Architectures

Two basic control algorithms are used in haptic interfaces: (1) admittance and (2) impedance type control algorithms [10, 46]. In the admittance control (AC), the motion is controlled to reflect the virtual environment. A reference motion is computed based on the virtual environment model, and sent to the actuator drivers. In the impedance type control (IC), the user motion is sensed and a reference force is computed based on the virtual environment model. Force-feedback loop using a force transducer improves the accuracy of this type of control strategy. It is called as closed loop impedance control (CLIC). AC and CLIC algorithms require the use of force/torque transducers. Appropriate control
algorithm should be selected based on the virtual environment and the device itself. The proposed method in this chapter is implemented on CLIC which is mostly preferred for haptic interfaces.

Figure 3.1 shows the components in a haptic-user interaction. User applies a force $F_h$ to move the device handle. $X_h$ and $X_d$ are the displacement of the user hand and haptic device. $F_d$ is the force applied by the device based on the virtual environment model. The dynamic of the user hand and device affects the haptic interaction force. Force transducer attached to the end-effector sense the user force. However, the user changes the force to overcome the dynamic effects. Thus, the force sensed by the transducer includes the dynamic effects of the device and the user arm. Moreover, the user’s fingers may not hold the handle tightly. In such a case user and device motion ($X_h$ and $X_d$) might be different. This phenomenon should be taken into consideration in the design of a haptic interface controller.

![Haptic-user interaction diagram](image)

**Figure 3.1** Haptic-user interaction

Figure 3.2 shows typical haptic interface architecture for the open loop impedance type control (OLIC). The interface is composed of the human operator, haptic device and virtual environment. The user receives force-feedback when imposes motion on the device. Incremental encoders on the device sense position and these measurements are then used to compute the desired forces and corresponding motor torques based on the virtual environment model.
Figure 3.2 Open Loop Impedance Control (OLIC)

The block diagram in Figure 3.2 includes the virtual environment, haptic device and user impedances ($Z_v$, $Z_d$, $Z_h$) and can be used to determine the equivalent impedance of the haptic interface. The equivalent impedance ($Z_{eq}$) is the relationship between force applied by the operator ($F_h$) and device displacement ($x_d$), and can be defined as the summation of the virtual environment, human and the device impedances (Eq.3.1). Thus, the user feels the dynamics of haptic device and user arm in addition to the virtual environment.

$$Z_{eq} = Z_v + Z_d + Z_h$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

In the closed loop impedance controller, the sensed force is used as feedback in the controller (Figure 3.3) and equivalent impedance can be determined as:

$$Z_{eq} = Z_v + (1 + K_p)^{-1}Z_d + Z_h$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Figure 3.3 Closed Loop Impedance Control (CLIC)
The errors due to the dynamics of the haptic device are inversely proportional to the controller gain, $K_p$. If the gain is set to zero, then the controller turns into open-loop. The controller gain can be set as high as possible for a realistic haptic interaction. However, high gain may cause instability which depends on the inherent dynamics of the system (i.e. device dynamics, sensor noises and inaccurate velocity/acceleration estimation) [10].

The closed loop block diagram shown in Figure 3.3 uses a proportional controller. McJunkin explained that it is not possible to use traditional (PID, PD, PI) control law with force/torque sensors in haptic interfaces [34]. In a PD control application using a force/torque transducer the derivative term may create difficulty due to the noise of the sensor signal. The numerical differentiation of the sensor signal amplifies noise and thus the derivative term of the controller causes instability. On the other hand, PI control has also practical difficulties in implementation. The PI control law can be used to correct the steady state error in a system. However, a user who explores a haptic environment generally may not maintain static contact with an object consistently.

Another controller type to eliminate the dynamic effect of the device felt by the user is to apply a model-based compensator on open loop control as shown in Figure 3.4. This type of controller is called as open loop impedance control with model based compensator (OLIC with MBC). The equivalent impedance can be determined as:

$$Z_{eq} = Z_v + Z_d - \hat{Z}_d + Z_h$$

(3.3)

In order to eliminate the dynamic effect of the haptic device, identified device impedance ($\hat{Z}_d$) should be equal to the actual impedance of the device ($Z_d$). Therefore, model based controller requires a good identification to compensate the dynamic and frictional effects of the haptic device.
The model-based feedforward controller contributes the transparency improvement of the haptic devices. However, it is problematic due to some certain drawbacks. First, it is very susceptible to modeling errors. If the estimated parameters of the haptic model are incorrect, the estimated force will also be incorrect. Another drawback of this algorithm is the fact that velocity and acceleration cannot be estimated perfectly due to the quantized encoder signals.

As shown in Figure 3.5, model-based compensator can also be applied to the closed loop impedance control (CLIC with MBC) [47]. The equivalent impedance can be determined as:

\[
Z_{eq} = Z_v + (1 + K_p)^{-1}(Z_d - \dot{Z}_d) + Z_h
\]  

(3.4)

Since the velocity and acceleration can be estimated better using the quantized position signal at high-velocities, model based compensator tends to work well for high-velocity; however, closed loop force feedback works well for low velocity [47]. Therefore a hybrid force controller can be used to combine the advantages of these two modes. Nevermore, they may be coupled in an application and create instable effects.
Figure 3.5 Closed Loop Impedance Control with model based compensator
(CLIC with MBC)

3.4 Proposed Motor Current Based Torque Feedback Compensator

In the literature, the transparency of haptic devices is maximized by linear model-based compensation algorithms and force feedback control algorithms [10]. The model-based methods are not sufficient due to some drawbacks as mentioned in the previous section. For the force feedback control algorithms, only proportional controller is preferred since haptic interactions generally do not have steady state equilibrium and the transducer noise is inevitable [34]. Besides, the proportional gain of the closed loop controller cannot be increased to high values for transparency maximization because of the system dynamics. On the other hand, the force feedback control is implemented on the tip point, since the force transducer is attached to the end-effector of a haptic manipulator. This technique has certain difficulties in estimating the interaction torque at each joint for effective transparency. Alternatively, torque feedback control can be implemented on each joint by means of separate torque sensors attached to every joint. However, it increases the inertia and the cost of the haptic devices. In this section, motor current based torque-feedback compensator is employed in the closed loop impedance controller to improve the transparency of the haptic interfaces. The proposed control algorithm is applied on the joint space. The block diagram of the proposed method for 1-DOF rotary haptic device is shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6 Block diagram of Closed Loop Impedance Control with Motor Current Based Compensator (CLIC with MCBC) for a 1-DOF rotary haptic device

The block diagram comprises the virtual model, device dynamics, user dynamics, actuator models, force feedback controller (Controller-I) and motor current based compensator (Controller-II). The actuator torque can be measured by means of a low-cost current sensor and the actuator torque constant. This torque measurement is compared with the output of Controller-I and the error between them is compensated by Controller-II of the current based compensator. A low-pass filter (LPF) is employed to reduce the vibration effect of the noisy feedback. In the experiments, a fully integrated hall-effect current sensor (Allegro® ACS712) is used for the current measurements. \( Z_v, Z_h, K_p, K_c, \dot{\theta}_h, \dot{\theta}_d, F_h, \tau_d, \tau_c, \tau_m, \dot{v}_a, i_m, R_m, L, K_{emf}, K_m \) symbols in Figure 3.6 denote impedance of virtual environment, impedance of user hand, gain of controller-I, gain of controller-II, motion of the user hand, motion of the haptic device, human user force, desired torque command, compensator torque command, joint torque applied by motor, joint torque applied by human user, motor voltage, motor current, motor resistance, motor inductance, motor back EMF constant, motor torque constant, respectively.
3.5 System Parameter Identification of Experimental Hardware

1-DOF HapticBox was used in the experimental comparison of the control algorithms. All details about the HapticBox are mentioned in Chapter 2. The system parameters of a haptic device should be identified precisely to implement a model-based compensation algorithm. In experimental system identification of a robot, there are two methods: (1) implicit and (2) explicit methods [48]. Training a neural network is an example to implicit experimental system dynamics identification of a robot [49, 50]. In explicit methods the robot dynamics is formulated in terms of system parameters and they are identified based on a series of measurements. Nonlinear least squares estimation technique is commonly used to identify the system parameters of the robots. In this section, Gauss-Newton nonlinear least square optimization algorithm [51] is implemented on the measured torque, velocity and acceleration of the device for the system identification (parameter estimation) of the HapticBox.

Inertial and frictional effects of output drum ($\tau_o$) and input motor drum ($\tau_i$) of our 1-DOF experimental hardware (HapticBox) causes parasitic torque ($\tau_p$) during interaction. Sprocket mechanism used in the HapticBox magnifies the parasitic torque effect of input drum by the transmission ratio ($r_o/r_i$). Hence, Eq.(3.5) represents the total parasitic torque of the HapticBox:

$$\tau_p = \tau_o + \frac{r_o}{r_i} \tau_i$$  (3.5)

The parasitic torques of each drum can be expressed in terms of Coulomb friction ($T_{c,o}$), viscous friction coefficient ($b$) and inertia ($I$) as follow:

$$\tau_o = sgn(\dot{\theta}_o)T_{c,o} + b_o \dot{\theta}_o + I_o \ddot{\theta}_o$$  (3.6)

$$\tau_i = sgn(\dot{\theta}_i)T_{c,i} + b_i \dot{\theta}_i + I_i \ddot{\theta}_i$$  (3.7)
Total parasitic forces can be expressed as given in Eq.(3.8) by using Eqs.(3.6) and (3.7). Then the equivalent Coulomb friction, equivalent viscosity friction constant and equivalent inertia can be derived as follow:

\[
\tau = sgn(\dot{\theta}_o) \left( T_{c_o} + \frac{r_o}{r_i} T_{c_i} \right) + \left( b_o + \frac{r_o^2}{r_i^2} b_i \right) \dot{\theta}_o + \left( I_o + \frac{r_o^2}{r_i^2} I_i \right) \ddot{\theta}_o \tag{3.8}
\]

\[
T_{c_{eq}} = \left( T_{c_o} + \frac{r_o}{r_i} T_{c_i} \right), b_{eq} = \left( b_o + \frac{r_o^2}{r_i^2} b_i \right) \text{ and } I_{eq} = \left( I_o + \frac{r_o^2}{r_i^2} I_i \right) \tag{3.9}
\]

A simple experiment was conducted to identify these equivalent parameters. In this experiment, the user rotated haptic handle at various velocity and acceleration. The torque measurements and the estimations of velocity and acceleration of the handle are plotted as given in Figure 3.7. Note that enhanced adaptive windowing (EAW) technique explained in Chapter 2 is employed to estimate velocity and acceleration of the handle. Gauss-Newton nonlinear least-square estimation technique [51] (MATLAB® “lsqnonlin”) is applied on Eq.(3.8) by using the torque, velocity and acceleration measurements to estimate the equivalent parameters. Hence, the cost function of the problem can be defined as:

\[
\min \left\| f \left( T_{c_{eq}}, b_{eq}, I_{eq} \right) \right\|_2^2 = \min \left\{ f_1 \left( T_{c_{eq}}, b_{eq}, I_{eq} \right)^2 + \ldots + f_n \left( T_{c_{eq}}, b_{eq}, I_{eq} \right)^2 \right\} \tag{3.10}
\]

where \( f_i \left( T_{c_{eq}}, b_{eq}, I_{eq} \right) = \tau_{m_i} - sgn(\dot{\theta}_{o,m_i}) T_{c_{eq}} - b_{eq} \dot{\theta}_{o,m_i} - I_{eq} \ddot{\theta}_{o,m_i} \)

Subscript “m_i” in Eq.(3.10) denotes the \( i^{th} \) measured data. Initial values of the parameters are set to zero for parameter estimation. As a result, equivalent static
friction, viscous friction and inertia parameters are found as ($T_{ceq}=0.0097$ Nm, $b_{eq}=0.0046$ Nms, $I_{eq}=0.0025$ kgm$^2$).

The classic Coulomb friction model causes a discontinuity around zero velocity and this discontinuity produces unstable oscillations in haptic interfaces [52]. Therefore, Coulomb friction model is modified according to the boundary conditions ($\dot{\theta}_i$) using a continuous smooth transition function in the dead-zone (Figure 3.8) to eliminate the oscillation problem. The model based compensator implemented in this chapter uses this modified friction model as follow:

if $|\dot{\theta}| < \dot{\theta}_i$

$$T_c = \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}) \left[ - \left( \frac{T_{ceq} - b_{eq} \dot{\theta}_i}{\dot{\theta}_i^2} \right) |\dot{\theta}|^2 + \left( \frac{2T_{ceq} - b_{eq} \dot{\theta}_i}{\dot{\theta}_i} \right) |\dot{\theta}| \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

else $T_c = \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}) [T_{ceq} + b_{eq} (|\dot{\theta}| - \dot{\theta}_i)]$
3.6 Experimental Results

In order to compare the proposed algorithm to conventional algorithms, we carried out a set of experiments. In the first set, virtual stiffness ($K$) and damping ($B$) elements of the virtual model are set to zero. The results are presented in the form of interaction torque measurements versus angular rotation of the handle and so-called free-motion transparency measure. It is expected that the device does not produce any parasitic torque in the experiments. The haptic user cycled the handle around $\pm 1$ rad. within 6 seconds and the measurements were stored with varying velocity and acceleration. The interaction torque measurements are desired to be close as possible to the horizontal axis for maximum transparency in the free-motion transparency measures. Second experiment was conducted under the effect of two separate virtual load simulations: (1) a single virtual spring ($K=0.5 \text{ Nm/rad}$) and (2) a single virtual damping ($B=0.1 \text{ Nms/rad}$). For high transparency performance, the haptic device should produce the accurate torque required for the virtual environment simulation. Thus, it is desired that the measured torque should be close as possible to the reference torque calculated for the virtual model. The motion of handle in these experiments is generated by the user at high velocities and accelerations to test the algorithms effectively.
The results are presented as 3D graphs to compare the algorithms simply (Figures.3.9). Figure 3.9a presents the free-motion transparency measures for OLIC, OLIC with MBC, CLIC, CLIC with MBC and CLIC with MCBC algorithms. It shows that closed loop algorithms give relatively good performance. However, the proposed CLIC with MCBC algorithm is the best. For the virtual-load experimental results, the measured and reference torque values are shown on the same figure (Figures 3.9b and 3.9c). The closeness of them gives an idea about the transparency performances of the algorithms. According to the virtual-load experimental results, it can be concluded that: (1) MBC does not improve the haptic interaction effectively due to the identification inaccuracies and non-precise velocity/acceleration estimations, (2) the transparency performance of the CLIC is not satisfactory because of the fact that proportional gain cannot be increased to high values due to the inherent device dynamics, (3) MCBC improve the transparency performance of CLIC significantly. Consequently, CLIC with MCBC method gives the highest transparency performance for the haptic interactions. Note that the proposed algorithm used in the experiments contains two different proportional controllers. They use transducer torque feedback and motor current based torque feedback. Proportional gains of these controllers are set to high values as possible provided that the system is stable.

The results of virtual-load experiments were also evaluated in detail using double axes figures where left and right axes show the torque error and angular acceleration versus time. Figures 3.10a-e and 3.11a-e are presented to illustrate the apparent inertia achieved by the algorithms for virtual stiffness and damper simulations. The torque errors during interaction can be followed up throughout the angular acceleration of the handle in these figures and it can be seen that the torque error changes similarly with angular acceleration. Therefore, the minimum torque error means the minimum apparent inertia achieved by the algorithms. Consequently, Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show that CLIC+MCBC provides minimum apparent inertia which can be interpreted as the highest transparency performance.
Figure 3.9 Transparency performance measures for (a) free-motion, (b) virtual spring with $K=0.5 \ Nm/\text{rad}$, and (c) virtual damping with $B=0.1 \ Nm/\text{rad}$
Figure 3.10 Apparent inertia measure for virtual spring $K=0.5$ Nm/rad (a) OLIC, (b) OLIC with MBC, (c) CLIC, (d) CLIC with MBC, (e) CLIC with MCBC
Figure 3.11 Apparent inertia measure for virtual damping $B=0.1 \text{ Nms/rad}$ (a) OLIC, (b) OLIC with MBC, (c) CLIC, (d) CLIC with MBC, (e) CLIC with MCBC
In order to further interpret the double axes figures given in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, the average apparent inertias of the algorithms are presented in Table 3.1. Note that the average apparent inertia means the ratio between RMS of the torque errors and RMS of the acceleration of the handle during the experiments. According to Table 3.1, the minimum apparent inertia is achieved by CLIC+MCBC and hence it can be concluded that the proposed algorithm is superior in terms the transparency.

**Table 3.1 Average apparent inertia \( (I_{\text{app}} = \frac{\text{RMS(Torque)}}{\text{RMS(Acc.)}} - gm^2) \)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual Model</th>
<th>OLIC</th>
<th>OLIC+MBC</th>
<th>CLIC</th>
<th>CLIC+MBC</th>
<th>CLIC+MCBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K = 0.5 , \text{Nm/rad} )</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B = 0.1 , \text{Nms/rad} )</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.6.1 A Novel Transparency Metric for Haptic Devices

In this section, a novel transparency metric is proposed for haptic devices. The conservation of energy at the time of crash of a solid object with a virtual wall is considered in this method. A solid object hurled through a wall can penetrate into the wall at the crash, depending upon the kinetic energy of the object and the virtual wall parameters (stiffness - \( K \) and damper - \( B \)). The kinetic energy of the object is absorbed by the wall. Hence, the conservation of energy is formulated as given in Eq.(3.12) for the crash of a rotational 1-DOF solid object with a virtual wall in terms of inertia of the object \( I \), crash velocity with the virtual wall \( \dot{\theta}_c \), virtual stiffness parameter \( K \), virtual damping parameter \( B \), maximum indentation \( \theta_m \), rotation of the object after crash \( \theta \) and velocity of the object after crash \( \dot{\theta} \). Left side term represents the kinetic energy just before crash while right side terms represent the work done by the virtual wall parameter after crash.
Maximum transparency necessitates minimum apparent inertia in haptic devices. To find the apparent inertia of the device as a transparency metric, Eq.(3.12) can be rearranged as given in Eq.(3.13).

\[ \frac{1}{2} I_c \dot{\theta}_c^2 = \frac{1}{2} K \dot{\theta}_m^2 + \int_0^{\theta_m} B \dot{\theta} \, d\theta \] (3.12)

\[ I_{app} = \frac{K \dot{\theta}_m^2 + 2 \int_0^{\dot{\theta}_m} B \dot{\theta} \, d\theta}{\dot{\theta}_c^2} \] (3.13)

A set of experiments was carried out on a virtual wall to test the algorithms in terms of the proposed transparency metric. The stiffness and damper parameters of the wall were selected as \( K = 20 \text{ Nm/rad}, \) \( B = 0.01 \text{ Nms/rad} \). The user hurled the haptic handle through the wall at nearly same velocity for each experiment. Figure 3.12a-e shows the position and velocity measurements of the handle for each experiment. Virtual wall contact velocity of the handle and maximum indentation depth are shown by data cursor in the same figures. Using Eq.(3.13), the apparent inertia of the device is presented in Table 3.2 for virtual wall experiment of each algorithm. According to Table 3.2, the proposed algorithm (CLIC with MCBC) provides the minimum apparent inertia which is required for maximum transparency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual Wall</th>
<th>OLIC</th>
<th>OLIC+MBC</th>
<th>CLIC</th>
<th>CLIC+MBC</th>
<th>CLIC+MCBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K = 20 \text{ (Nm/rad)} &lt;br&gt; B = 0.01 \text{ (Nms/rad)}</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.12 Transparency measure for a virtual wall with the parameters of $K=20 \text{ Nm/rad}$ and $B=0.01 \text{ Nms/rad}$ (a) OLIC, (b) OLIC with MBC, (c) CLIC, (d) CLIC with MBC, (e) CLIC with MCBC
3.7 Application of the Algorithms to Multi-DOF Haptic Devices

In order to show that the proposed MCBC is applicable for multi-DOF systems, the algorithms are tested for a 2-DOF serial planar elbow type haptic manipulator in the simulation environment (Figure 3.13). MATLAB/SimMechanics® Toolbox is used in the simulation since it enables us to realize the forward dynamics of the haptic device. Besides, the virtual actuators, virtual end-point force sensor, virtual joint position sensors of the MATLAB/SimMechanics® Toolbox can be employed for a realistic haptic device simulation.

![2-DOF serial planar elbow type haptic manipulator](image)

**Figure 3.13** 2-DOF serial planar elbow type haptic manipulator

In this section, firstly dynamic model of the device was derived. Then, the linearized dynamic parameters to be used in model-based control algorithm are identified. Finally, conventional and the proposed algorithms are implemented on the SimMechanics® model of the device to compare the results.

The dynamics of the robot manipulators is expresses as follow [53]:

\[
\tau = M(\theta)\ddot{\theta} + C(\theta, \dot{\theta})\dot{\theta} + G
\]

(3.14)
where $M$, $C$, and $G$ denote the inertial matrix, the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix, and the gravitational vector respectively. $\tau = [\tau_1, \tau_2]^T$, $\Theta = [\theta_1, \theta_2]^T$ are torque vectors generated by the motors and the vector of joint angles.

The equations of motion of a 2-DOF serial manipulator can be derived as given in Eq.(3.15) by using the Euler-Lagrange method:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\tau_1 \\
\tau_2
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
M_{11} & M_{12} \\
M_{21} & M_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\ddot{\theta}_1 \\
\ddot{\theta}_2
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
C_{11} & C_{12} \\
C_{21} & C_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\theta}_1 \\
\dot{\theta}_2
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
G_1 \\
G_2
\end{bmatrix} 
$$

Equation (3.15)

$$
M_{11} = m_1 r_1^2 + m_2 (L_1^2 + r_2^2 + 2L_1 r_2 \cos \theta_2) + I_1 + l_2 \\
M_{12} = M_{21} = m_2 (r_2^2 + L_1 r_2 \cos \theta_2) + l_2 \\
M_{22} = m_2 r_2^2 + l_2 \\
C_{11} = -2m_2 L_1 r_2 \sin \theta_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \\
C_{12} = -m_2 L_1 r_2 \sin \theta_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \\
C_{21} = m_2 L_1 r_2 \sin \theta_2 \dot{\theta}_1 \\
C_{22} = 0 \\
G_1 = (m_1 r_1 + m_2 L_1) g \cos \theta_1 + m_2 g r_2 \cos \theta_{12} \\
G_2 = m_2 g r_2 \cos \theta_{12}
$$

The Coulomb and viscous friction models are employed in the friction model. $T_{ci}$ and $b_i$ represent the Coulomb and viscous friction coefficients for joint $i$:

$$
\tau_f = T_{ci} \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}_i) + b_i \dot{\theta}_i \quad i = 1, 2 
$$

Equation (3.16)

In order to identify the device dynamic parameters, Eq.(3.16) should be linearly parametrized so that it can be represented by the multiplication of two matrices which are composed of joint variables and device dynamic parameters respectively. Consequently, Eq.(3.16) can be rewritten as given in Eq.(3.17):

$$
\tau = Y(\Theta, \dot{\Theta}, \ddot{\Theta})_{2 \times 9} \varphi_{9 \times 1}
$$

Equation (3.17)

where $Y$ is a regressor matrix and $\varphi$ is a vector of nine unknown parameters as:

$$
y_{11} = g \cos \theta_1 \\
y_{12} = \ddot{\theta}_1 \\
y_{13} = L_1^2 \ddot{\theta}_1 + L_1 g \cos \theta_1
$$
φ components can be identified by means of force, velocity and acceleration measurements. A sample path is applied to the end-effector as shown in Figure 3.14a and corresponding force measurements are given in Figures 3.14b and 3.14c. The sample path is generated by two sine/cosine functions that are given in the figure. An artificial Gaussian noise with 0.075N standard deviation and zero mean in the range of ±15N is added to virtual force sensor measurement.

![Figure 3.14](image)

**Figure 3.14** Sample path applied to the 2-DOF haptic device (a), and force measurements at the handle (b, c)
Gauss-Newton nonlinear least-square estimation technique in [51] (MATLAB® “lsqnonlin”) is used to identify the parameters ($\varphi_i$) using the linearized equation of the motion based on the joints parasitic torque, velocity and acceleration data. As a result, real and identified values of the device parameters are given below:

Real parameters:

\[ m_1 = m_2 = 0.25 \text{ kg}, \quad l_1 = l_2 = 0.0013 \text{ kgm}^2, \quad r_1 = r_2 = 0.125 \text{ m} \]
\[ T_{c1} = T_{c2} = 0.009 \text{ Nm}, \quad b_1 = b_2 = 0.004 \text{ Nms} \]
\[ \varphi_1 = 0.03125, \quad \varphi_2 = 0.00521, \quad \varphi_3 = 0.25, \quad \varphi_4 = 0.03125, \quad \varphi_5 = 0.00521 \]
\[ \varphi_6 = 0.009, \quad \varphi_7 = 0.004, \quad \varphi_8 = 0.009, \quad \varphi_9 = 0.004 \]

Identified parameters:

\[ \hat{\varphi}_1 \approx 0.03016, \quad \hat{\varphi}_2 \approx 0.00512, \quad \hat{\varphi}_3 \approx 0.24100, \quad \hat{\varphi}_4 \approx 0.03198, \quad \hat{\varphi}_5 \approx 0.00543 \]
\[ \hat{\varphi}_6 \approx 0.00912, \quad \hat{\varphi}_7 \approx 0.00371, \quad \hat{\varphi}_8 \approx 0.00872, \quad \hat{\varphi}_9 \approx 0.00412 \]

Figure 3.15 and 3.16 show the reconfigurable MATLAB®/Simulink model for the force control of a 2-DOF haptic manipulator. This Simulink model can be configured for different control algorithms by manual switches (OLIC, OLIC+MBC, CLIC, CLIC+MBC, CLIC+MCBC). Since a multi-DOF haptic manipulator should employ separate current based compensators in its each joint, two separate current based compensators are used for the 2-DOF haptic manipulator model. All current and force feedback signals have a Gaussian distributed noise with zero mean and 0.5% variance of the maximum range of the virtual sensors. These feedback signals are filtered by a low-pass filter with a 50 Hz cut-off frequency. Velocity and acceleration are estimated based on the enhanced adaptive windowing technique using 500 ppr artificial encoder model.
A sample test scenario was carried out in MATLAB®/SimMechanics to evaluate the performance of the proposed control algorithm. A virtual model with a stiffness ($K$) and damping ($B$) is located horizontally as shown in Figure 3.17 (x=0). End-point of the device is moved ±100 mm range with different velocities and accelerations on the horizontal direction ($x = \pm \delta = \pm 100$ mm) by using the virtual drivers and actuators in MATLAB®/Simulink environment.
Using virtual drivers and actuators in MATLAB®/SimMechanics Toolbox, the robot handle is excited by using a chirp signal with continuous trajectories generated by \((\delta=0.1\sin(\pi^2/2) \text{ m})\). The tests were conducted for two separate cases as mentioned in the experimental results section: (1) free-motion, where virtual stiffness \(-K\) and damping \(-B\) parameters are set to zero and (2) virtual-load is designated by defining stiffness \(-K\) and damping \(-B\).

Figure 3.18a presents the free-motion transparency measures for the proposed and alternative algorithms. It is desired that the device does not produce any parasitic forces. The results show that the proposed CLIC with MCBC algorithm is superior when compared to the others. Figure 3.18b and 3.18c show the virtual-load test results. The closeness of the measured and reference force values gives an idea about the quality of algorithms in terms of transparency. According to the test results, MCBC overcome the insufficiency of CLIC, it improves the transparency significantly. Consequently, it can be said that the proposed control algorithm is effective also for multi-DOF haptic systems.
Figure 3.18 Transparency performance measures of 2-DOF haptic manipulator for (a) free-motion, (b) single virtual stiffness with $K=100 \ N/m$, and (c) single virtual damping with $B=6 \ Ns/m$
The proposed algorithm should be tested with different poses to show that it is effective in the whole workspace of the haptic device. For that purpose, same virtual model was located on the different coordinates with different poses. Figure 3.19 shows the sample five poses which were selected on a spiral path. The arrow shows the moving direction of the end-effector of the 2-DOF planar haptic device model. The same trajectory and motion characteristics defined in the previous tests were re-used. Figures 3.20a and 3.20b show the force error measurements of the virtual-load transparency tests achieved by the proposed CLIC and MCBC. The results show that the proposed algorithm keeps the transparency at high level in different poses of multi-DOF haptic system.

![Diagram showing sample five poses on a spiral path](image)

**Figure 3.19** Virtual-load transparency measure tests for various poses in the workspace
Figure 3.20 Transparency performance error measures of the CLIC with MCBC algorithm for (a) single virtual spring $K=100 \text{ N/m}$, and (b) single virtual damping $B=6 \text{ Ns/m}$ in various poses

3.8 Conclusion

Closed loop force control algorithms and model-based compensators are used in haptic interfaces to increase virtual environment simulation accuracy through the improvement of transparency. Since the proportional gain of the closed loop controller cannot be increased to high values due to the inherent dynamics of the haptic interface, the closed loop force control is not sufficient alone for the transparency. As an alternative, the model based compensators with disturbance parameter estimation are employed. However, they have some drawbacks too due
to the inevitable estimation errors in the disturbance model, velocity and acceleration. In this study, a motor current based torque feedback compensator is employed instead of model-based compensators to maximize the transparency. This technique works as a secondary controller in the closed loop impedance algorithm. The proposed algorithm is implemented on a 1-DOF HapticBox and showed in the simulation that it can be applied for multi-DOF haptic systems. The results show that the proposed algorithm is more effective than the conventional algorithms for the transparency maximization of the haptic interfaces.
CHAPTER 4

STABILITY IMPROVEMENT WITH HIGH TRANSPARENCY

4.1 Introduction

Since the haptic devices are evaluated in terms of stable impedance range and transparency, both of them should be improved together. However, the studies in the literature focused on either increasing stable impedance range or transparency improvement for haptic devices. In this section, firstly the passivity condition, which is required for the stable haptic interaction, is explained, then a literature survey about the stability improvement is presented and finally the transparency subject is reviewed over again.

The first parts of this section are dedicated to the the reason of instability in haptic interfaces and they are adapted from “Stability of Haptic Displays” Chapter in the book of “Haptic Rendering: Foundations, Algorithms, and Applications”, written by David Weir and Edward Colgate and edited by Ming Lin and Miguel Otaduy in order to explain clearly [54].

The objects in the real world interact based on the physical laws that govern their behavior. However, this interaction is only approximated in the virtual world. Even though the approximate behavior may be very close to the real behavior, the sum of these errors can lead to a considerable effect. Instability and limit cycle oscillations are two common ways in which haptic interactions deviate from their physical counterparts, both of which result from non-passivity. Everyday
interaction with common objects involves experiencing a wide range of impedances. Moving in free space implies almost zero resistance to motion, while interacting with tables, walls, and other massive objects provides almost complete resistance to motion. The aim in the haptic technology is to design haptic interfaces that can reflect as wide a range of dynamic impedances as possible.

Haptic interfaces are sampled-data systems. They combine a continuous-time mechanical system with a discrete-time controller. The effects of sampling, even assuming ideal sensors and actuators in the continuous-time plant, cause a haptic interface to lose passivity. The virtual wall is the standard haptic task. Since most interaction with virtual environments can be simplified to interaction with a virtual wall of varying stiffness and damping, the virtual wall is commonly used as a performance metric for haptic interfaces.

Simulating a stiff virtual wall is a difficult task due to the nature of sampling. The following example characterizes the general problem. As a general rule, there is always some penetration of the position of the haptic display into the virtual wall. As a consequence, at the next sampling interval, the discrete controller detects the wall penetration, and the virtual environment computes large output forces normal to the wall surface. This large force has a tendency to rapidly push the haptic display outside of the virtual wall into free space. This situation now reverses, where at some future sampling interval; the position of the haptic display is outside the virtual wall, so the forces return to zero. Oscillations arise when this cycle of free space and wall penetration is repeated. Sampling prevents detecting the exact time when the haptic display contacts the surface of the virtual wall, and position sensing resolution has the effect of quantizing penetration distance into the virtual wall, both of which are destabilizing effects. These errors can lead to energy generation and active, non-passive behavior. One consequence of optical encoders used in haptic interfaces is that position information is quantized based on the encoder resolution. The distinction between sampling and sensor quantization should be emphasized. Sampling introduces uncertainty with respect to when events occur and what happens between sampling intervals. Sensor
quantization causes a loss of information due to sensing only discrete changes in the value of a signal. Another effects which cause loss of information in haptic interfaces are the time delays due to the computational loads and network communications. The physical damping in the haptic display is critically important due to its role in counteracting the energy generation from errors introduced by sensing and discrete-time control. The disturbance compensation algorithms reduce the amount of physical damping in haptic interfaces; hence, increase the instability possibility. Additionally, the noisy and phase-lagged sensory signals are the other sources for the instability of haptic interfaces. In brief, the main factors for haptic devices to generate excess energy are:

- Information loss in A/D and D/A converters
- Computational delay
- Non-zero noise and non-zero phase-lag in velocity/acceleration estimators
- Non-zero noise and non-zero phase-lag in transducer signal filters
- Communication delays
- Disturbance compensation algorithms

Haptic interaction is a kind of a bi-directional energy flow system as the haptic devices operate in contact with the user’s hand. The total of the energy contribution during the interaction should not exceed the initially stored energy to keep the haptic system passive and avoid the unstable vibrations. In other words, the energy flowing in a haptic system should not be below the initial energy to keep the system stable as formulated in Eq.(4.1). This equation represents the passivity condition that should be satisfied for stable interaction [55]. $F_h(\tau)$, $V_h(\tau)$ and $E_0$ in the equation represent the user hand force, user hand velocity and initial energy of the system at $t = 0$ respectively.

$$\int_0^t F_h(\tau)V_h(\tau)d\tau \geq -E_0 \quad \text{for} \quad t > 0 \quad \text{and all admissible} \ F_h(t) \quad (4.1)$$
The passivity of haptic devices means that the actuators used in the haptic system should not generate excess energy causing undesired vibration to the user.

“Z-Width” plots are used for the evaluation of the stability in haptic devices. This evaluation technique is proposed by Colgate et. al. and it is defined as the passive impedance range that can be simulated stably by a haptic interface [56]. Thus, the Z-width plot illustrates the stable achievable limits of stiffness parameters ($K$) versus damping parameters ($B$) for a virtual wall collision (Figure 4.1).

![Figure 4.1 Typical Z-width for a 1-DOF rotational haptic interface](image)

The physical damping of haptic systems dissipates the energy resulting from instability; consequently it changes achievable impedance range. Eq.(4.2) is the passivity criteria proposed by Colgate et. al. in terms of physical damping of haptic device ($b$), virtual model parameters (stiffness - $K$ and damping - $B$) and sampling time ($T$). This equation indicates that increasing the physical damping “$b$” in the system improves the achievable impedance range of the haptic interface [56].

$$b > \frac{KT}{2} + B$$

(4.2)
Various methods are proposed in the literature to increase the stable impedance range of haptic devices. Colgate et. al. proposed passive and active electrical damping to satisfy the passivity condition [57, 58]. The occurrence of limit cycle oscillations can be reduced by electrical damping at especially high virtual impedances. Besides, the design of electrical damping is very simple and it can be made frequency dependent so that it does not adversely affect a device's low impedance range. Passive electrical damping generates frequency dependent damping by employing an electrical resistance and capacitance in parallel with the motor, but it is limited because of the resistance of the motor winding. Active electrical damping circumvents the limitation of the rotor resistance. It produces a continuous artificial damping proportional to motor velocity for excess energy dissipation. An analogue input shaper (AIS) is proposed by Lim et. al for stably increasing the displayable impedance range of haptic interfaces. [59]. The AIS employs a nonlinear low-pass filter for the purpose of a frequency-dependent dissipative element to eliminate these undesired high-frequency vibrations during haptic interaction. This proposed nonlinear low-pass filter is placed in the signal stage of the system so that it can be designed independently from motor parameters. Also, this AIS includes two linear half-wave rectifiers to enable a fast decrease of impedance and avoid negative input to the haptic interface when a haptic handle moves away for the virtual wall. Adjusting output limiter (AOL) is another control technique for stable haptic interaction [60]. Especially in the simulations of virtual models which changes in the geometry and/or impedance of the deformation model, such as cutting or suturing, a fast computation of the accurate impedance of deformable objects is not guaranteed always. These computational delays trigger the instabilities for haptic interaction. The proposed AOL ensures stable interaction with deformable objects of unknown and/or varying impedance. The controller adjusts the maximum allowable force to ensure the passivity of the haptic system at every sampling instant. The AOL controls only the final force output, and it is independent from the properties of the employed virtual model. This makes the proposed control method applicable to haptic systems involving deformable objects with unknown, nonlinear, and/or time-varying impedance. However this method suffers from oscillations for very
stiff walls due to the accumulation of past remaining dissipation in the memory. Another method is a time-domain passivity algorithm including a passivity observer and controller proposed by Ryu et al. [61-63]. The energy of the system is computed online at the passivity observer stage of the algorithm and the level of the energy is tested to decide whether it exceeds the initial energy or not at every sampling time. When excess energy occurs, it is dissipated by changing the reference actuator torque with a parameter employed in the passivity controller. This technique deviates the transmitted torque from the reference torque. However, the desired torque should be transmitted to the user transparently. Besides, the PO/PC technique is a velocity dependent approach and is problematic at low velocities due to the well-known difficulties of estimating noiseless velocity. Energy bounding algorithm (EBA) is another approach proposed by Kim and Ryu [64, 65]. The EBA restricts the energy generated by a sample-and-hold operator by the effective damping elements in the haptic interfaces. Besides, the algorithm provides that the virtual environment and controller are passive. Therefore, much stiffer contact simulation can be implemented. These guarantees stable haptic interactions, regardless of the sampling frequency and its variations; however, compromise the achievable impedance range. Kim and Ryu et. al also proposed a force bounding approach (FBA), which uses a derived force bounding equation depending upon the passivity condition to provide stable interaction [66]. Another study is the passive set-position modulation (PSPM) framework proposed for interactive robotic systems [67]. The PSPM modulates the set-position signal to its modulated version that is permissible by the available energy in the system for passivity in such a way that the modulated version is close as possible to the real set-position signal as possible for the performance [67]. The authors defined an artificial energy tanks to extract energy into them by using a constant viscous damper. The excess extracted energy is artificially dissipated by thresholding the level of the energy tank. All of these studies improve the stability. However, the effect of the improved stability on the transparency of the device has not been investigated. Recently, Franken et. al. [68, 69] proposed a two-layer control technique which is proposed to optimize the transparency and the stability of bilateral telemanipulation systems. This technique splits the control
algorithm into two separate layers: a transparency layer hierarchically on the top and a passivity layer on the lower. The proposed two-layer algorithm has an adjustment stage limiting the transparency layer torque. These limiting made by the adjustment stage to the commands of the bilateral controller can have a negative effect on the achievable transparency in the telemanipulation system [68].

The impedance of the virtual environment should be transmitted to the user without parasitic torque effects (device dynamics, friction and gravity) to keep the transparency high. Figure 4.2 shows the simplified block diagram of a haptic interaction including virtual environment impedance and transmitted impedance [34]. The ratio of the transmitted impedance - $Z_M$ (the desired force - $F_D$ over input velocity - $V_D$) and the virtual environment impedance – $Z_D$ (the measured force $F_M$ over output velocity $V_M$) should be a gain of near unity over its maximum bandwidth [37].

![Figure 4.2 Simplified block diagram of haptic interaction [34]](image)

The transfer function ($G_T$) of transparency can be defined by the ratio of the impedances. This transfer function can be used to test the transparency of haptic interfaces.

$$G_T = \frac{Z_M}{Z_D}$$

This equation enables to find the transparency bandwidth to evaluate the transparency performance of the haptic system. It is defined as 3dB crossover frequency from 0dB for the transfer function [34]. A haptic system can simulate
the virtual environment properly at the frequencies within the transparency bandwidth. Since the parasitic torques/forces coming from the mass/inertia, friction and gravity decrease the magnitude of transparency bandwidth, they need to be reduced or eliminated. The transparency improvement studies in the literature are already mentioned in Chapter 3.

In this chapter, firstly, it is explored that there is an inverse correlation between the transparency and achievable impedance range in the case that only active actuators are used in the force control algorithms. According to this exploration, the transparency improvement algorithms employing only active actuators decrease the stable impedance range. On the other hand, passive brakes can transmit high impedances in stable, but are not sufficient for transparency. In this chapter, secondarily, it is proposed to utilize both active actuator and passive brake in a haptic device to improve the transparency and stable impedance range together. A new hybrid control technique is developed to divide the task between the actuators for that purpose. There are several studies in the literature employing hybrid actuators; however, they focused on the stability improvement and did not investigate how the transparency is affected [70, 71]. Nam et. al. [72] proposed to improve the transparency by a hybrid actuation using friction compensation algorithm depending upon velocity measurements, but they did not examine their algorithm in high frequencies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The contribution is explained in the following section. The next section presents an overview of the transparency improvement and the relation between the transparency and stable impedance range in haptic interfaces. Then the proposed hybrid algorithm is introduced. The experimental results and performance evaluations are discussed in the next section. The last section is related to the conclusion part of the research.

4.2 Contribution

When using active actuators in haptic devices, transparency improvement algorithms tend to decrease the range of achievable impedances. On the other
hand, passive brakes can provide stable interaction even for high virtual impedances, but are not sufficient for transparency. There exist an inverse correlation between the stable impedance range and transparency in haptic interfaces employing only one type of actuator. The first contribution of this chapter is a hybrid control algorithm employing both active actuator and passive brake to incorporate their advantages in a single haptic interface. In this algorithm, the active actuator helps increase the transparency while the passive brake reduces the demand on the active actuator to improve the stability. Second contribution of the chapter is a novel transparency metric plot so-called transparency Z-width plot to evaluate the stable impedance range and transparency together. This plot shows the transparency bandwidths of the achievable impedances as colored maps and gives an idea to the readers about both the stable impedance limit and the magnitude of transparency bandwidth under this limit. The proposed algorithm was experimentally compared with the conventional force control algorithms on a 1-DOF hybrid haptic device. The results show that proposed algorithm provides larger stable impedance ranges with higher transparency than the others.

4.3 Relation between Transparency and Stability in Haptic Devices

The closed loop impedance control (CLIC) algorithms and model-based compensators (MBC) are frequently employed in haptic devices for the transparency improvement. Besides, a current based compensator (MCBC), which is superior over them, is proposed in Chapter 3. All details about these algorithms are explained in the previous chapter. In this section, the performances of these algorithms are compared in frequency domain on an experimental hardware including an excitation motor and explored how they affect the stable impedance range.

A 1-DOF hybrid haptic device was designed in this study; it is a simply rotary handle as shown in Figure 4.3. The handle is actuated by active actuator and passive brake. While the rear end of the device driven by active actuator and
passive brake operates haptic simulation, another actuator attached on the front end is used to excite the handle for the frequency domain transparency tests.

**Figure 4.3** Experimental setup with a 1-DOF haptic device

In the hardware, the active actuating unit is a *Parker BE232FJ* brushless DC motor with a 473W power. It is connected to a *AMC-DPRANIE-015A400* Brushless DC Servo Amplifier. The actuator torque is increased using sprocket and chains with a 96/20 gear ratio. The passive actuating unit is *Placid BE15 Particle Magnetic Brake* with 1.7 Nm maximum torque. There are optical encoders attached to the motors with 2000 pulses per revolution. *Futek FSH01987* torque transducer with ±10Nm range is attached to the handle. The control algorithm is implemented by means of Quarc v2.2 software. The technical properties of computer used in application are Intel® Core™ i7-2600 (3.40 GHz, 8...
MB cache, 4 cores), 4 GB Ram, AMD Radeon HD 6350 (512 MB) graphics card. The PC has one Quanser Q4 Series I/O cards which is used to acquire signals coming from the sensors and send reference signals to the amplifiers.

The equivalent inertial and frictional parameters of the experimental hardware should be identified, and velocity/acceleration should be estimated with an efficient method to implement the MBC algorithms on the setup. The second order enhanced adaptive windowing method is used to estimate the velocity and acceleration for model-based compensation. The details of this method can be found in Chapter 2 [29]. Besides, Gauss-Newton nonlinear least-square estimation technique explained in Chapter 3 [51] was applied on the torque, velocity and acceleration measurements of a simple free motion experiment. As a result, equivalent inertia, viscous friction and static friction parameters were found as $(I_{eq} = 0.001 \text{ kgm}^2$, $b_{eq} = 0.005 \text{ Nms/rad}$ and $T_{Ceq} = 0.15 \text{ Nm}$).

A set of experiments was carried out to find the transparency bandwidth of the algorithms for a virtual load simulation. Since the user’s hand cannot excite the device at high frequencies, it is not possible to find exact transparency bandwidth with the experiments excited by the user hand [43, 44]. Therefore, an excitation motor is attached to the front end of the device to be used in the transparency bandwidth experiments. The excitation motor produces a white noise torque input to the handle in these experiments; then the transmitted impedance, $Z_M$, was estimated as a function of the frequency by using Eq.(4.4). Nominator and denominator of this equation represent the cross power spectral density ($\Phi_{\nu_1\nu_2}$) between the motion input and force output and the power spectral density ($\Phi_{\nu_1\nu_1}$) of the motion input, respectively [73, 74]. Finally, the transparency transfer function can be estimated by dividing the transmitted impedance $Z_M$ by the desired impedance $Z_D$. The desired impedance in the experiments were set to $K=10 \text{ Nm/rad}$ and $B=0 \text{ Nms/rad}$ for the entire frequency range. Figure 4.4 shows the bode diagrams of algorithms obtained from the transparency bandwidth experimental results. The CLIC+MCBC algorithm gives the maximum bandwidth and the phase difference remains almost zero within this increased bandwidth.
\[ Z_M(j\omega) = \frac{\theta_{VF}(j\omega)}{\theta_{VV}(j\omega)} \] (4.4)

**Figure 4.4** Transparency measures for a virtual spring \((K=10 \text{ Nm/rad})\) in frequency domain. (a) OLIC+MBC, (b) CLIC+MBC, (c) CLIC+MCBC

Secondarily, it needs to be investigated that how the stable impedance range is affected by different control algorithms and what is the relation between the stability and transparency. For that purpose, Z-width plots of the force control algorithms were generated as given in Figure 4.5. Each algorithm was tested on various virtual walls which are designed with different impedances \((K-B)\) to generate these plots. The Z-width plots show the limits where unstable vibrations (over 50 Hz) start for the different algorithms. The results can be interpreted such
that: (1) CLIC+MCBC, which is superior in transparency, resulted in minimum stable impedance range, (2) the OLIC+MBC, which is poor in transparency, can simulate the largest range. The main reasons of the decrease in the achievable impedance range while the increase in the transparency is that the transparency maximization algorithms entail sensory feedback data which are generally noisy and eliminate the physical damping of the system.

![Z-width plot of transparency improvement algorithms](image)

**Figure 4.5** Z-width plot of transparency improvement algorithms

As it can be seen from the transparency bandwidth and Z-width plots, the stability and transparency criteria need to be considered and improved together. Thus, high impedances should be transmitted stably and with high transparency in haptic interfaces. Therefore, a hybrid control algorithm was developed by employing both active actuator and passive brake in this chapter. The following sections are devoted to explaining the passive brakes, proposed hybrid algorithm and its experimental results.
4.4 Passive Brakes

As mentioned in the previous section, the haptic devices employing only active actuators such as electrical motors provide transparent haptic interaction but suffer from the instability when high virtual impedances needs to be simulated. Alternatively, passive brakes are used in haptic device designs due to their stable response even for high virtual impedances. There are two main passive brakes in the literature: (1) Magnetic particle brakes and (2) Magnetorheological (MR) brakes.

Magnetic particle brakes are superior in their design over other electromechanical brakes as they provide the wider operating torque range with smaller size [75]. The torque to voltage is almost linear in the magnetic particle brakes and the torque can be controlled much accurately than the electromechanical brakes. This makes them promising candidates for torque control applications. Figure 4.6a shows a schematic view of a magnetic particle brake. Magnetic particles such as iron filings are located in the powder cavity of the brake. When voltage/current is applied to the coil, the magnetic flux is created, and this magnetic flux starts to combine the particles together. As the voltage/current is increased, the combining particles become stronger. The brake rotor passes through these bound particles. As the particles start to combine together, a resistant force is created on the rotor, and hence creates a resistance torque on the output shaft.

Magnetorheological (MR) brakes change the viscosity of a MR-fluid inside the brake by magnetic field to produce resistance torque [76]. Although the viscosity of this fluid is similar to low viscosity oil in the inactive state, the magnetic field changes the viscosity of the fluid with a consistency similar to peanut butter. MR-brakes have very desirable characteristics, such as high torque-to-volume ratio, inherent stability, easy control, and simple interface between the mechanical and electrical systems. Therefore, they are frequently employed in many applications including civil engineering, haptics, exercise equipments, automobile suspensions,
vibration control, prosthetics, and tactile displays. Figure 4.6b shows the schematic view of a typical MR brake.

![Figure 4.6 Schematic views of typical magnetic particle brake [75] (a) and MR brake [77] (b)](image)

Although passive brakes have some major advantages such as high torque-to-volume ratio, inherent stability, easy control, and simple interface, they have some difficulties to be handled such as slow response time, sticking, and hysteresis effect. The hybrid algorithm which will be explained in the next section overcomes these disadvantages while improving the stability characteristic of active actuators.

### 4.5 Modified Passivity Condition and Proposed Hybrid Control Algorithm

The CLIC+MCBC algorithm proposed in Chapter 3 is superior over other conventional algorithms to transmit the desired impedances transparently at even high frequencies; but this algorithm adversely affects the achievable impedance range. The reason for this adverse effect is based on the passivity criteria. In this section, the mathematical derivations to explain the passivity criteria and the concept of the proposed hybrid algorithm are presented.
Figure 4.7 shows the simplified 1-DOF rotational haptic interface configuration. An overall haptic interface configuration can be represented by the combination of haptic device, sample/hold unit, controller and virtual environment. \( \dot{\theta}_h, \dot{\theta}_d, \dot{\theta}_c, T_h, T_d, T_a, T_e, b, T_c, I \) symbols in this figure denote the user hand velocity, device velocity, transmitted velocity to virtual environment, torque applied by user hand, desired actuator torque, hold device actuator torque by DAC, reference torque calculated in virtual environment, viscosity, Coulomb friction and inertia, respectively.

The basic passivity condition is briefly mentioned in the first section and it is represented by Eq.(4.1) which means that the energy-flow in a haptic system should not exceed the initial energy in the haptic interfaces. However, this equation is inexplicit to develop a new passivity based force control algorithm. This equation can be rewritten by considering dynamic equilibrium of the 1-DOF rotational haptic device configuration during \( 0 \leq t \leq nT \) through Eqs.(4.5-4.7).

Dynamics equilibrium of a haptic device can be expressed as follow:

\[
T_h(t) = I \ddot{\theta}_h(t) + b \dot{\theta}_h(t) + \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}_d(t))T_c + T_a(t) \quad (4.5)
\]

By substituting Eq.(4.5) into Eq.(4.1), the passivity condition can be rewritten as:

\[
\int_0^{nT} [I \ddot{\theta}_h(t) + b \dot{\theta}_h(t) + \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}_d(t))T_c + T_a(t)] \dot{\theta}_h(t) dt \geq -E_0 \quad (4.6)
\]
Since the velocities/accelerations of the device and human hand are the same in a haptic interaction \((\dot{\theta}_d(t) = \dot{\theta}_h(t))\), the passivity condition can be expressed as:

\[
\int_0^{nT} l\ddot{\theta}_d(t)\dot{\theta}_d(t)\,dt + \int_0^{nT} b\dot{\theta}_d^2(t)\,dt + \int_0^{nT} \text{sgn}[\dot{\theta}_d(t)]T_c\dot{\theta}_d(t)\,dt \\
+ \int_0^{nT} T_a(t)\dot{\theta}_d(t)\,dt \geq -E_0
\]  

(4.7)

The first term in Eq.(4.7) indicates energy storage by the inertia and it has finite nonnegative value for finite velocity motion. Therefore, it can be rewritten as given in Eq.(4.8). Note that in our experiment since the total initial energy \(E_0\) at \(t = 0\) includes the initial kinetic energy by the inertia, the term of \((l\dot{\theta}_d^2(0)/2)\) was eliminated in Eq.(4.8).

\[
\int_0^{nT} l\ddot{\theta}_d(t)\dot{\theta}_d(t)\,dt = l \int_0^{nT} \dot{\theta}_d(t) \frac{d\dot{\theta}_d}{dt}\,dt = l \int_0^{nT} \dot{\theta}_d(t)\,d\dot{\theta}_d \\
= \frac{1}{2} l\dot{\theta}_d^2(n) - \frac{1}{2} l\dot{\theta}_d^2(0) = \frac{1}{2} l\dot{\theta}_d^2(n)
\]  

(4.8)

The second term of Eq.(4.7) indicates energy dissipation by the viscous damper and it can be rewritten by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [78] as;

\[
\int_0^{nT} b\dot{\theta}_d^2(t)\,dt = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} b \int_{kT}^{(k+1)T} \dot{\theta}_d^2(k)\,dt \geq \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \frac{b}{T} \left[ \int_{kT}^{(k+1)T} \dot{\theta}_d(k)\,dt \right]^2 \\
= \frac{b}{T} \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} [\theta_d(k + 1) - \theta_d(k)]^2
\]  

(4.9)

The third term of Eq.(4.7) represents the energy dissipation by the Coulomb friction of the system and it can be rewritten as:
\[
\int_0^{nT} \text{sgn}[\dot{\theta}_d(t)] T_c \dot{\theta}_d(t) dt = T_c \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \text{sgn}[\dot{\theta}_d(k)] \left[ \int_{kT}^{(k+1)T} \dot{\theta}_d(k) dt \right] \\
= T_c \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \text{sgn}[\dot{\theta}_d(k)] [\theta_d(k+1) - \theta_d(k)]
\]

(4.10)

The last term of Eq.(4.7) indicates energy flow into the subsystem which is composed of sample and hold, controller, and virtual environment. When ZOH is used for hold operator, it can be rewritten as given in Eq.(4.11). It is assumed that the actuator torque is equal to the desired actuator torque at the sample/hold unit for Eq.(4.11) \( T_d = T_a \).

\[
\int_0^{nT} T_a(t) \dot{\theta}_d(t) dt = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \left[ \int_{kT}^{(k+1)T} T_a(t) \dot{\theta}_d(k) dt \right] \\
= \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} T_d(k) [\theta_d(k+1) - \theta_d(k)]
\]

(4.11)

The passivity condition can be expressed in discrete time using Eqs.(4.8-4.11) as given in Eq.(4.12). This passivity condition also includes an initial energy term \( E_0 \) on the right hand side since the system may have stored an initial energy at \( t=0 \) such as potential energy from a compressed virtual spring or kinetic energy from an accelerated physical inertia, etc.

\[
\frac{1}{2} I \dot{\theta}_d^2(n) + \frac{b}{T} \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \Delta \theta_d^2(k+1) + T_c \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \text{sgn}[\dot{\theta}_d(k)] \Delta \theta_d(k+1) \\
+ \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} T_d(k) \Delta \theta_d(k+1) \geq -E_0
\]

(4.12)

where \( n \) is the last sampling and \( \Delta \theta_d(k+1) = [\theta_d(k+1) - \theta_d(k)] \). The first three terms are always positive in Eq.(4.12) and the only last term is the excess
energy source by actuator employed in the device. If the extracted energy exceeds
the initially stored energy, the device starts to produce undesired vibrations, which
cause instability. Especially, when high impedances need to be simulated, the
desired actuator torque increases and the passivity criterion formulated in Eq.(4.7)
cannot be met. The energy by active actuator must not exceed the passivity limit
for the stability.

In this study, it is proposed to use a hybrid technique employing both active
actuator (such as motor) controlled by CLIC+MCBC algorithm and passive
(brake) actuator controlled by only CLIC algorithm. The hybrid algorithm
provides a task sharing between the actuators. In this way, the desired torque is
guaranteed for high transparency and the passivity leading to stability is ensured.
Besides, this proposed algorithm overcomes the disadvantages of the passive brake such as residual torque and hysteresis effects. A task divider parameter ($\alpha$)
is employed to share the task between the active actuator and passive brake. The
active actuator is fully activated if $\alpha$ is equal to zero. Similarly, the passive brake
is fully active when $\alpha$ is equal to one. In the hybrid control, the desired actuator
torque $T_d$ is achieved transparently by the sum of passive (brake torque - $T_{db}$) and
active actuator torques (motor torque - $T_{dm}$), as formulated in Eq.(4.13).

\[
T_d(t) = T_{db}(t) + T_{dm}(t) \quad \text{such that} \\
T_{db}(t) = \alpha T_d(t) \quad \text{and} \quad T_{dm}(t) = (1 - \alpha)T_d(t) 
\]

(4.13)

In this way, a modified passivity condition can be derived for the proposed hybrid
algorithm through Eqs.(4.14 )and (4.15).

The last term in Eq.(4.12) can be divided into two parts:

\[
\frac{1}{2}l\dot{\theta}_d^2(n) + \frac{b}{T} \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \Delta \theta_d^2(k + 1) + T_c \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \text{sgn}[\dot{\theta}_d(k)] \Delta \theta_d(k + 1) 
\]

(4.14)
\[
\begin{align*}
&+ \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} T_{db}(k) \Delta \theta_d(k) + \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} T_{da}(k) \Delta \theta_d(k + 1) \geq -E_0
\end{align*}
\]

Then, the modified passivity condition can be represented by including task divider parameter (\(\alpha\)) as:

\[
\frac{1}{2} l \dot{\hat{\theta}}_d(n) + \frac{b}{T} \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \Delta \theta_d^2(k + 1) + T_c \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \text{sgn}[\hat{\theta}_d(k)] \Delta \theta_d(k + 1)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \alpha T_d(k) \Delta \theta_d(k + 1) + \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} (1 - \alpha) T_d(k) \Delta \theta_d(k + 1) \geq -E_0
\]

Only the last term in the modified equation, which corresponds to the energy contributed by the active actuator (motor), is the excess energy source. The first three terms represents the energy contribution by the passive elements (inertia, damping and friction). The task divider parameter (\(\alpha\)) balances the energy contribution levels in Eq.(4.15) to satisfy the passivity condition when unstable vibration starts. In the meantime, the desired torque is achieved transparently by the CLIC+MCBC part of the hybrid algorithm.

Figure 4.8 shows block diagram of the hybrid algorithm. The upper branch of the block diagram after Controller-I represents the passive brake control loop while the lower one is for the active actuator. The details of the active actuator loop (CLIC+MCBC) are presented in Chapter 3. Passive brake control loop comprises look-up, current amplifier and particle brake blocks. The look-up block in the diagram represents the current vs. desired brake torque characteristics, which is taken from the technical specification documents of the particle brake, and is used to calculate the amount of reference current for a desired brake torque in the brake control stage. Particle brake block shows the physical particle brake producing the required torque in hybrid algorithm.
Figure 4.8 Hybrid control algorithm using active actuator and passive brake for a 1-DOF rotational haptic device

4.5.1 Task Divider ($\alpha$) and Smooth Transition Width ($\delta$) Parameters

Since all instability triggering effects (i.e. the loss of information in the sample/hold unit, noisy sensory data, inaccurate velocity estimation, computational load, and dynamics compensation algorithms) are coupled in a haptic interface, it is very hard to estimate task divider parameter mathematically. Therefore, an experimental estimation technique is proposed for the task divider parameter ($\alpha$). In this technique a high pass filter is employed as a unstable vibration detector. Unstable interaction causes undesired vibrations in the device and the monitored motor power signal ($P=i^2R$) oscillates with high frequency. The oscillating parts of the signal can be extracted by the high pass filter employed in the proposed estimation technique. In this way, unstable vibrations can be detected. Since the human hand senses the vibrations above frequencies of 50 Hz [79] and the vibrations under this limit do not deteriorate the smooth interaction, the cut-off frequency of the detector was set to 50 Hz. Figure 4.9a-c shows sample active actuator power measurements and its high-pass filter output for a virtual wall collision with very high impedances.
Non-zero output of the unstable vibration detector ($P_{HPF}$) indicates that there exists undesired active energy to be removed from the system. In the proposed estimation technique, the value of the task divider is increased when the detector senses an unstable vibration until it is eliminated. Hence, the modified passivity condition in Eq.(4.15) is satisfied for stable interaction.

Another problem in the implementation of hybrid algorithm is a jumping effect in wall collisions, resulting from the threshold between the brake and motor response times. The motor is activated suddenly when just moving out of the wall for full transparency in free-motion. On contrary the brake cannot be deactivated quickly due to its slow response (Figure 4.10a). This jumping effect in the hybrid algorithm can be handled by applying a smooth transition of the task divider parameter around the virtual wall. The proposed smooth transition model around the virtual wall is shown in Figure 4.10b. This model primarily starts the activation of the brake a while before touching the virtual wall. A smooth transition width ($\delta$) is employed to achieve this early activation, which is defined as total traveling distance required for full activation of the brake. The integration of the device velocity ($\dot{\theta}_d$) over response time ($t_r$) gives the required smooth transition as formulated in Eq.(4.16). The amount of the smooth transition width depends on the approach velocity since longer traveling distance is required at higher velocities to complete full activation in the brake response time.
The task distribution achieved by the proposed smooth transition model during transition is formulated in Eq. (4.17) where $\theta$ and $\hat{\theta}$ denote the handle position and estimated value of the task divider parameter, respectively. Using this smooth transition model enables elimination of the jumping effect when just moving out of the wall. The proposed model also provides quick response for the hybrid device.

\[
\delta = \int_0^{t_r} \dot{\theta}_d \, dt \tag{4.16}
\]

In order to implement the proposed transition model to eliminate the jumps around the virtual wall surface, the smooth transition width ($\delta$) should be estimated carefully. Like experimental task divider parameter estimation, a secondary algorithm is proposed to estimate the width for the smooth transition. The high pass filter output of the instantaneous torque measurements ($T_{HPF}$) is used to detect the jumps when moving away from the wall. Figure 4.11a-c shows a sample instantaneous torque measurement and its high-pass filter output when mowing away from the virtual wall. The smooth transition width is increased until the jumps are completely cleared away. This technique is called as smooth transition width estimation algorithm. Figure 4.12 shows the flow charts of these task divider parameter and smooth transition width estimation algorithms.
Figure 4.10 Step response of the particle brake (a) and the smooth transition model of dividing parameter (b)

Figure 4.11 Sample virtual wall collision after assigning a dividing parameter (a) position, (b) instantaneous torque signal, (c) high-pass filter of torque signal
4.5.2 Artificial Neural network Learning of Parameters for Every Impedance

Using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) learning algorithm instead of repeating the estimation experiments is preferred in this study to estimate the task divider and smooth transition parameters for the entire range of achievable impedances. To this end, sample collision experiments were conducted to determine the most influential input training parameters. Two main observations were made after performing these experiments: (1) the task divider changes with virtual model impedances ($K-B$) and the approach velocity and (2) the smooth transition width changes only with the estimated dividing parameter. Correspondingly, two separate neural network cells were trained: (1) for the task divider by using virtual model impedances and approach velocity as three inputs, and (2) for the smooth transition width by using the dividing parameter as only one input. A two-layer feed-forward network structure with tan-sigmoid hidden neurons and linear output
neurons, which are shown in Figure 4.13, was selected and MATLAB® NFtool was used in these learning tasks. The number of hidden layer neurons for the first and second ANN cells were selected as 30 and 10, respectively since they present the best learning performance. 420 and 150 samples were collected for the task divider and smooth transition width respectively (Figure 4.14a-b). These trainings stopped when the validation error increased for six iterations, which occurred at epoch iterations 38 and 20. The training results are acceptable since the final mean-square error was quite small (0.238e-006 and 7.334e-007). The test set error, validation set error and training set error all have similar characteristics in the NFtool. ANN training results are shown in Figure 4.14a-b together with the learning samples.

Figure 4.13 Feed-forward ANN structures for (a) dividing parameter and (b) smooth transition bandwidth
Figure 4.14 Training data and ANN results for (a) task divider, (b) smooth transition width

4.6 Experimental Results

In this section, three sets of experiments were carried out to show the performances of the algorithms for the transparency, stability (Z-width) and virtual wall collision.

Firstly, in order to show how the hybrid algorithm changes the transparency bandwidth, the same experiment mentioned in Section 4.3 was repeated using the
The transparency performance measures of the CLIC+MCBC and hybrid algorithms are shown in Figure 4.15a-b for the comparison. As a result, the transparency bandwidth of the hybrid algorithm (27.1 Hz) is very close to the CLIC+MCBC’s transparency bandwidth (28.2 Hz).

Figure 4.15 Transparency performance measures for a virtual spring with $K=10$ $Nm/rad$ in frequency domain. (a) CLIC+TCBMC and (b) Hybrid algorithm

The transparency bandwidth of a haptic device rather changes with the virtual model being simulated. Thus, it is not a fixed value for all virtual model impedances since the effect of device dynamics on the transparency changes with the virtual model impedances being simulated. The effect of device dynamics is much more dominant for the low impedances and decreases when the impedance values are increased. Therefore, the transparency performance of any algorithm should be evaluated for all achievable impedances. On the other hand, the stable impedance range, Z-width, is another performance criterion to be considered. A new “transparency-Z-width” plot is proposed in this section to evaluate the transparency and Z-width of any algorithm together. This plot shows the limit of stable impedances with full line and transparency measures with colored maps under this limit. The transparency-Z-width plots of all algorithms are presented in Figure 4.16a-d. Different virtual model impedances are selected as shown with the red points on the Z-width plots and transparency bandwidth measures of them are
stated as hot scale colors on the same plots. As a result, the hybrid algorithm provides the larger stable impedance range than the other algorithms and high transparency as much as CLIC+MCBC. Note that higher smooth transition widths ($\delta$) are required for higher impedances as shown in Figure 4.14. Excessive smooth transition width ($\delta$) values increase the torque demand on active actuator and thereby cause unstable vibrations which limit the stable impedance range of hybrid control algorithm.

Figure 4.16 Transparency-Z-width plots for (a) OLIC+MBC, (b) CLIC+MBC, (c) CLIC + TCBMC, (d) Hybrid algorithm

The algorithms should be examined on a stiff virtual wall with high impedances to evaluate their stability performance inside the wall and transparency performance outside the wall. For that purpose, a virtual impedance, which is lower than the limit of the hybrid algorithm and higher than the others in Figure 4.16, is selected for testing ($K=70 \text{ Nm/rad}$ and $B=0.1 \text{ Nms/rad}$). The handle was collided to the wall several times by the user to present a real human-haptic interaction. The
torque measurements versus position are shown in Figure 4.17. The nearness of the measures to the vertical and horizontal axes represents the stability and transparency performances, respectively. Therefore, the magnitude of the deviations can be defined as the stability and transparency widths as shown in Figure 4.17a. They should be lowest for the maximum performance. As a result, the hybrid algorithm provides minimum distortion for stability and transparency. Additionally, CLIC with only the passive brake is included to the experiments to show the sticking and residual effect of the passive brake (Figure 4.17c). The hybrid algorithm eliminates these disadvantages as shown in Figure 4.17e.

**Figure 4.17** Collision experiments on a stiff virtual wall with high impedances \((K=70 \text{ Nm/rad} \text{ and } B=0.1 \text{ Nms/rad})\) for (a) OLIC+MBC, (b) CLIC+MBC, (c) CLIC with passive brake, (d) CLIC + TCBMC, (e) Hybrid algorithm
The algorithms should also be examined on the narrow concave surfaces since it is nearly impossible for the user to get away from any narrow concave surface when the instability occurs. The magnitude of oscillation increases suddenly and it may damage the device or injure the user. Therefore, a V-shaped concave surface (±0.05 rad.) with high impedances (\(K=70 \text{ Nm/rad}\) and \(B=0.1 \text{ Nms/rad}\)) was designed to test the algorithms. The handle was moved with high velocity to hit the sides. The results of these experiments were shown in Figure 3.18. The algorithms employing only active actuator produced high-magnitude oscillations which may be dangerous for the device and the user. Only hybrid algorithm does not generate unstable interaction for a V-shaped concave surface.

![Graphs showing oscillation results for different algorithms](image)

**Figure 4.18** Collision experiments on a concave virtual surface with high impedances (\(K=70 \text{ Nm/rad}\) and \(B=0.1 \text{ Nms/rad}\)) for (a) OLIC+MBC, (b) CLIC+MBC, (c) CLIC + TCBMC, (d) Hybrid algorithm

In order to show how well the proposed hybrid algorithm follows the reference torque while ensuring passivity, another collision experiment was carried out on a stiff virtual wall with high impedances (\(K=60 \text{ Nm/rad}\) and \(B=0.1 \text{ Nms/rad}\)). The
reference torque, interaction torque measurements, and handle position are plotted versus time in Figure 4.19a-b. This figure shows that the proposed algorithm provides a stable smooth interaction and precise interaction torque response. In the experiment, the proposed algorithm sets the task divider parameter \((a)\) to a high value, which means that much of the desired torque is achieved by the passive brake to provide stable interaction and the active actuator finely tunes the remaining portion of the desired torque for precise interaction. In this way, it can be concluded that the high transparency while ensuring stability can be achieved by the hybrid algorithm even for high virtual impedances.

Figure 4.19 Precision torque achievement of the proposed algorithm for a collision experiment on a stiff virtual wall with high impedances \((K=60 \text{ Nm/rad} \text{ and } B=0.1 \text{ Nms/rad})\)
4.7 Implementation of Hybrid Algorithm by Using MR Brake

Magnetorheological (MR) brakes are alternative passive brakes in haptic devices [80]. They are promising candidates for haptic devices due to the advantages of high torque to volume ratio, passivity, stability and ease of control [81, 82]. However, MR-brakes don’t provide high transparency performance and uneven interaction occurs if MR-brakes are used alone in haptic devices. The main factors of this adverse effect are that MR-fluid increases the viscous friction and residual torque remains on the actuator when magnetic field is turned off. Besides, MR-brakes suffer from the sticking and hysteresis effect due to its slow response. In this section, the hybrid algorithm is implemented by using MR-brake instead of particle brake to show that how the proposed algorithm is effective when MR-brakes are used as passive brake. This section was mainly adapted from our previously published paper titled with “Stability and Transparency Improvement in Haptic Device Employing both MR-Brake and Active Actuator” [83].

MR-brakes contain an amount of MR-fluid between their rotor and housing. The viscosity of the MR-fluid is changed to generate braking torque. The fluid has a viscosity similar to low viscosity oil in the inactive state. Upon exposure to magnetic field, it changes to a thick consistency creating friction between the rotor and the housing [76].

In the MR-brake used in this study, the serpentine flux path approach [84, 85] was used to reduce the size of the brake while increasing the torque output. In this design, the MR-fluid fills the small cylindrical gap between the drum and the stator as shown in Figure 4.20. The magnetic flux is generated in the steel core by the coil and it pass through the MR-fluid 4 times to increase the torque generation. The brake was modeled by using the MagNet FEM software by Infolytica Corp (Figure 4.21) [86] and the design was optimized for 1.5N torque at 1A current. The final design had 50.2mm outer diameter, 40.5mm length and used a coil made of 535 turns of 26-gauge wire.
This serpentine flux path MR-brake was used in the implementation of the hybrid algorithm as shown in Figure 4.22. Note that the active actuator control loop of the algorithm does not include motor current based compensator (MCBC) in this implementation; hence the hybrid algorithm is compared with only CLIC algorithm. The same values of task dividing and smooth transition parameters which are estimated in the previous sections are used in the new implementation.
Figure 4.22 Hybrid control algorithm using MR-brake and active actuator

Three set of experiments were carried out again to show the performance of the algorithms. In the first experiment, the stability performances are compared. Figure 4.23 shows the Z-width comparison between the hybrid algorithm and CLIC. Since CLIC use non-perfect sensory feedback data and eliminates physical damping of the haptic device, its stable impedance range is very limited when only active actuators are used. The proposed hybrid algorithm shared the required torque between the MR-brake and active actuator; hence it significantly increases the range of achievable impedances.

The next set of experiments is the transparency performance test. In these experiments, white noise torque inputs were generated to the handle under the effect of a virtual load (Point-X in Figure 4.23, \( K=10 \text{ Nm/rad and } B=0.1 \text{ Nms/rad} \)) by means of the excitation motor at the front end of the experimental hardware. Then, the transparency bandwidths of the algorithms were measured with the same method mentioned in Section 4.3, and their bode-plots are given in Figure 4.24. As a result, the hybrid algorithm makes the transparency bandwidth of the MR-brake very closer (from 10.2 Hz to 17.7 Hz) to the transparency bandwidth of the active actuator (18.2 Hz).
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Figure 4.23 Z-Width plot comparison between the hybrid algorithm using MR-brake and CLIC with only active actuator

Figure 4.24 Transparency measures for (a) CLIC with MR-brake, (b) CLIC with active actuator, (c) Hybrid algorithm for $K=10$ Nm/rad and $B=0.1$ Nms/rad
Finally, a collision experiment was conducted on a stiff virtual wall with high impedances as shown in Figure 4.23 (Point-Y). The rotation and torque measurements of this experiment are plotted versus time in Figure 4.25 for CLIC with MR-brake, CLIC with active actuator and hybrid algorithm. According to the results, it can be concluded that (1) MR-brake suffers from sticking and hysteresis effect, residual torque and poor transparency, (2) active actuator cannot provide stable interaction on the virtual wall, and (3) the proposed hybrid algorithm provides smooth stable interaction and improves the transparency by eliminating the disadvantages of one type of actuator.

Figure 4.25 Collision experiments on a stiff virtual wall (a) CLIC with MR-brake (b) CLIC with active actuator, (c) hybrid algorithm
4.8 Conclusion

Stability and transparency are major performance criterions in haptic interfaces and they should be evaluated together. An ideal haptic device should simulate wide range of stable virtual impedances with high transparency. Usually, the model based compensators and closed loop impedance control algorithms with only active actuators are used in haptic interfaces for high transparency. However, these algorithms decrease the range of stable impedances since they eliminate the physical damping of the system which is required in passivity and employ non-perfect velocity/acceleration estimations and noisy sensor signals. On the other hand, passive brakes provide stable interaction; however, they not sufficient for high transparency. There is an inverse correlation between the stable impedance range and transparency in haptic interfaces driven by only one type actuator. In this chapter, a hybrid force control algorithm employing both active actuator and passive brake is proposed to improve both the stable impedance range and transparency in haptic devices. Besides, a new transparency-Z-width plot was proposed to evaluate the stable impedance range and transparency together. The proposed hybrid control algorithm uses some parameters (task divider and smooth transition parameters) to share the torque demand between two actuators smoothly. These parameters were estimated experimentally and an artificial neural network (ANN) learning tool was used to extend them to the entire achievable impedance range. The algorithms were tested experimentally on a 1-DOF hybrid haptic device. An excitation motor located at the front side of the device was employed to evaluate the algorithms in the frequency domain. These frequency domain test results were shown with colored maps on the proposed transparency-Z-width plot. Moreover, some collision results were presented for a straight stiff virtual wall and a concave stiff virtual surface. The results show that the proposed hybrid control algorithm provides higher range of stable impedances with higher transparency than the conventional algorithms.
CHAPTER 5

POSE AND FORCE CONTROL ACCURACY IMPROVEMENT IN MULTI-DOF CAPSTAN DRIVEN HAPTIC DEVICES

5.1 Introduction

Multi-DOF capstan driven haptic manipulators suffer from pose and force control accuracy. Jacobian matrix including kinematic parameters is employed in haptic controllers for pose calculation and force control. The deviations in kinematic parameters and joint transmissions change the Jacobian matrix, and effect adversely pose and force control accuracy. This problem necessitates the calibration for haptic devices. The calibration process is carried out by modifying the robot software instead of modifying the mechanical structure or robot design. In general, robot calibration can be classified into two groups; model-based parametric and non-parametric calibrations. Since the most accuracy problems result from the variations in kinematic parameters, the calibration studies are concentrated on the model-based calibration. Model-based calibration considered as a global method consists of four sequential steps: (1) modeling, (2) measurement, (3) parameter identification and (4) compensation or correction [87].

*Modeling*, which is used to calculate end-effector pose in terms of kinematic and non-kinematic parameters, is the first step for the robot calibration. There are a lot of studies showing that pose inaccuracies of manipulators mainly come from the kinematic inaccuracies [88-95]. Non-kinematic parameters of joint compliance,
backlash and gear transmission errors are included in robot calibration by Whitney et al. [96] for the first time. There are also model-less method such as neural network algorithm where the previous measured data is used to estimate pose errors [97].

**Pose measurement** is the second step for robot calibration. The measurement system plays a vital role for both identification and performance evaluation. The measurement systems preferred in the robot calibration are generally laser trackers, optical, photogrammetric, cable systems, coordinate measuring machines and theodolites [90-92, 95, 97-103]. Instead of using these measurement systems Khalil et al. [103] emphasized the self-calibration method where the robot calibration can be performed without using any external measurement system. However, the performance of this calibration method is lower than the calibration methods using external measurement system [103].

**Parameter identification** is the third step in the calibration procedure. It is a kind of regression problem which minimizes the error between the identified model and the measured tool position data. Gauss-Newton algorithm can be used for nonlinear models [104, 51]. However, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, [105, 106] a modified version of the Gauss-Newton algorithm, is better than Gauss-Newton algorithm in case of singular or ill-conditioned matrices resulting from unidentifiable parameters, insufficient measurements and/or poor scaling issues. In this study, MATLAB® “lsqnonlin” command serving as Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is employed for the identification procedure.

**Compensation or correction** of the errors is the final step for the robot calibration. There are two alternatives: (1) updating the identified model parameters of the robot used in the robot controller and (2) changing the robot program using the fake targets. Since the haptic handle is manipulated by the user in haptic rendering applications, the first alternative is preferred. Some haptic applications such as microsurgery and teleoperation applications require accurate posing and precise force control [107-109]. Some haptic libraries
created by producers (i.e. GHOST® SDK and OpenHaptics® Toolkit, Force Dimension® SDK and MHaptic®) enable to calibrate encoder offsets of their devices [110-113]. However, encoder offset calibration is not sufficient alone to improve the pose and force control accuracy. In the literature there are some calibration methods which are developed for the pose accuracy improvement of haptic devices and they can be classified into two main groups: (1) tracker-based and (2) tracker-less calibration techniques [114-118]. In the tracker-based techniques, infrared optical tracking device is employed for pose measurements of haptic handle to be used in the calibration. In other technique, instead of tracking the handle, some physical planar constraints and single planar or two perpendicular planar calibration grids are employed to correct the handle pose. The tracker-less methods use only encoder measurements. These proposed methods are implemented on Phantom haptic devices. Moreover, parallel mechanisms such as Delta, Cartesian and R-Cube type are ideal candidates to be used in haptic devices for precise positioning applications; however they need to be calibrated too [119, 120]. Yanhe et. al. emphasized the necessity of calibration for parallel haptic devices and proposed a self-calibration method for a Delta-type parallel haptic device [121]. All these haptic calibration studies in the literature only focused on the kinematic parameter calibration. However, the transmission errors of capstan drives and the effect of calibration on force control accuracy are not considered in the literature.

The calibration improves both pose and force control accuracies in haptic devices, since the interaction force is measured at the handle and driving torques are calculated by a Jacobian matrix containing kinematic parameters. In this study, firstly the transmission error of capstan drives is determined and experimentally validated for a single DOF capstan drive mechanism. Secondly, an enhanced closed-chain calibration method including the transmission errors of capstan drives of a 7-DOF haptic device is presented and the effect of calibration on force control accuracy is analyzed experimentally. All identifiable kinematic parameters (joint offsets, link offsets, link lengths and twist angles) are identified using a linear cable encoder, which has certain advantages such as easy implementation
and low cost. Additionally, the parameters of transmission error resulting for the parallelogram mechanism and capstan drive mechanisms are identified by using external encoders attached to the output joints of the transmission mechanisms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The contribution is explained in the following section. The next section presents the error sources for a 7-DOF haptic device and the determination of capstan drive transmission error. Then the kinematic modeling and calibration procedure are presented together with simulation and experimental results. The last section is related to the conclusion part of the chapter.

5.2 Contribution

Accurate pose estimation and precise force control requirements necessitate kinematic calibration in multi-DOF haptic devices. Although there are several kinematic calibration studies in the literature for haptic devices, none of them include the transmission errors of the capstan drives. Besides, the effect of kinematic calibration on the force control has not been investigated in these studies. The first contribution of this chapter is the theoretical and experimental determination of capstan drive transmission errors. As a second contribution, an easy to implement kinematic calibration technique is presented for a 7-DOF Phantom like haptic device including the capstan drive transmission errors. The improvements in pose and force control accuracy are shown using both simulation and experimental results. This chapter is mainly adapted from our previously published papers titled with “Theoretical and Experimental Determination of Capstan Drive Slip Error” [122] and “Kinematic Model Calibration of a 7-DOF Capstan Driven Haptic Device for Pose and Force Control Accuracy Improvement” [123].
5.3 Error Sources in a 7-DOF Capstan Driven Haptic Device

7-DOF haptic device used in this study is a kind of hybrid link mechanism (Figure 5.1). The first 3-DOF serial mechanism at the base of the device is linked to another 3-DOF serial mechanism at the wrist by a parallelogram mechanism. In the design, a static balance is ensured to minimize the apparent mass of the entire system in such a way that all mobile motors are used as counterweights to avoid extra load usage.

Figure 5.1 7-DOF haptic device (a) and its kinematic model (b)
The mechanical structure of the 7-DOF haptic device is similar to 6-DOF Phantom haptic device; it has only one extra DOF that corresponds to the joint of the motor (3) as shown in Figure 4.1. 7-DOF haptic device becomes similar to a 6-DOF Phantom haptic device at the home position. The redundant joint of the device increases the workspace approximately 20% without compromising the other design criteria [124]. This redundancy provides different posture selection to reach positions within the workspace. The optimal posture ability of the device can improve the haptic performance such as maximum stiffness or transparency, minimum inertia or power consumption, and singularity or obstacle avoidance [125].

Although the interaction forces are measured at the end-effector of haptic devices, the force control is achieved by the torque control applied on the actuators at joints. Therefore, the force control algorithm employs Jacobian matrix to calculate actuator torque commands according to the desired and measured forces [10]. Therefore, the kinematic parameter deviations and joint transmission errors may cause incorrect calculation of the actuator torque commands. This redoubles the importance of the calibration for haptic devices.

Error sources in any multi-DOF capstan driven haptic device are the deviations in kinematic parameters and the joint transmission errors resulting from the capstan drive and parallelogram mechanisms. Kinematic parameter calibration is already studied so many times in the literature. However, a theoretical analysis and its experimental validation are needed for the transmission errors of capstan drive mechanisms.

5.3.1 Theoretical Analysis of Capstan Drive Transmission Error

Cable capstan drives are frequently used in haptic devices as rotary transmission elements. Figure 5.2 shows a typical capstan drive mechanism used in a haptic device. The cable on the capstan drive mechanisms is wrapped around the input
and output drums in a figure-eight pattern and is the principle component for power transmission. They provide several advantages for haptic devices:

- **Low inertia** is desired in terms of dynamics in haptic devices. The use of cables for power transmission minimizes the mass and inertia of the device.

- **High stiffness** is required for precise positioning in haptic devices. The use of cables provides high rigidity in the joints.

- **Low backlash** is another design consideration in haptic devices for positioning accuracy. Gearboxes are not preferred for transmission in haptic devices due to its disadvantage of backlash. Capstan drives minimize this drawback.

- **Structural simplicity** is another advantage of capstan drives in haptic device design: Use of cables simplify the design because of the cable flexibility.

![Figure 5.2 Capstan drive mechanism](image)

Werkmeister et. al. investigated theoretical and experimental validation of capstan drive stiffness [126]. Similarly, this section presents a theory on the transmission error of a capstan drive for thaptic devices. A capstan drive system is composed of
an input drum (radius $R_{input}$) and an output drum (radius $R_{output}$) which are connected by a cable. The cable can be wrapped once or multiple times on the input or output drums and fixed to one of them to yield segments of finite length. A schematic view of a capstan drive, its slip angle zones and the cable tension loads in these zones are depicted in Figure 5.3.

![Schematic view of a capstan drive with slip angle zones and tensions](image)

**Figure 5.3** Schematic view of a capstan drive with slip angle zones and tensions

The stiffness of the capstan drive is provided by a preload force ($F_{preload}$) that is loaded initially on the cable. An external torque ($T_{ext}$) which is applied to the drums stretches one part of the cable and slacks the other part according to the direction of the torque. This stretch–slack action of the cable results from the change ($F_{load}$) in tension of the cable segments.

$F_{load}$ can be derived using the torque balance on the capstan drive:

$$T_{ext} = [F_{preload} + F_{load} - (F_{preload} - F_{load})]R \Rightarrow F_{load} = \frac{T_{ext}}{2R} \quad (5.1)$$

Since the capstan drive system is in equilibrium without any external torque, the initial length with preload force can be considered as the original cable length.
When external torque is applied on the mechanism, it extends the cable more. This should be considered in determining the slippage of the cable on the drum. The free body diagram of a small cable segment including $dN$ (normal force between the cable and drum) and $\mu dN$ (drag force due to friction between the cable and the drum) is depicted in Figure 5.4.

![Figure 5.4 Free body diagram of a small cable segment on the drum](image)

Force equilibrium on the cable segment can be expressed as:

$$\sum F_x = F \cos \left( \frac{d\theta}{2} \right) + \mu dN - (F + dF) \cos \left( \frac{d\theta}{2} \right) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

$$\sum F_y = dN - F \sin \left( \frac{d\theta}{2} \right) - (F + dF) \sin \left( \frac{d\theta}{2} \right) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

Since $d\theta$ and $dF$ are infinitesimally small:

$$\frac{dF}{F} = \mu d\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

The cable tension at any angle in the slip zone can be derived as given in Eq.(5.5) and Eq.(5.6). In this integration, the tension and angle boundaries are selected as (from $F(\theta)$ to a tension $F$) and (from $\theta$ to $\theta_{slip}$), respectively.
\[
\int_0^{\theta_{\text{slip}}} \frac{d\theta}{F} = \mu \int \frac{d\theta}{F(\theta)}
\]  
(5.5)

\[
F(\theta) = Fe^{-\mu \theta_{\text{slip}}}
\]  
(5.6)

The Eq.(5.6) determines the elongation of the cable on the drum slip zones, which are called the slip regions \((\theta_{\text{slip1}}\) for the stretch side and \(\theta_{\text{slip2}}\) for the slack side) and also known as the classic capstan equation. Hence, the slip angles of a capstan drive and the cable tension at any point on the slip zones are derived as follows:

\[
\theta_{\text{slip1}} = \frac{1}{\mu} \ln \left( \frac{F_{\text{preload}} + F_{\text{load}}}{F_{\text{preload}}} \right) \Rightarrow F = e^{-\mu \theta}(F_{\text{preload}} + F_{\text{load}})
\]  
(5.7)

\[
\theta_{\text{slip2}} = -\frac{1}{\mu} \ln \left( \frac{F_{\text{preload}} - F_{\text{load}}}{F_{\text{preload}}} \right) \Rightarrow F = e^{\mu \theta}(F_{\text{preload}} - F_{\text{load}})
\]  
(5.8)

The cable elongation on the drums is required to derive the slip error of the mechanism. Hooke’s Law is used in the derivations as follows:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{F}{AE} = \frac{d\delta}{dL} = \frac{d\delta}{Rd\theta}
\]  
(5.9)

A modulus of \(AE\) is defined as the product of the modulus of elasticity \(E\) and the effective area \(A\) since the cross-sectional area of the cable rope is difficult to determine.

The elongation \(\delta\) under tension can be derived as follow:

\[
\delta = \int \frac{FR}{AE} d\theta
\]  
(5.10)
The elongation is the extension of the cable due to the external torque ($T_{\text{ext}}$) or tension applied to the cable ($F_{\text{load}}$). The preload force exists in all segments of the capstan drive, and therefore the elongation component due to the preload force can be subtracted. Cable extension due to the external torque ($\delta_p$) should be considered only to determine slippage. Hence, the elongation resulting from the cable tension ($F_{\text{load}}$) due to the external torque ($T_{\text{ext}}$) is equal to the difference between the elongation component caused by the preload force and the total elongation:

$$\delta_e = \int e^{-\mu\theta} \left( \frac{F_{\text{preload}} + F_{\text{load}}}{AE} \right) R d\theta - \int \frac{F_{\text{preload}} R}{AE} d\theta$$

(5.11)

Since the slip error depends on absolute extension of the transformed cable due to rotation of the drums the cable contraction in the slack region should also be derived for the absolute extension of the transformed cable:

$$\delta_c = \int \frac{F_{\text{preload}} R}{AE} d\theta - \int e^{\mu\theta} \left( \frac{F_{\text{preload}} - F_{\text{load}}}{AE} \right) R d\theta$$

(5.12)

The total absolute cable extension of a capstan drive is the sum of cable extension and cable contraction:

$$\delta = \int e^{-\mu\theta} \left( \frac{F_{\text{preload}} + F_{\text{load}}}{AE} \right) R d\theta - \int e^{\mu\theta} \left( \frac{F_{\text{preload}} - F_{\text{load}}}{AE} \right) R d\theta$$

(5.13)

Consequently, the dividing the absolute extension of the transformed cable by the drum radius gives the total slip error resulting from the external torque:

$$e_l = \frac{\delta}{R} \text{ (rad.)}$$

(5.14)

In addition to the external torque, the eccentricity of the drums extends the cable further during motion. Hence, the drum eccentricity should be considered and one
more derivation is needed for the slip error due to the eccentricity of the output and input drums based on the drum geometry as shown in Figure 5.5.

![Exaggerated drawing of output drum eccentricity for a capstan drive](image)

**Figure 5.5** Exaggerated drawing of output drum eccentricity for a capstan drive

The eccentricity angle ($\alpha_o$) and initial eccentricity angle ($\alpha_{oi}$) of the output drum can be defined in terms of geometric parameters of the drum as follow:

\[
\alpha_o = \arctan \left( \frac{r_o \sin(\theta_o + \beta_o)}{D - r_o \cos(\theta_o + \beta_o)} \right) \quad (5.15)
\]

\[
\alpha_{oi} = \arctan \left( \frac{r_o \sin(\beta_o)}{D - r_o \cos(\beta_o)} \right) \quad (5.16)
\]

The slip error of the output drum due to the eccentricity can be derived by using Eqs.(5.15) and (5.16):

\[
e_{e,o} = \alpha_o - \alpha_{oi} \quad (5.17)
\]
Using the index “i” instead of “o” in Eqs.(5.15)–(5.17) for the input drum, the same slip error equations can be used for the input drum.

Consequently, the total slip error due to the eccentricity can be determined for a capstan drive:

\[ e_e = e_{e,o} + e_{e,i} \]  

(5.18)

Finally, the overall transmission error of a capstan drive mechanism resulting from the cable slip on the drums can be defined as the sum of slip error due to the external load [Eq.(5.14)] and eccentricity [Eq.(5.18)] as follow:

\[
\begin{align*}
&e = \int \frac{e^{-\mu \theta} \left(F_{preload} + F_{load}\right)}{AE} d\theta \quad \text{and} \quad \int \frac{e^{\mu \theta} \left(F_{preload} - F_{load}\right)}{AE} d\theta \\
&\quad + \left\{ \arctan \left[ \frac{r_o \sin (\theta_o + \beta_o)}{D - r_o \cos (\theta_o + \beta_o)} \right] - \arctan \left[ \frac{r_o \sin (\beta_o)}{D - r_o \cos (\beta_o)} \right] \right\} \\
&\quad + \left\{ \arctan \left[ \frac{r_i \sin (\theta_i + \beta_i)}{D - r_i \cos (\theta_i + \beta_i)} \right] - \arctan \left[ \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i)} \right] \right\} \\
&\quad \text{and} \quad \arctan \left[ \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i + \alpha)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i + \alpha)} \right] - \arctan \left[ \frac{r_i \sin (\alpha)}{D - r_i \cos (\alpha)} \right] \\
&\quad \text{and} \quad \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i)} - \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i)} \\
&\quad \text{and} \quad \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i + \alpha)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i + \alpha)} - \arctan \left[ \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i)} \right] \\
&\quad \text{and} \quad \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i + \alpha)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i + \alpha)} - \arctan \left[ \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i)} \right] \\
&\quad \text{and} \quad \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i + \alpha)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i + \alpha)} - \arctan \left[ \frac{r_i \sin (\beta_i)}{D - r_i \cos (\beta_i)} \right]
\end{align*}
\]  

(5.19)

This equation can be used in the calibration process of any capstan driven haptic device for compensation of transmission errors of capstan drives.

**5.3.2 Experimental Verification of Capstan Drive Transmission Error**

An experimental hardware was constructed for the verification of the capstan drive slip error theory developed in the previous section (Figure 5.6). This hardware is a 1-DOF capstan drive mechanism consisting of a 0.35-mm steel cable wrapped around two drums (15 mm and 150 mm diameter) and fixed to the output drum ends. In the hardware, the shaft of a DC brushless motor is used as an input drum to provide the desired position trajectory for the experiments. The output drum is assembled to the base. This experimental hardware contains a load pulley attached to the output drum to hang an external load on the output side.
Besides, two different encoders with 1000 ppr and 5000 ppr are attached to the motor shaft and output drum respectively to measure the relative motion (transmission error) between the drums. MATLAB® Simulink and xPC Target are used for the experimental procedure. An NI 6025 I/O board and NI 6602 counter/timer board were installed in the target PC. A Simulink model was constructed on the host PC to enable the user to give a reference position. The user can also change the external load on the output drum pulley.

**Figure 5.6** Experimental hardware for capstan drive transmission error validation

In the experimental validation, firstly, the drum eccentricity geometries such as the eccentricity radius and phase angle should be measured precisely to estimate the slip error resulting from the drum eccentricity. A computer measuring machine (CMM) was used to determine these parameters (Figure 5.7). Many measurements were collected from the forehead surfaces of two drums while they rotate in reverse directions. The eccentricity measurements on the drums and corresponding cosine curve fittings are shown in Figures 5.8. As a result, the
eccentricity radiuses and phase angles of the output and input drums were found as (0.7 mm and –105°) and (0.05 mm and –15°), respectively. Note that the measurements on the forehead surfaces of the drums deviate from cosine curve fit in some regions, which may cause little difference between the theory and experiment.

Figure 5.7 CMM measurement of drum eccentricity

Figure 5.8 Eccentricity for the input (a) and output (b) drums
The effective cable modulus (AE) was determined from Hookes Law (Eq.(5.20)) by loading the cable to 50 N and recording the displacement of the load. Hence, it was measured as $8.1 \times 10^3$ N for a 150-mm-long and 0.35-mm-diameter cable. The cable was cycled six times to 50 N in the experiment (Figure 5.9). Although the cycling load is in the range of 0 and 50 N, the effective cable modulus was calculated using the actual cable loading region between 5 and 30 N. Note that the cable self-adjustment on the test machine causes a discontinuity marked by a triangle in Figure 5.9.

$$F = \frac{AE}{L} \delta \quad \Rightarrow \quad AE = \frac{FL}{\delta}$$

(5.20)

**Figure 5.9** Cyclic tensioning of the cable that revealed an AE value of $8.1 \times 10^3$ N

The effect of the external load on slip error depends on the load direction and magnitude. Hence, as a first step, the theory of the slip error due to the eccentricity should be verified. To this end, an experiment was conducted without any external load. In this experiment, a desired position profile is achieved by the position control applied on the input drum motor and the slip error is recorded using the difference between two encoder measurements. The reference position and transmission error of the capstan drive versus time are shown in Figures 5.10.
It can be seen from the figure that output and input drum eccentricities cause one large and five small error waves in each direction respectively. Also, various error ripples occurred due to the asynchronous increments between the encoders. Since the encoders are discrete measurement units, asynchronous encoder increments cause these error ripples. Figures 5.10 also shows the theoretical error graphs drawn by using Eqs.(5.15-5.18). Nevertheless, there is a small difference between the experimental and theoretical results based on the cosine curve fit (Figure 5.10) since the actual drum eccentricity measurements do not fit to cosine curve. For more accurate estimation of eccentricity, alternatively, a fifth order polynomial curve fit was used. The theoretical error calculated using this polynomial curve fit shown in the same figure follows the experimental results more accurately than the other. The theory based on cosine curve fit is used in the rest of this research for simplicity.

![Figure 5.10 Slip error without load and theoretical verification](image_url)
A load pulley was used on the output drum to determine the effect of a known external load on the transmission error so that the desired external torque could be applied by an external load hanged on the pulley.

Four different experimental cases were considered for further analysis of slip error and each case was conducted with six repetitions. Figure 5.11 shows the reference output drum position and slip error versus time for all cases. Preliminary observations of each experiment are given right after the explanation of each case as follows:

- **Case 1:** The experiment was conducted without any external load.

  For case 1, some slip error occurred depending upon the position of the output drum due to eccentricity. The system compensated this error itself when the drum returned to the starting position.

- **Case 2:** The experiment was conducted with an external load (0.907 kg) which is applied in the same direction of the output drum rotation.

  For case 2, additional slip errors occurred due to the external load in the forward direction and the drum returned to the starting position without any error since the load direction was inverted while the drum was returning. $e_l_2$ in Figure 5.11 denotes the magnitude of this temporary slip error for a half cycle (rotation from 0° to 180°) of the output drum in case 2.

- **Case 3:** The experiment was conducted with an external load (0.907 kg) which is applied in the permanent direction (External torque is clockwise while the drum rotates clockwise or counterclockwise).

- **Case 4:** Same experiment defined in Case 3 was repeated with a higher external load (1.361 kg)
For cases 3 and 4, the slip error due to the load increased regularly. $e_{l3}$ and $e_{l4}$ in Figure 5.11 denote the magnitude of the permanent slip error due to the external load for one cycle (rotation from 0° to 180° and return to the starting position) of the output drum for cases 3 and 4, respectively.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 5.11** Slip errors measured for four different cases

The theory derived in the previous section estimates the slip error due to the external torque for the experiments. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 depict open forms of a capstan drive mechanism for four different positions of one cycle to explain the procedure used for cases 2, 3 and 4. The drawings in the left side are the open forms of the capstan drive position shown in the right side. These figures also show the cable tension variation versus cable length for the sample positions.
Figure 5.12 Theoretical verification of the slip error under the effect of an external torque for case 2
Since $\theta_{\text{slip}1}$ and $\theta_{\text{slip}2}$ calculated by Eqs.(5.7) and (5.8) for the loads of 0.977 and 1.361 kg are greater than $\pi$ rad., the cable tension during experiments does not reach the preload force on the output drum. The cross-hatched areas in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 give the cable extension and contraction ($\delta e$, $\delta c$). In the experimental hardware, the cable is wrapped around the drums one time and it was assumed that the diameter of the input drum is quite small in comparison to the output drum. Thus, it was assumed that the input drum diameter is infinitesimally small for simplicity. Therefore, the cable extension on the input drum is neglected.
As a result, the interpretations of experimental results given in Figure 5.12 for the cases 2, 3, 4 can be given as:

- For Case 2, the slip error occurred at the clockwise and counterclockwise output drum rotation is in reversed directions. In other words, the cross-hatched areas in Figure 5.12 cancel each other at the end of one full cycle and the temporary slip error ($e_{l2}$) due to the load is lost after each cycle. The error cancellation at the end of the cycle is evident as shown in the cable tension graphs in Figure 5.12.

- For cases 3 and 4, the slip error increases over time in both directions. The cross-hatched area in Figure 5.13 can be calculated to verify the experimental slip error. For this purpose, $F_{preload}$, $F_{load}$, $AE$, $\mu$ and the slip regions should be defined clearly. For cases 3 and 4, the loads of 0.977 and 1.361 kg are applied on the output drum. Using the load pulley radius (35 mm) and Eq.(5.1), $F_{load}$ was calculated as approximately 2.08 and 3.12 N, respectively. A cable of 350 mm in length was wrapped around the drums and stretched by 0.4 mm using a cable stretching mechanism. $F_{preload}$ was calculated as 9.26 N using this elongation and the cable modulus. The sum of the cross-hatched areas ($\delta e+\delta c$) in Figure 5.13 gives the permanent slip error due to the load for one cycle. Moreover, the temporary slip error for cases 2 and 3 is the same ($e_{l2}=e_{l3}$) because the load is equal and slip due to the load occurs only when the rotation direction is through the direction of the load. Values of the slip error for cases 2, 3 and 4 calculated with Eq.(5.14) agrees with the experimental values $e_{l2}$, $e_{l3}$ and $e_{l4}$ in Figure 5.11 within 10%. The measured and estimated values are ($e_{l2}=e_{l3}=0.054^\circ e_{l4}=0.1^\circ$) and ($e_{l2}=e_{l3}=0.06^\circ e_{l4}=0.107^\circ$), respectively.

\[ e_{l2} = e_{l3} = \int_{0}^{\pi} \frac{e^{-0.05\theta}(9.26 + 2.08)}{8.1 \times 10^3} d\theta - \int_{0}^{\pi} \frac{e^{0.05\theta}(9.26 - 2.08)}{8.1 \times 10^3} d\theta \]

\[ \cong 1.05 \times 10^{-3} \text{ rad.} \cong 0.06 \text{ deg.} \]
\[
el_4 = \int_{0}^{\pi} \frac{e^{-0.05\theta}(9.26 + 3.12)}{8.1 \times 10^3} d\theta - \int_{0}^{\pi} \frac{e^{0.05\theta}(9.26 - 3.12)}{8.1 \times 10^3} d\theta
\]
\[
\approx 1.86 \times 10^{-3} \text{ rad.} \approx 0.107 \text{ deg.}
\]

The theory derived for slip error due to eccentricity and loading can be used to predict the overall transmission error for capstan drives. Figure 5.14a,b shows the consistency between theory and experiment under a permanent load for cases 3 and 4, respectively. This verification shows that the transmission error in a capstan drive mechanism can be corrected successfully by using the analytical model developed in this chapter.

**Figure 5.14** Verification of the analytical model for case 3 (a) and case 4 (b)
In general, the transmission error of a capstan drive mechanism is caused by the drum eccentricities and external load applied on the output drum. However, it should be noted that the effect of external load on the transmission error is ignored in the calibration of 7-DOF haptic device since only free-motion and static virtual model simulations are considered in this study. Consequently, the transmission error in the capstan drive mechanisms of 7-DOF haptic device can be expressed by Eq. (5.23). $\Delta \theta_{\text{off set}}, \Delta \theta_{\text{ratio}}, \Delta \theta_{o-\text{ecc}}, \Delta \theta_{i-\text{ecc}}$ in this equation represent the transmission errors caused by the joint variable offsets relative to the home position, error in transmission ratio, output drum eccentricity and input drum eccentricity, respectively.

$$\Delta \theta_{\text{caps}} = \Delta \theta_{\text{off set}} + \Delta \theta_{\text{ratio}} + \Delta \theta_{o-\text{ecc}} + \Delta \theta_{i-\text{ecc}} \tag{5.23}$$

where

$$\Delta \theta_{\text{off set}} = c$$

$$\Delta \theta_{\text{ratio}} = \left[ \frac{-R_e}{R_e + R} \right] \theta$$

$$\Delta \theta_{o-\text{ecc}} = \left\{ \text{atan} \left[ \frac{r_o \sin(\theta + \beta_o)}{D - r_o \cos(\theta + \beta_o)} \right] - \text{atan} \left[ \frac{r_o \sin(\beta_o)}{D - r_o \cos(\beta_o)} \right] \right\}$$

$$\Delta \theta_{i-\text{ecc}} = \left\{ \text{atan} \left[ \frac{r_i \sin(R\theta + \beta_i)}{D - r_i \cos(R\theta + \beta_i)} \right] - \text{atan} \left[ \frac{r_i \sin(\beta_i)}{D - r_i \cos(\beta_i)} \right] \right\}$$
5.3.3 Parallelogram Mechanism Transmission Error

Another error source distorting the calibration of 7-DOF haptic device is inaccuracies in the kinematic parameters of a parallelogram mechanism. Schroer et al. simplified the parallelogram mechanism to a closed-chain planar mechanism linkage [127]. Similarly, the parallelogram mechanism used in our haptic device is considered as a planar mechanism to obtain the joint dependency. In this way, the transmission error between the actuated and transmitted joint angles of the parallelogram can be expressed in terms of link lengths as follows:

\[
\Delta \theta_{par} = \left[ \frac{L_1^2 + s^2 - L_2^2}{2L_1s^2} \right] + \left[ \frac{L_4^2 + s^2 - L_3^2}{2L_4s^2} \right] - \frac{\pi}{2} - \theta_a
\]  

(5.24)

where \( s = \left( L_1^2 + L_2^2 - 2L_1L_2 \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \theta_a \right) \right) \)

Schroer et al. reported that only one link length parameter from among five parameters of a planar parallelogram (four link lengths and one joint angle) is identifiable [127]. The parallelogram joint in 7-DOF haptic device is limited with ± 45º. Besides, a capstan drive mechanism is employed in the parallelogram mechanism used in our device for the actuation. This complicates the transmission error model. Therefore, a higher order polynomial is used to represent the transmission error of the parallelogram to simplify the identification process. The transmission error model of the parallelogram in 7-DOF haptic device involves ten parameters coming from the parallelogram (\( \Delta L_1, \Delta L_2, \Delta L_3, \Delta L_4, \Delta \theta \)) and capstan drive models (\( R_e, r_o, r_i, \beta_o, \beta_i \)), and hence a tenth order polynomial is selected to represent the transmission error. It should be noted that a polynomial with a higher order than ten might increase the computational load unnecessarily.
5.4 Kinematic Modeling and Proposed Calibration Procedure

In this research, for easy implementation, a closed-chain calibration method is used to identify kinematic parameters. The distance measured between the end-effector and a reference frame located on the cable encoder measurement unit is employed for a closed-chain kinematic calibration. The maximum quantization error of the cable encoder limits the accuracy of the measurements. Figure 5.15 shows the overall calibration setup, cable encoder and its connection to the hardware. The accuracy of the cable encoder \( \sigma_m \) can be calculated by the multiplication of the unit drum circumference and the maximum quantization error of the optical incremental encoder used inside of the cable encoder. As a result, it is found as

\[
\sigma_m = 2\pi R_d \sigma_e = 2\pi \times 0.015 \times 20000.
\]

Figure 5.16 shows the schematic view of the 7-DOF haptic device at home position, the location of the measurement system and their coordinate frames. The kinematic model of the structure is established using the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention [128]. A reference frame “(-1)” is attached to the starting point of the cable encoder for the closed-chain kinematic structure. In the kinematic model, the line connecting the robot base origin “(0)” to the measurement system origin “(-1)” is selected as the common \( x \) direction for the device and measurement system. The D-H parameters of the device are given in Table 5.1.

According to the D-H convention, each homogeneous transformation matrix \( A_i \) is expressed by the product of four basic transformations:

\[
A_i = R(z_i, \theta_i). T(a_i, 0, d_i). R(x_i, \alpha_i) R(y_i, \beta_i) \tag{5.25}
\]

\( \theta_i, a_i, d_i, \alpha_i, \beta_i \) in Eq.(5.25) represent the joint variable, link length, link offset, twist angle and Hayati parameter which is used for the sequential parallel joints, respectively [129]. 7-DOF haptic device does not include any parallel joints; hence the last term of the homogeneous transformation matrix is not used in our kinematic model.
Figure 5.15 Implementation of the linear cable encoder in the haptic device calibration setup (a: Overall setup; b: measurement unit connection to end-effector; c: linear cable encoder for the distance measurement)
Figure 5.16 Kinematic model of 7-DOF haptic device for calibration

Eq.(5.26) gives the transformation matrix including the position ($P$) and orientation matrix ($C$) of the end-effector, which are relative to the reference frame attached to the starting point of the cable encoder. The distance ($\delta$) between the end-effector and reference frame of the measurement system is the norm of position matrix $P$ as given in Eq.(5.27):

$$\begin{align*}
A_0 A_1 A_2 \ldots A_6 A_7 &= \begin{bmatrix} C & \mathbf{0} \\ \mathbf{0} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \\
\delta &= \sqrt{P_x^2 + P_y^2 + P_z^2}
\end{align*}
$$

(5.26)
Table 5.1 D-H parameters of 7-DOF haptic device

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>a&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>α&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>d&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>θ&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>a&lt;sub&gt;0&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-π/2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>θ&lt;sub&gt;0&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-π/2</td>
<td>d&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>θ&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+π/2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>θ&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-π/2</td>
<td>d&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>θ&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+π/2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>θ&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-π/2</td>
<td>d&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>θ&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+π/2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>θ&lt;sub&gt;6&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>a&lt;sub&gt;7&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>d&lt;sub&gt;7&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>θ&lt;sub&gt;7&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transmission error parameters of the capstan drives and parallelogram mechanism make the identification procedure quite difficult. The measurement unit used in the experiments does not have high accuracy for the entire workspace. Therefore, using only distance measurements in a closed-chain kinematic model cannot identify all parameters effectively. Alternatively, it is proposed to use external encoders to be attached on the output joint rotation axes for the identification of the transmission error parameters of the capstan drives and parallelogram mechanism separately. In the implementation of calibration, a high resolution external encoder is used to measure the transmission error on the capstan drives and parallelogram mechanism (Figure 5.17). This encoder is assembled to the output joint rotation axes of the transmission mechanisms with reconfigurable special parts so that same encoder can be used for each transmission mechanism of the device in sequence.

Consequently the calibration of 7-DOF haptic device is conducted by stages. In the first stage, the parameter identification and correction of transmission errors are carried out with external encoder measurements; secondly the identification and correction of kinematic model parameters are implemented with linear cable encoder measurements. This proposed calibration procedure is depicted with a flowchart in Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.17 External encoder connections for capstan drive (a,b) and parallelogram (c,d)

Figure 5.18 Flowchart of the proposed calibration procedure
5.5 Kinematic Parameter Identification

Nonlinear least square estimation technique is used to estimate the deviations in kinematic model parameters in this study. The base of this technique is to minimize the error between the measured ($\delta_{im}$) and computed distances ($\delta_{ie}$) from Eq.(5.28) for the closed-chain kinematic model using. The nonlinear least square optimization problem can be solved by Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [52]. Eq.(5.29) defines the nonlinear model of our optimization problem. The least-square solution estimates the parameter vector ($\varphi$) by minimizing the sum of squares of the error between $n$ number of measurements and computations corresponding to $n$ number of joint variables ($\eta_i$).

$$\delta_{ie} = f(\varphi, \eta_i) \quad (i = 1, ..., n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.28)

$$S(\varphi) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} ||\delta_{im} - f(\varphi, \eta_i)||^2$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.29)

Non-identifiable kinematic model parameters are determined by using the method presented by Khalil et al. [103]. According to this, the first and last twist angles of the kinematic model ($\alpha_0$ and $\alpha_7$) and first joint offset ($\theta_0$) are not identifiable since they do not have any effect on the distance calculations which are used in the identification. The line connecting the robot base origin to the cable encoder origin was selected as common $x$ axes in the kinematic model. Therefore, the link offset between them ($d_0$) is always zero and it is not included in the identification. The other non-identifiable parameters are also not included in the parameter vector to be identified. However, their effects on the measurements should be considered in any simulation study.
5.6 Simulation of Proposed Calibration Method

In order to show the validity of the proposed calibration procedure, a simulation study was conducted by using the optimization function “lsqnonlin” of the MATLAB/Optimization Toolbox®. Some pre-defined deviations are added to the nominal kinematic parameters and virtual transmission errors are defined for all transmission mechanisms to construct a non-calibrated haptic device in the simulation. Furthermore, for a realistic simulation, a measurement data set should be generated for this non-calibrated device. Therefore, normal noise distributions with zero mean and a standard deviation are added to the deviated output joint angles of transmission mechanisms and deviated distances of the closed-chain kinematic model. The assigned transmission error parameters and the deviations from the nominal parameters are shown in Table 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. It is assumed that an encoder with 20000 ppr is used in the measurement of the transmission mechanism and linear cable measurement units. The standard deviation of the encoder is taken as one-third of the maximum quantization error of the encoder ($\sigma_e = \frac{2\pi}{20000}/3$). This can be used directly for the output joint angle measurements of the transmission mechanisms, but for the distance measurement of the closed-chain kinematic model, this maximum quantization error is multiplied by the cable encoder drum circumference as shown in Figure 5.15-c and it can be found as ($\sigma_m = 2\pi R_d \cdot \sigma_e = 2\pi \cdot 0.015 \cdot 2\pi / 20000 / 3$). As mentioned in the previous section, transmission error of the parallelogram mechanism is represented by the tenth order polynomial model since it contains non-identifiable parameters. In the simulation, 200 random pose measurements are generated with these specifications for each transmission mechanism and end-effector of the device. The identification result of the transmission mechanism model parameters and the kinematic parameter deviations are given in Table 5.2 and 5.3. These tables also present percentage improvements ($I$) to show how much the error of each parameter is improved and Eq.(5.30) was used in these calculations.
\[ I\% = \left(1 - \frac{|\lambda_a - \lambda_1|}{|\lambda_a - \lambda_n|}\right) \times 100 \]  

(5.30)

where \( \lambda_a \), \( \lambda_o \) and \( \lambda_n \) represent the actual, identified nominal values of each parameter. In the calculation results 100% improvement means that the parameter is estimated without any error. It should be noted that \( \alpha_o \), \( \alpha_7 \) are non-identifiable parameters for the proposed closed-chain model.

**Table 5.2** Simulation results for the identification of the capstan drive and parallelogram parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Assigned</th>
<th>Identified</th>
<th>I (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Re(_1)</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>-0.024929</td>
<td>99.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re(_2)</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>-0.020291</td>
<td>98.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re(_3)</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.013933</td>
<td>92.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ro(_1)(mm)</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.200470</td>
<td>99.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ro(_2)(mm)</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.248206</td>
<td>99.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ro(_3)(mm)</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.209968</td>
<td>95.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ri(_1)(mm)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.004968</td>
<td>99.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ri(_2)(mm)</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.002522</td>
<td>99.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ri(_3)(mm)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.003990</td>
<td>99.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_o)_1(deg)</td>
<td>-105</td>
<td>-104.724022</td>
<td>99.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_o)_2(deg)</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-9.921826</td>
<td>99.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_o)_3(deg)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>151.2022</td>
<td>99.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_i)_1(deg)</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-14.585499</td>
<td>97.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_i)_2(deg)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>139.9904</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_i)_3(deg)</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>-99.1451</td>
<td>99.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters of fourth drum eccentricity and deviations of parallelogram

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ro(_4)(mm)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ri(_4)(mm)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_o)_4(deg)</td>
<td>-40°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_i)_4(deg)</td>
<td>120°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re(_4)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \Delta L_i(mm) = -0.0005 \]

\[ \Delta L_2(mm) = -0.0007 \]

\[ \Delta L_3(mm) = 0.001 \]

\[ \Delta L_4(mm) = 0.0003 \]

10° order polynomial coefficients of the transmission error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k10</td>
<td>1.191804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k9</td>
<td>0.633845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k8</td>
<td>-2.185038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k7</td>
<td>-0.983788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k6</td>
<td>1.436945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k5</td>
<td>0.508398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

k4 = -0.391253
k3 = -0.100185
k2 = 0.040587
k1 = -0.005159
k0 = 0.000043
Table 5.3 Simulation results for the identification of the kinematic parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Assigned</th>
<th>Identified</th>
<th>I (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_0$ (mrad)</td>
<td>1.500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_1$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-1.500</td>
<td>-1.477</td>
<td>98.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_2$ (mrad)</td>
<td>1.300</td>
<td>1.309</td>
<td>99.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_3$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-1.400</td>
<td>-1.396</td>
<td>99.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_4$ (mrad)</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>1.424</td>
<td>81.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_5$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-1.100</td>
<td>-1.320</td>
<td>80.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_6$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-1.600</td>
<td>-1.546</td>
<td>96.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_7$ (mrad)</td>
<td>1.700</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_0$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.900</td>
<td>1.901</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_1$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.100</td>
<td>-1.089</td>
<td>98.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_2$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.600</td>
<td>1.592</td>
<td>99.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_3$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.200</td>
<td>-1.199</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_4$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>1.408</td>
<td>99.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_5$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.500</td>
<td>-1.499</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_6$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>1.402</td>
<td>99.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_7$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.300</td>
<td>-1.301</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_1$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>1.206</td>
<td>99.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_2$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.500</td>
<td>-1.504</td>
<td>99.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_3$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.300</td>
<td>1.308</td>
<td>99.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_4$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.300</td>
<td>-1.269</td>
<td>97.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_5$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>1.406</td>
<td>99.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_6$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.200</td>
<td>-1.201</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_7$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>99.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_1$ (mrad)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>99.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_2$ (mrad)</td>
<td>1.700</td>
<td>1.756</td>
<td>96.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_3$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-1.300</td>
<td>-1.187</td>
<td>91.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_4$ (mrad)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>97.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_5$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-1.200</td>
<td>-1.245</td>
<td>96.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_6$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>-1.093</td>
<td>90.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_7$ (mrad)</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>76.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is not possible to evaluate the transmission error results of the parallelogram mechanism by percentage improvement as it is represented by a tenth order polynomial in the calibration procedure. Therefore, the simulation measurements and identified polynomial are plotted on the same figure. Figure 5.19 shows that the identified tenth order polynomial follows the transmission error of the parallelogram mechanism accurately.

Figure 5.19 Parallelogram transmission errors

For further evaluation of the proposed kinematic calibration performance, 200 various poses and the corresponding measurements, which are different from those used in the identification step, are generated in the simulation. The position and orientation errors before and after calibration for these poses are shown in Figure 5.20. Additionally, the percentage improvements in the RMS errors are also presented on the same plots. It can be concluded from the results that the proposed kinematic calibration technique improves the position and orientation accuracy of the device significantly.
5.7 Experimental Results

Jacobian matrix is employed in the controllers of 7-DOF haptic device to calculate the handle pose and implement the force control algorithm. Since any deviation in the Jacobian elements affect the accuracy of pose calculation and force control, kinematic calibration has a great importance. In this section experimental parameter identification was conducted for 7-DOF haptic device, and its effect on the pose and force control accuracy is presented sequentially.

In the experimental identification, cable encoder distance, output joint angle of the transmission mechanisms and the corresponding device joint angles were measured while the device is moved by the user such that all joints swept their entire working range. Like simulation study, the identification is implemented by using the optimization function “lsqnonlin” of the MATLAB/Optimization Toolbox® by using 200 random measurements. The parameter identification results are given in Table 5.4 and 5.5. In order to evaluate the parameter
identification results of transmission mechanisms, the output joint measurements and their theoretical calculations using the identified parameters are plotted in Figure 5.21. This figure shows that identified joint angles of the transmission mechanism can correct their transmission errors effectively.

Table 5.4 Identification results for capstan drive and parallelogram parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Re₁</td>
<td>0.339383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re₂</td>
<td>0.226663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re₃</td>
<td>0.09557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₀₁ (mm)</td>
<td>1.498938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₀₂ (mm)</td>
<td>1.158217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₀₃ (mm)</td>
<td>0.3918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₁ (mm)</td>
<td>0.004212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₂ (mm)</td>
<td>0.007451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r₁₃ (mm)</td>
<td>0.0228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₀₁ (deg)</td>
<td>-153.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₀₂ (deg)</td>
<td>-168.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₀₃ (deg)</td>
<td>-171.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₁₁ (deg)</td>
<td>-110.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₁₂ (deg)</td>
<td>98.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₁₃ (deg)</td>
<td>80.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10th order polynomial coefficients of the transmission error

k₁₀ = 4.758752  k₄ = 0.494506
k₉ = 3.410843   k₃ = -0.159660
k₈ = 5.476355   k₂ = -0.033388
k₇ = -3.421651  k₁ = -0.038000
k₆ = -2.458614  k₀ = 0.000000
k₅ = 1.186850
Table 5.5 Identification results for kinematic parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \alpha_0$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \alpha_1$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-2.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \alpha_2$ (mrad)</td>
<td>1.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \alpha_3$ (mrad)</td>
<td>4.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \alpha_4$ (mrad)</td>
<td>14.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \alpha_5$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-1.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \alpha_6$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-26.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \alpha_7$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_0$ (mm)</td>
<td>-4.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_1$ (mm)</td>
<td>-0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_2$ (mm)</td>
<td>-2.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_3$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_4$ (mm)</td>
<td>-2.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_5$ (mm)</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_6$ (mm)</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a_7$ (mm)</td>
<td>-0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_1$ (mm)</td>
<td>-2.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_2$ (mm)</td>
<td>2.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_3$ (mm)</td>
<td>-3.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_4$ (mm)</td>
<td>-0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_5$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_6$ (mm)</td>
<td>-1.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta d_7$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_1$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-6.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_2$ (mrad)</td>
<td>5.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_3$ (mrad)</td>
<td>13.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_4$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-22.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_5$ (mrad)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_6$ (mrad)</td>
<td>5.941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_7$ (mrad)</td>
<td>-51.718</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.7.1 Pose Accuracy Improvement

The last step of the calibration is to compensate pose errors and correct the device poses by using the identified parameters. To this end, the identified parameters were directly used in the device controller to correct the model errors. For the evaluation of the pose accuracy improvement, the device handle was moved by the user randomly in the workspace for about 100 sec. The calibrated and non-calibrated kinematic models are run at 1 kHz by MATLAB/RealTime Windows Toolbox®. Meanwhile, the cable encoder measurements were stored. The measured and computed closed loop kinematic model distances and their corresponding errors are plotted on the on Figure 5.22. In this experiment, both full calibration and the calibration where the transmission errors are not included are run separately to show the effect of transmission errors on calibration. It can be seen from Figure 5.22, the errors while starting and finishing are very low
since these measurements are taken while the device is motionless at the home position. When the device is moved away from the home position, the non-calibration model and calibration model without transmission correction produces excessive error due to the transmission errors.

**Figure 5.22** Distance measurement and calculations before and after calibration (a) and their errors (b)

In order to evaluate the pose accuracy results further (distance errors), the percentage improvement in the RMS of the distance errors are calculated by using
Eq.(5.31). The symbols of $e_{c}$ and $e_{nc}$ in this equation denote calibrated model and non-calibrated model errors respectively.

$$I\% = \left( \frac{|RMS(e_c) - RMS(e_{nc})|}{|RMS(e_{nc})|} \right) \times 100$$

(5.31)

The results show that: (1) the full calibration provides 96.6% improvement and (2) the calibration without including transmission errors provides 44.7% in the pose accuracy. This indicates that almost half of the distance errors result from the transmission errors of the capstan drives and parallelogram mechanisms.

### 5.7.2 Force Control Accuracy Improvement

The kinematic calibration improves the accuracy of force control as well as pose in haptic devices. In this section, the effect of calibration on the force control is investigated. Usually, CLIC is preferred in the capstan driven haptic devices for effective force control. Figure 5.23 shows the block diagram of CLIC for multi-DOF haptic devices, which includes the virtual environment ($Z_v$), haptic device ($Z_d$), controller ($G$) and Jacobian blocks ($J$). Since the Jacobian block includes the kinematic parameters, the calibration should also improve the force control.

![Closed loop impedance control for multi-DOF haptic devices](image)

**Figure 5.23** Closed loop impedance control for multi-DOF haptic devices
For experimental evaluation of the effect of calibration on the force control accuracy, a simple virtual environment scenario is defined. In this scenario, a virtual wall constructed with only a spring constant \((K=100 \text{ N/m})\) is moved 20 mm in the \(z\)-axis direction of the haptic handle while the handle is fixed on a stationary point as shown in Figure 5.24. Same experiment is carried out with both full calibrated and non-calibrated models in order to show the effect of calibration on the performance of controller. In the experiments, the handle is fixed and the virtual wall is moved to provide same positioning in both experiments.

![Virtual Wall Experiment of 7-DOF Haptic Device](image)

**Figure 5.24 Virtual wall experiment of 7-DOF haptic device**

In this experiment, only a one dimensional force should be measured in the \(z\)-direction of the handle and the force measurements in other (\(x\) and \(y\)) directions should be zero. Figure 5.25-b shows the experimental results. These results show that the calibration improves the force control by eliminating the transverse forces.
(F_x and F_y) on the handle. Note that the redundant joint of the device is locked at the home position and same controller parameters are used in all experiments.

![Figure 5.25](image)

**Figure 5.25** Force control accuracy of the device before (a) and after (b) calibration (m: measured, d: desired)

### 5.8 Conclusion

In this chapter both simulation and experimental calibration results are presented for a 7-DOF capstan driven haptic device to improve the pose and force control accuracy. Primarily an analytical method was successfully developed to model the slip error of a capstan drive and it was validated by a set of experiments conducted on a 1-DOF capstan drive hardware. Then, a closed-chain kinematic structure is established on the 7-DOF haptic device by means of a low cost and easy to implement linear cable encoder. The developed calibration method includes not only the deviation of kinematic model parameters, but also
transmission error parameters for the capstan drives and parallelogram mechanism. They are identified using the measurements of cable encoder and external encoders. The simulation and experimental results show that the kinematic calibration of a haptic device improves the pose and force control accuracy significantly. The proposed calibration method in this chapter can be implemented easily to improve both pose and force control performance of the haptic devices with capstan drives and parallelogram mechanisms.
6.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the stability is the major requirement in haptic interfaces for a realistic simulation. The energy exchanges between the user and haptic device as the user cooperates with the device. The excess energy flowing towards the user can lead to undesired vibrations. Smooth interaction without any vibration for any virtual environment is only possible provided that the passivity of haptic interface is guaranteed. For a passive haptic system, the energy flowing into the system should not be less than initially stored energy as formulated in Eq. (6.1) for 1-DOF rotational systems. This equation refers to the passivity condition of the haptic system. $T_h$, $\dot{\theta}_h$, $E_0$ in the equation denote the user torque, user hand angular velocity and initially stored energy in the system.

$$\int_0^t T_h(\tau)\dot{\theta}_h(\tau)d\tau \geq -E_0 \quad \text{for} \quad t > 0 \quad \text{and all admissible} \quad T_h(t) \quad (6.1)$$

Various studies are proposed in the literature to ensure passivity for stability improvement such as electrical damping [57, 58], analog input shaper (AIS) [59], analog output limiter (AOL) [60], passivity observer / passivity controller (PO/PC) [61-63], energy bounding algorithm (EAB) [64, 65], force bounding
algorithm (FBA) [66] and the passive set-position modulation (PSPM) framework [67]. The detailed discussions of these algorithms are presented in Chapter 4.

Principally, stability improvement studies can be classified into two major techniques in the literature: (1) increasing the level of damping and (2) modulating the command force or set-position. However, these techniques suffer from the deterioration of transparency since the desired forces calculated in the virtual/remote environment cannot be provided in the actuators due to the damping or modulating processes. For multi-DOF haptic devices passivity condition must be satisfied on each actuator to provide stable interaction. Unsatisfied passivity in any actuator makes the whole system unstable. In redundant haptic manipulators it is possible to keep the system stable without changing the level of damping and bounding the command force. This study proposes to use the posture adjustment ability of a redundant haptic manipulator to keep the actuators passive. In this proposed approach, the posture of the redundant device is optimally controlled to minimize the torque requirement on the critical actuator in terms of stability. Golden section search algorithm [130] is employed to estimate redundant joint angles between its limits for optimal postures. The cost function of the optimization algorithm is based on the passivity condition provided in Chapter 4.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: The contribution is explained in the following section. The next section explains 7-DOF haptic device used in the experiments. Then the optimal posture control algorithm is introduced. The experimental results and performance evaluations are discussed in the next section. The last section is related to the conclusion.

6.2 Contribution

Passivity plays a vital role in haptic interfaces to provide wide range of stable virtual environment impedances. The passivity should be ensured for each actuator of a multi-DOF haptic device to achieve stable interaction. In this study,
an optimal posture control algorithm was developed to guarantee the passivity for each actuator and thereby maximize the stability performance of a redundant haptic device. In the proposed algorithm, the device posture is adjusted online based on the optimal postures which are previously estimated by a golden section search algorithm. The proposed control algorithm was experimentally implemented on a virtual sphere using a 7-DOF redundant haptic device. Z-width stability performance metric was used for the evaluation of the proposed algorithm and the results showed that it improves significantly stable impedance range of a 7-DOF redundant haptic device. As a result, the optimal posture control approach can be used to improve the stability performance of redundant haptic devices.

6.3 Experimental Hardware

In this chapter, 7-DOF redundant haptic device, which is initially introduced in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.1) was used. It is similar to 6-DOF Phantom haptic device in terms of mechanical structure; except that it has only one redundant joint that corresponds to the last joint of the shoulder (z-axis) as shown in Figure 6.1a. The redundancy enables the device to reach any position in the workspace with various postures. Figure 6.1b shows the sample right, left and home postures of the device.

The actuating units of the device are Maxon brushless DC motors for positioning stage and Faulhaber DC mini-motors for orientation stage. They are driven by Maxon 4QEC DES 50/5 and LSC 4Q DC 30/2 servoamplifiers respectively. The motor powers are increased using capstan drive mechanisms in positioning stage and zero-backlash gearheads in orientation stage. There are two types of optical encoders attached to the brushless DC motors with 1000 ppr and DC mini-motors with 512 ppr. A 6-DOF ATI-NANO-17 force/torque transducer is employed at the handle of the device. The control algorithm is implemented on the device by means of Real-Time Windows Target Toolbox of MATLAB®. The technical properties of the computer used in the application are Intel Core 2 Quad CPU
Q9400 @ 2.66 GHz processor, 4 GB Ram, NVIDIA GeForce 9500 GT graphics card. Humusoft MF-624 multifunction I/O card is used for the acquisition of the signals at 1 kHz sampling frequency.

![7-DOF haptic device kinematic model at home posture (a) and various sample postures (b)](image)

**Figure 6.1** 7-DOF haptic device kinematic model at home posture (a) and various sample postures (b)

### 6.4 Optimal Posture Control Algorithm

The proposed optimal posture control algorithm based on the passivity condition is presented in this section. Haptic systems must be passive to provide stable haptic interactions. The passivity of haptic devices means that the actuators used in the haptic system should not generate excess energy causing undesired
vibration. The major factors affecting the stability are information loss in sample/hold unit, computational delay, non-zero noise/phase-lag in velocity/acceleration estimators, non-zero noise/phase-lag in transducer signal filters, communication delays and disturbance compensation algorithms.

In the passivity based control algorithms the energy flow into the haptic system should not exceed initially stored energy as formulated in Eq.(6.1). In Chapter 4, the passivity condition was re-derived for 1-DOF haptic device as given in Eq.(6.2). This equation can also be used for each joint of a multi-DOF haptic device.

\[
\frac{1}{2}l\ddot{\theta}_d(n) + b\sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \Delta \theta_d^2(k + 1) + T_c\sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \text{sgn}[\dot{\theta}_d(k)] \Delta \theta_d(k + 1) + \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} T_d(k) \Delta \theta_d(k + 1) \geq -E_0
\]  

where \(n, l, b, T, \Delta \theta_d, \theta_d, \dot{\theta}_d, T_c, T_d, E_0\) denote the last sampling, inertia induced in the joint, joint damping, sampling time, angular position difference, angular position, angular velocity, Coulomb friction, desired actuator torque, initially stored energy.

The first three terms in Eq.(6.2) indicate the energy contributed by passive device elements such as inertia, damping and Coulomb friction and they are always positive. The last term is the excess energy source extracted by the actuator employed in the device. If the total energy exceeds the initially stored energy, the device starts to produce undesired vibrations, which cause instability. Especially, when high impedances need to be simulated, the desired actuator torque increases and the passivity criterion cannot be met.

Eq.(6.2) shows that either the effects of passive elements should be maximized or the desired motor torque should be minimized for maximum stability. The second
approach is much more preferable, since the increasing physical inertia, damping and Coulomb friction deteriorates the transparency. Hence, the optimal posture control algorithm aims to minimize the desired actuator torque on the critical joint of the device in terms of stability. If the passivity is ensured for the critical joint, the whole system remains stable. However, at first, it should be decided that which joint is critical in 7-DOF device.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, Colgate et. al. showed that the achievable virtual wall impedance is directly related with the level of physical damping in the system [56]. Eq.(6.3) is a simplified passivity limit for haptic interfaces proposed by Colgate et. al. and indicates that the higher physical damping increases the achievable impedances as it dissipates the energy due to the instability.

\[ b > \frac{KT}{2} + B \]  

(6.3)

where \( b \), \( K \) and \( B \) represents the physical damping of the system, virtual wall stiffness and virtual wall damping parameters respectively. \( T \) is the sampling time. Based on the passivity limit given in Eq.(6.3), the joint which has minimum physical damping can achieve only lower virtual impedances than the others; in other words, it can provide only lower desired torques than the others. Therefore, the joint which has minimum physical damping can be considered as a critical joint. A simple experiment was conducted on each joint individually to determine their physical damping. Using only stiffness parameter \( K \) in the virtual wall model, the passivity limit given in Eq.(6.3) can be simplified as;

\[ K \leq 2b/T \]  

(6.4)

The physical damping’s \( b \) in the joints of the device were determined experimentally by the limits of achievable virtual stiffness \( K \) of those joints. In this technique, the amount of virtual stiffness was increased until an unstable interaction starts where physical damping is calculated using the simplified
equation of passivity limit. This simple virtual wall experiment was conducted for all joints of the 7-DOF haptic device individually. Sampling time ($T$) is 0.001 sec. in the experiments. The virtual stiffness limits of the joints (1, 2 and 3) and their corresponding physical damping values are determined as (41 Nm.rad, 29 Nm.rad, 7 Nm.rad) and (0.0205 Nms, 0.0145 Nms, 0.0035 Nms), respectively. As a result it is concluded that the critical joint of the device in the virtual wall collisions is the elbow joint shown as $z_3$ in Figure 6.1a. Similar result was observed in the virtual wall collision experiments implemented with 7-DOF haptic device. In these experiments, the elbow joint always caused instability first before any other joint.

In the proposed algorithm, the redundant joint ($z_2$ in Figure 6.1a) is employed to adjust the device posture for the minimization of desired torque on the critical joint and the remaining actuating joints are utilized for 6-DOF haptic feedback. In order to provide minimum desired torque on the critical joint, optimal redundant joint angles should be estimated with an appropriate optimization technique and an effective cost function. A golden section search algorithm is an accomplished tool for such kind of problem [130]. It can be used reliably to find the global minimum of a function between two boundaries. The cost function of this problem is the minimization of critical elbow joint torque ($T_{dc}$) transformed from the endpoint desired force ($F_d$) to estimate the redundant joint angle ($\theta_R$). The problem can be defined as given below:

$$\text{Find } \theta_R \text{ to minimize}$$

$$T_{dc}(\theta_R) = [\tilde{J}_R^T(\theta_R)F_d]_{(4,1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

such that $\theta_L < \theta_R < \theta_U$
where $F_d$, $T_{dc}$, $\dot{J}_v$, $\theta_R$, $\theta_U$, $\theta_L$, represent the desired endpoint force calculated from virtual environment, critical elbow joint torque, Jacobian matrix, redundant joint angle, redundant joint angle upper limit and lower limit, respectively.

The detailed block diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 6.2. It comprises two parts: (1) redundant joint position controller and (2) force controller. Redundant joint adjusts the posture of the device for maximum stability while the force controller produces the required torques of the remaining joints as an impedance type force control algorithm [26]. The optimal redundant joint angles estimated from Eq.(6.5) are forwarded to the position controller as input. These optimum redundant joint angles depend on the handle position and direction of the desired force on the contact points of the virtual object surface. In this chapter, it was preferred to calculate optimal redundant joints offline before implementation since the real-time calculation produces excessive computational load. Therefore, an optimal redundant joint angles map was generated and a look-up table was formed to be used as a reference input in real-time position controller for a virtual sphere experiment. The look-up table determines the desired redundant joints according to the actual location of the handle. The block diagram shown in Figure 6.2 contains the virtual model, device dynamics, user dynamics, actuator models, force feedback controller and redundant joint position controller. Only proportional gain is employed in the force controller since the derivative and integral terms affect the force control adversely [34]. $Z_v$, $Z_u$, $K_p$, $x_u$, $x_h$, $\theta$, $\dot{\theta}$, $J_v$, $J_a$, $T_0$, $F_u$, $\tau_d$, $\tau_m$, $\tau$, $\nu_m$, $i_m$, $R_m$, $L$, $K_{emf}$, $K_m$ symbols in Figure 6.3 denote the impedance of virtual environment, impedance of user hand, proportional gain of force feedback controller, position of the user hand, position of the haptic handle, joint position of the device, joint velocity of the device, virtual Jacobian matrix, actual Jacobian matrix, transformation matrix, user force, desired torque command, joint torque applied by motor, joint torque applied by user, resultant torque in joint, motor voltage, motor current, motor resistance, motor inductance, motor back EMF constant, motor torque constant respectively.
6.5 Implementation of the Proposed Algorithm

This section presents a sample implementation of the proposed algorithm. In this implementation, a sample virtual environment was designed in 3D Animation Toolbox of the MATLAB Simulink® (Figure 6.3). A 50 mm radius sphere with a coordinate (100, -100, -150 mm) is located in the virtual environment. This virtual sphere was modeled by using spring-damper Voigt model lying from center to surface at each contact point. When the user moves the handle into the sphere, the device produces a force in the direction of the surface normal depending upon the penetration distance, velocity and virtual model parameters.
6.5.1 Redundant Joint Maps

The redundant joint motor adjusts the device posture for maximum stability by using optimal redundant joint angles. One of the MATLAB® optimization functions, “fminbnd” serving as golden section search algorithm, was used for the estimation of the optimal redundant joint angle of the virtual sphere simulation. Figure 6.4 shows the initial map of redundant joint angles for the optimal postures depending upon the contact points. It can be seen from this figure that there is a ridge on the initial map. The reason of this ridge is depicted in Figure 6.5. According to the illustration, the full right posture gives the minimum torque requirement on left hemisphere and the full left posture gives it on the right. This ridge may cause the sudden change in the device posture which is not desired.
since it deteriorates the transparency and may be harmful for the user. Therefore, this ridge was smoothed to avoid the sudden changes of the posture. Figure 6.6 shows this smoothed redundant joint angle map.

**Figure 6.4** Initial map of redundant joint angles for optimal postures

**Figure 6.5** Schematic views for the reason of ridge on the redundant joint angle
6.5.2 Gradually Posture Adjustment

The posture adjustment should start with the first movement of the handle towards the sphere and be completed before touching the sphere. The device should transmit the contact forces with the fixed optimal posture, since the posture changing during penetration may produce the undesired inertia and deteriorate the transparent interaction. For that purpose, some spherical offsets were constructed as shown in Figure 6.7. The device adjusts the posture gradually while approaching the sphere with various redundant joint speeds increasing from outer to inner offsets. However, the innermost offset is considered as non-changing posture segment to preserve the transparency during haptic interaction. If the user wants to touch the points far away from the current contact point on the sphere, he needs to get out of the innermost offset and reenter after the new posture adjustment.
6.6 Experimental Results

Stability performance of a multi-DOF haptic device is not same on every points of a virtual surface since the joint torque requirements change depending upon the force direction and location of the contact point. Hence, the stability performance of a multi-DOF haptic device should be evaluated on the different regions of the virtual model surface. In this study three different regions were selected on the virtual sphere for the stability tests and Z-width plots were generated experimentally on these regions. All details about the Z-Width stability performance metric are presented in Chapter 4. Since the default home posture of 7-DOF haptic device kinematics corresponds to 6-DOF Phantom haptic device kinematics, the proposed algorithm can be evaluated by comparing it with 6-DOF Phantom like posture of the device. Figure 6.8 shows the test regions on the sphere and their corresponding Z-width comparison plots between the optimal posture and 6-DOF Phantom like posture locked at default home posture. The results show that optimal posture control algorithm improves the achievable impedance ranges significantly on both sides and a little on lower side of the sphere.

![Offsets](image)

*Figure 6.7 Spherical offsets for the proposed optimal posture control algorithm*
Figure 6.8 Z-width plots of 7-DOF optimal posture and 6-DOF Phantom like posture for three different regions (a, b and c) of the virtual sphere.
6.7 Conclusion

Stability is indispensible in haptic interaction since unstable behavior deteriorates realistic interaction. For multi-DOF haptic devices, the passivity must be ensured in every actuator of the device for stable interaction. The occurrence of instability in any actuator makes the whole system unstable. In this chapter, an optimal posture control algorithm is proposed to improve the stability performance of the redundant haptic devices. The proposed algorithm minimizes the desired actuator torque of the critical actuator in terms of stability by using adjustable posture ability of a redundant haptic device. Golden section search algorithm is employed to estimate optimal redundant joint angles and the passivity condition is used as a cost function in the optimization. The posture of the device is adjusted online by the redundant actuator. An implementation of the proposed algorithm was carried out successfully with a 7-DOF redundant haptic device on a virtual sphere and Z-width stability performance metric is used for evaluation. The results show that the optimal posture control algorithm improves the stability performance of redundant haptic devices.
Haptic devices provide force/torque and tactile feedback to user for any virtual or remote environment. Sense of touch facility of haptic devices is currently used in the fields of industry, medical, education, art, aerospace and entertainment. New application fields of haptic technology are reproduced and the scope of haptic applications looks like to grow further. Therefore, the control of haptic interfaces needs to improved in terms of transparency, stability, accuracy.

The virtual environment of any virtual reality system or remote environment of any teleoperation system comprises basically physical elements such as spring, damping and mass. For accurate simulation of these physical elements by haptic devices, real-time position, velocity and acceleration measurements are required. These measurements are necessary also for model based compensators employed in haptic controllers. Usually, optical incremental encoders are used in haptic devices; however, these measurements suffer from the quantization effect introduced by sample/hold units of decoder hardware. Due to this quantization effect, accurate calculation of velocity and acceleration is not possible with numerical differentiation for every frequency range. Various methods are proposed in the literature to estimate velocity and acceleration. They are classified into two groups: fixed time and fixed position methods. In fixed time method, the number of encoder pulses is counted at a fixed sampling time for position signal and some estimation techniques are applied on this position signal. The conventional fixed time estimation methods are low-pass filters, Kalman filters
and modified state observers. They are not sufficient for every velocity range. As the best of fixed time methods, Janabi-Sharifi et. al. [27] proposed a first-order adaptive windowing technique. In this method, a first order polynomial is fitted on the position measurements in the sense of least mean squares of errors to overcome tradeoff problems among noise reduction, control delay, estimate accuracy, reliability, computational load, transient preservation for velocity estimation. However, this technique cannot estimate acceleration. Therefore, the first-order adaptive windowing technique method was enhanced to estimate both velocity and acceleration by fitting the second-order polynomial on the position measurement in the sense of least mean squares of errors. The first and second derivative of this second-order polynomial gives the velocity and acceleration estimation respectively at the current sampling time. This method is called as enhanced adaptive windowing technique in the thesis. The developed enhanced adaptive windowing technique was implemented online on a low resolution encoder (500 ppr) and compared to the offline estimations from the high resolution encoder (5000 ppr) in a 1-DOF HapticBox. The results show that the enhanced adaptive windowing technique is the best of fixed time methods for the estimation of both velocity and acceleration. On the other hand, fixed position methods that needs high-frequency clock sources such Field Programmable Gate Array’s provide the good estimation except for several problems. These problems are low resolution for acceleration estimation at high frequencies and an impulsive change of acceleration estimation when the direction of motion dynamically changes. These problematic cases of fixed position method can be solved by the enhanced adaptive windowing technique. Therefore, a hybrid method is developed using both fixed position based calculation and fixed time based enhanced adaptive windowing techniques. These two methods are rolled into a single technique by applying a parametric smooth transition for the estimation of both velocity and acceleration for entire operating region. The hybrid technique was also implemented on 1-DOF HapticBox and the results show that it is the best of all fixed time and fixed position methods; however it requires high-frequency clock sources such Field Programmable Gate Array’s.
Since the enhanced adaptive windowing technique can be applied by using only data acquisition board, it is used in the other parts of the thesis.

The transparency is the primary performance criteria for haptic interfaces. In haptic interactions, the transmitted impedance measured at the end-effector of the device should be close as possible to the desired virtual environment impedance for high transparency. The dynamical and frictional effects should be minimized to maximize the transparency of haptic devices. In the literature, the force feedback control algorithms and model based compensators are used for that purpose. For the force feedback control algorithms, the integral and derivative controllers are not preferred since the haptic interactions generally do not have steady state equilibrium and the transducer noise is inevitable. Besides, the proportional gain of the closed loop controller cannot be increased to high values because of the system dynamics. On the other hand, model based compensators are not sufficient for the transparency maximization. Non-precise velocity/acceleration estimation and inaccurate system model identification limit the performance of model based compensators. As an alternative, a new compensator where system model is not used was proposed. In the proposed compensation algorithm, motor current based torque feedback is employed with a secondary proportional controller to minimize the dynamical effects of the device in joint space. The proposed compensator is used together with the closed loop impedance control algorithm. The gain of main controller of the impedance algorithm is firstly set to a safe value for the stability. Then, the secondary controller gain of the motor current based torque feedback compensator is tuned to maximize transparency. This algorithm was implemented on 1-DOF HapticBox. A set of experiments was conducted with different velocities and accelerations. The results show that the transparency is improved further by the motor current based torque feedback compensator than the conventional algorithms. This proposed algorithm is implementable for multi-DOF haptic manipulators. In order to show this, a simulation study was conducted in MATLAB®/SimMechanics environment. 2-DOF planar manipulator is modeled together with artificially quantized position signals and artificial noisy transducer
signals. The proposed and conventional algorithms are applied on the simulation model with a known trajectory. The results are reasonable for the implantation of the proposed compensator to multi-DOF haptic manipulators.

Another significant performance criterion is the stability for haptic interfaces. The stability is evaluated by using Z-width plots for haptic interactions. The Z-width plot shows the impedance range (virtual stiffness-$K$ versus virtual damping-$B$) of a virtual wall that can be simulated stably. The stable impedance range should be large as possible for haptic devices. In the transparency improvement studies of this thesis, it is explored that there is an inverse correlation between the transparency and stable impedance range when only active actuators are used in the haptic devices. The reason of this inverse correlation is that the transparency improvement algorithms employ noisy feedback data, which triggers the instability, and decrease physical damping of the device, which enables dissipating the unstable vibrations. An ideal haptic device should transmit wide range of virtual impedances stably and transparently. It is well known that wide range of virtual impedances can be transmitted stably by passive brakes; however, they are not sufficient for high transparency. Besides, passive brakes cause undesired sticking effect on the virtual wall due to its slow response. Using both active actuator and passive brake can increase both the stable impedance range and transparency. Accordingly, a hybrid control algorithm employing both active actuator and passive brake was developed. The developed algorithm portions the torque demand between the actuators by a task divider parameter to ensure the stability. Especially, when high impedances need to be simulated, much of the desired torque is provided by passive brake, and the remaining part of the desired torque is tuned fine by the active actuator for high transparency. The hybrid algorithm employs also a smooth transition parameter to eliminate the sticking effect of the passive brake. In this way, the proposed hybrid algorithm provides stable and transparent interaction for even high impedances. The superiority of the proposed hybrid algorithm over the conventional methods was experimentally shown on a 1-DOF hybrid haptic device. In order to interpret the experimental result much comprehensively, the transparency Z-width plot was proposed as a
way to evaluate the stable impedance range and transparency together. On this plot, the transparency bandwidths measured for the achievable impedances are displayed as colored maps on a conventional Z-width plot. This new plot indicates the impedance limits for stable interaction and how much the transparency is under this limit.

The accuracy of pose and force control are problematic for multi-DOF capstan driven haptic manipulators. The haptic controller of these manipulators employs Jacobian matrix including kinematic parameters for pose calculation and force control. The deviations in kinematic parameters change the Jacobian matrix, and effect adversely pose and force control accuracy. Capstan driven mechanisms are frequently used in haptic devices for power transmission in the joints due to their advantages such as zero backlash, high stiffness and simplicity. However, these mechanisms introduce transmission errors in the joints, which additionally distort the pose and force control accuracy. First of all, a theoretical analysis was developed for the compensation of transmission errors resulting from the slip of the cable on the capstan drums. This theory was validated on a 1-DOF capstan drive mechanism. After that, an easy to implement calibration technique was developed to improve the pose and force control accuracy for a 7-DOF capstan driven haptic device. In this calibration technique, the transmission errors of the capstan drive mechanisms are estimated using external encoders at each joint of the device and a closed chain calibration procedure is established by using a low-cost linear cable encoder to estimate the deviations in kinematic parameters. All identified parameters for the device kinematic and transmissions were modified in the controller. Then, the pose calculation and force control experiments were conducted on the device before and after calibration. The results show that the kinematic calibration including transmission errors of capstan drives significantly improves the accuracy of pose and force control.

On a multi-DOF haptic device, the stability must be ensured for each actuator to achieve stable interaction. The main methods in the literature are to limit the actuator torque and increase the device damping to provide stable interaction.
High torque commands to the active actuators generate excess energy which triggers the unstable interaction. However, this torque limitation and increasing damping of the system distort the transparency. In redundant haptic manipulators, the device posture can be adjusted to reach any point in the workspace. The adjustable posture ability of redundant haptic devices can be used to minimize the actuator torque of critical joint in terms of stability. Using this idea, an optimal posture control algorithm is developed to increase the stable impedance range of the device. The proposed algorithm is implemented on a virtual sphere using a 7-DOF redundant haptic device. The results show that the optimal posture control approach significantly improves the stability of the redundant haptic devices for realistic haptic interaction.

Finally, this thesis aimed to improve the transparency, stability and accuracy of haptic interfaces. In this context, significant contributions have been made.

As a future work, the following recommendations can be given:

- The hybrid estimation algorithm developed in Chapter 2 of the thesis is implemented with an artificial high frequency clock in MATLAB® Simulink environment. This algorithm can be carried out experimentally by using a Field Programmable Gate Array and the resulting estimations can be employed in a model based compensator to improve the transparency of haptic devices.

- The motor current based torque feedback compensator developed in Chapter 3 of the thesis is implemented on a 1-DOF HapticBox and the applicability of the compensator to multi-DOF haptic devices is tested MATLAB®/SimMechanics environment for a planar 2-DOF manipulator. This proposed compensator can be carried out experimentally on a multi-DOF haptic device.

- The hybrid force control algorithm using both active actuator and passive brake developed in Chapter 4 of the thesis gives the promising results for a 1-DOF
hybrid haptic device. In the presented hybrid device, the actuators are coupled using sprockets and chains. In haptic device designs, the passive and active actuators can be directly coupled with specially designed equipments at the joint. Therefore, a multi-DOF hybrid driven haptic device can be designed for high stable impedance range and high transparency.

- The theoretical analysis of capstan drive transmission errors presented in Chapter 5 was developed for constant external loads. Kinematic calibration presented in the same chapter is carried out without external load. The presented theory can be improved for dynamic external loads and the corresponding kinematic calibration can be enhanced for the case of dynamic external load while being simulating virtual dynamic forces.

- The optimal posture control algorithm developed in Chapter 6 for the stability improvement of redundant haptic devices can be adapted for a different performance criterion such as minimization of inertia to maximize transparency. Besides, in the implementation of the proposed algorithm, the last shoulder joint is selected as redundant joint permanently. A new optimal posture control algorithm can be developed by exchanging redundancy between the joints of the device depending upon the virtual environment model. For instance, since the posture adjustment of the 7-DOF redundant haptic device can not change the desired torque on the base actuator, the base joint can be selected as a redundant joint when it is critical in terms of stability.
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APPENDIX A

HAPTIC BOX EXPERIMENTAL COMPONENTS

Specifications of electromechanical and mechanical components used in construction of the HapticBox are given in this section.

Figure A.1 Maxon RE40 DC Brushes Motor Specifications
Figure A.2 Scancon Encoder Specifications
Figure A.3 Copley 413CE Servo Amplifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models 412CE, 413CE, 421CE, 422CE, DC Brush Servo Amplifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICAL SPECS [ Test conditions: 25°C ambient, load - 220μH in series with 1Ω, +HV = max normal value ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT POWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD INDUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANDWIDTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Small signal, -3dB freq)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWM SWITCHING FREQUENCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFERENCE INPUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAINS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWM transconductance stage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure A.4 HEDS 5540A Encoder**
### Specifications

**Analog Input**
- Channels: 8 single-ended channels
- A/D converter: 14-bit, simultaneous sampling
- Conversion time: 1.6 μs/1 channel,
  1.9 μs/2 channels,
  2.5 μs/4 channels,
  3.7 μs/8 channels
- Input range: ±10 V
- Input Impedance: 10 MΩ
- Trigger mode: software, timer, external

**Analog Output**
- Channels: 8 channels, 14-bit
- Output Range: ±10 V
- Output current: 10 mA max.
- Settling time: 31 μs F5 change to ±1/2 LSB

**Digital I/O**
- Input lines: 8, TTL compatible
- Output lines: 8, TTL compatible

**Timer/Counter**
- Number of channels: 4
- Resolution: 32 bit, 20 ns
- Modes: PWM, counter, pulse generation

**Encoder Inputs**
- Input channels: 4, single-ended or differential
- Inputs: A, B, Index
- Input frequency: max 2.5 MHz
- Resolution: 32-bit

**General**
- Power consumption: 500 mA @ +5 V
  150 mA @ +12 V
  150 mA @ -12 V
- Operating temperature: 0 to 50 °C (32 to 122 °F)
- I/O Connector: 2 x DB-37 F
- Interface: PCI 5V or 3.3V

**Driver Support**
- Microsoft Windows
- 32 and 64 bit C programming
- Real-Time Toolbox for Matlab
- Real-Time Windows Target

---

**Figure A.5** Humansoft MF624 Multifunction I/O card for PCI bus
### Figure A.6 W.M. Berg Sprocket Gear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIR. PITCH</th>
<th>BORE</th>
<th>STYLE</th>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
<th>BERG'S © NAME</th>
<th>CHAIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.50mm</td>
<td>Ø6</td>
<td>PIN HUB</td>
<td>Aluminum (Aluminum 2024-T351) Anodized</td>
<td>Flex-E-Gear®</td>
<td>Operates with 32GCF Series</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- For 16-24 teeth, hub diameter equals 1/2.
- Other numbers of teeth available on request.

**Note:**
- Teeth could be anodized.
- Set Screw Supplies (SG-10)

![Sprocket Gear Diagram](image)

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STOCK NO.</th>
<th>NO. OF TEETH</th>
<th>PITCH DIA.</th>
<th>OUTSIDE DIA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32B106-18</td>
<td>18+</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>15.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-20</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>15.56</td>
<td>17.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-22</td>
<td>22+</td>
<td>17.46</td>
<td>19.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-24</td>
<td>24+</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>20.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20.64</td>
<td>22.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22.23</td>
<td>23.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23.81</td>
<td>25.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>30.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>33.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36.50</td>
<td>38.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41.30</td>
<td>43.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>45.90</td>
<td>47.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>50.60</td>
<td>52.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>55.30</td>
<td>57.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>62.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-96</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>64.70</td>
<td>66.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-112</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>70.40</td>
<td>72.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B106-128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>76.20</td>
<td>78.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:**
WWW.WMBERG.COM

### Figure A.7 W.M. Berg Polyurethane/Steel Cable Chain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PITCH</th>
<th>CIRCULAR PITCH</th>
<th>MATERIALS</th>
<th>BERG'S © NAME</th>
<th>SPROCKET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>.0982</td>
<td>Polyurethane (Blue) D18 Dia. Stainless Steel Cable*</td>
<td>Flex-E-Gear®</td>
<td>Operates with 32B, GG33 and GGF 33 series</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For Field Splice Kit order 3230F-7.
* Available with Aramid Core. See page VIII for alternative belt construction or reverse bending applications.
** Reduced operating load rating by 50% for field splices.

**Note:**
- Stainless Steel Bushing
- Cable
- Polyurethane

![Cable Chain Diagram](image)

**Source:**
WWW.WMBERG.COM
Specifications of electromechanical and mechanical components used in the Hybrid Haptic Device are given in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>BE2300</th>
<th>BE230F</th>
<th>BE2310</th>
<th>BE231F</th>
<th>BE2330</th>
<th>BE238F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stall Torque Continuous</td>
<td>$T_s$</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stall Current Continuous</td>
<td>I_s</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stall Current Continuous (Amps Peak)</td>
<td>I_s</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stall Current Continuous (Amps DC)</td>
<td>I_s</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Torque</td>
<td>$T_p$</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(in)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>101</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Nm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Horsepower (Amps Peak)</td>
<td>$I_p$</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(in)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>rpm</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated Speed</td>
<td>$n_r$</td>
<td>rpm</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current @ Rated Speed</td>
<td>$I_p$</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current @ Rated Speed</td>
<td>$I_p$</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current @ Rated Speed</td>
<td>$I_p$</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque @ Rated Speed</td>
<td>$T_p$</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Constant</td>
<td>$V_k$</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Constant (Amps Peak)</td>
<td>$V_k$</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Constant (Amps DC)</td>
<td>$V_k$</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>29.90</td>
<td>15.18</td>
<td>48.28</td>
<td>24.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Constant</td>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>Nm/Amp</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>35.01</td>
<td>17.18</td>
<td>56.53</td>
<td>28.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Constant (Amps Peak)</td>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>Nm/Amp</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Constant (Amps DC)</td>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>Nm/Amp</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>ohm</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance</td>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>mH</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>32.30</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>42.66</td>
<td>11.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Bus Voltage</td>
<td>$V_{bus}$</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Res Wind Amb</td>
<td>$R_{w}$</td>
<td>°C/Watt</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Constant</td>
<td>$K_m$</td>
<td>Nm/kW</td>
<td>9.27</td>
<td>9.27</td>
<td>15.31</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>23.49</td>
<td>22.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Constant (kW)</td>
<td>$K_m$</td>
<td>Nm/kW</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous Damping</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Nm/s</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static friction</td>
<td>$T_s$</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>1.8E-03</td>
<td>1.8E-03</td>
<td>2.1E-03</td>
<td>2.5E-03</td>
<td>3.1E-03</td>
<td>3.5E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Thermal Time Constant</td>
<td>$t_m$</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Time Constant</td>
<td>$t_m$</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Time Constant</td>
<td>$t_m$</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent Torque Duration</td>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>sec</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Torque Duration</td>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>sec</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundtime</td>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>lb-in-sec</td>
<td>4.6E-05</td>
<td>4.6E-05</td>
<td>8.0E-05</td>
<td>8.0E-05</td>
<td>1.5E-04</td>
<td>1.5E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Poles</td>
<td>$N_p$</td>
<td>sp</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Weight</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>sp</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding Class</td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>sp</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure B.1* Parker BE232FJ brushless DC motor
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Voltage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure B.2 AMC-DPRANIE-015A400 Brushless DC servo amplifier**

**Figure B.3 Parker 2000 ppr incremental encoder**
Figure B.4 Quanser Q4 Series Multifunction I/O card for PCI bus
Figure B.5 Placid BE15 Particle Magnetic Brake
**Figure B.6** W.M. Berg Sprocket Gear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PITCH</th>
<th>CIR. PITCH</th>
<th>BORE</th>
<th>STYLE</th>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
<th>BERG'S NAME</th>
<th>CHAIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>PIN HUB</td>
<td>204-Ti Aluminum Anodized</td>
<td>Flex-E-Gear® Chain Drive</td>
<td>Operates with 240CF Series</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STOCK NO.</th>
<th>NO. OF TEETH</th>
<th>PITCH</th>
<th>OUTSIDE DIA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2404-35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-37</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-38</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-41</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-42</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>20.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-43</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>30.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-44</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>40.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-45</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>50.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-46</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>60.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-47</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>80.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-48</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>100.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-49</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>120.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-50</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>140.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-51</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>160.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-52</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>180.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404-53</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>.1309</td>
<td>200.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For 20 teeth, hub diameter equals .72. Teeth could be anodized.*
*Other numbers of teeth available on request.*

---

**Figure B.7** W.M. Berg Polyurethane/Steel Cable Chain

---
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**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **Rated Output:** 2 mV/V nom
- **Safe Overload:** 150% of R.O.
- **Zero Balance:** ±1% of R.O.
- **Excitation (VDC or VAC):** 5 to 11
- **Bridge Resistance:** 350 Ω, nom.
- **Nonlinearity:** ±0.2% of R.O.
- **Hysteresis:** ±0.1% of R.O.
- **Nonrepeatability:** ±0.2% R.O.
- **Temp. Shift Zero:** ±0.01% of R.O. / °F [±0.02% of R.O. / °C]
- **Temp. Shift Span:** ±0.01% of Load / °F [±0.02% of Load / °C]
- **Operating Temp.:** 14 to 194°F [-10 to +90°C]
- **Compensated Temp.:** 41 to 122°F [+5 to +50°C]

**Rotational Speed:** 3000 RPM MAX
**Connector:** 6 pin Binder Series #581 (09-0323-99-06)
**Accessories and Related Instruments Available:**
- Calibration (STD) Certificate of Conformance
- Calibration (Available) 5pt CW and CCW
- Shunt Cal Value (Internal) 87K ohm
- Calibration Test Excitation 10VDC
- Shunt Calibration With sensor fully connected jump Pins 1 & 6 to generate 2 mV/V nom output.

**Figure B.8** Futek FSH01987 torque transducer with ±10Nm range
APPENDIX C

7-DOF HAPTIC DEVICE EXPERIMENTAL COMPONENTS

Specifications of electromechanical and mechanical components used in the 7-DOF Haptic Device are given in this section.

Figure C.1 Maxon EC-max 40 Brushless DC Motor -120W
Figure C.2 Maxon EC-max 40 Brushless DC Motor – 70W
### Motor Data (provisional)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Assigned power rating</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nominal voltage</td>
<td>Volt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No load speed</td>
<td>rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Stall torque</td>
<td>mNm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Speed / torque gradient</td>
<td>rpm / mNm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No load current</td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Terminal resistance phase to phase</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Max. permissible speed</td>
<td>rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Max. continuous current at 5000 rpm</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Max. continuous torque at 5000 rpm</td>
<td>mNm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Max. efficiency</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Torque constant</td>
<td>mNm / A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Speed constant</td>
<td>rpm / V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Mechanical time constant</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rotor inertia</td>
<td>gcm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Terminal inductance phase to phase</td>
<td>mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Thermal resistance housing-ambient</td>
<td>K / W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Thermal resistance winding-housing</td>
<td>K / W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Thermal time constant windings</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Thermal time constant stator</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure C.3** Maxon EC-max 30 Brushless DC Motor - 60
Figure C.4 Faulhaber 1524012SR Coreless DC Motor
Figure C.5 DES 50/5 4-Q-EC-Servoamplifier
Figure C.6 LSC 4-Q-DC-Servoamplifier
**Product Advantages**

One of the Smallest 6-axis Sensors in the World: The Nano17 fits into restricted spaces of research applications.

**Extremely High Strength:**
- EDM wire-cut from high yield-strength stainless steel.
- Maximum allowable single-axis overload values are 4.4 to 19.5 times rated capacities.

**High Signal-to-Noise Ratio:** Silicon strain gauges provide a signal 75 times stronger than conventional foil gauges. This signal is amplified, resulting in near-zero noise distortion.

**Typical Applications**
- Dental research
- Robotic hand research
- Finger-Force research

**SENSING RANGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axes</th>
<th>Calibrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US-3-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fx, Fy (lbf)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fz (lbf)</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx, Ty (lbf-in)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tz (lbf-in)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESOLUTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axes</th>
<th>System Type*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fx, Fy (lbf)</td>
<td>1/640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fz (lbf)</td>
<td>1/640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx, Ty (lbf-in)</td>
<td>1/4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tz (lbf-in)</td>
<td>1/4000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SENSING RANGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axes</th>
<th>Calibrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SI-12-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fx, Fy (N)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fz (N)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx, Ty (N-mm)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tz (N-mm)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESOLUTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axes</th>
<th>System Type*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fx, Fy (N)</td>
<td>1/160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fz (N)</td>
<td>1/160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx, Ty (N-mm)</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tz (N-mm)</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Contact ATI for complete testing information. Results are typical. All Sensors calibrated by ATI. CON = Controller YTT System, DAQ = 16-bit DAQ YTT System.

---

**Figure C.7** SI-50-0.5 Nano 17 6-DOF Force/Torque Transducer
Specifications

**Analog Input**
- Channels: 8 single-ended channels
- A/D converter: 14-bit, simultaneous sampling
- Conversion time: 1.8 μs 1 channel, 1.9 μs 2 channels, 2.5 μs 4 channels, 3.7 μs 8 channels
- Input range: ±10 V
- Input Impedance: 10M Ω
- Trigger mode: software, timer, external

**Analog Output**
- Channels: 8 channels, 14-bit
- Output Range: ±10 V
- Output current: 10 mA max.
- Settling time: 31 μs FS change to ±1/2 LSB.

**Digital I/O**
- Input lines: 8, TTL compatible
- Output lines: 8, TTL compatible

**Timer/Counter**
- Number of channels: 4
- Resolution: 32 bit, 20 as
- Modes: PWM, counter, pulse generation

**Encoder Inputs**
- Input channels: 4, single ended or differential
- Inputs: A, B, Index
- Input frequency: max 2.5 MHz
- Resolution: 32-bit

**General**
- Power consumption: 500 mA @ +5 V
- Operating temperature: 0 to 50 °C (32 to 140 °F)
- I/O Connector: 2 x DB-37 F
- Interface: PCI 5V or 3.3V

**Driver Support**
- Microsoft Windows
- 32 and 64 bit C programming
- Real Time Toolbox for Matlab
- Real-Time Windows Target

---
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*Figure C.8* Humansoft MF624 Multifunction I/O card for PCI bus
### Series 5500, 5540

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>HEDS 5500</th>
<th>HEDS 5540</th>
<th>HEDM 5500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lines per revolution</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>100 - 500</td>
<td>100 - 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;CC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>4.5 ... 5.5</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;DC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption, typical (V&lt;sub&gt;CC&lt;/sub&gt; = 5 V DC)</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;CC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>160 ± 45</td>
<td>160 ± 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase shift, channel A to B</td>
<td>φ</td>
<td>90 ± 30</td>
<td>90 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic state width</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>90 ± 45</td>
<td>90 ± 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>360 ± 5.5</td>
<td>360 ± 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal rise/fall time, typical</td>
<td>t&lt;sub&gt;RF&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.25</td>
<td>up to 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency range</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia of code disc</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature range</td>
<td></td>
<td>-40 ... +109</td>
<td>up to 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ordering Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoder type</th>
<th>Number of Channels</th>
<th>Lines per revolution</th>
<th>For combination with:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEDS 5500 C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>DC-Micromotors and DC-Motor-Tachos Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEDS 5540 C</td>
<td>2 +1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2230, 2233, 2251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEDS 5540 A</td>
<td>2 +1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEDM 5800 B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 000</td>
<td>2442, 2457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEDM 5000 J</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 024</td>
<td>3242, 3257, 3557, 3803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interlocking connector options: extension cables 300 mm length, on request.

**Figure C.9** Maxon HEDS 5540 Encoder

### Series IE2 – 512

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>IE2 - 64</th>
<th>IE2 - 128</th>
<th>IE2 - 256</th>
<th>IE2 - 512</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lines per revolution</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal output, square wave</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;ss&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>4.5 ... 5.5</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;DC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;OUT&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>typ. 6, max. 12</td>
<td>mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output current, max.</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;OUT&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>180 ± 45</td>
<td>180 ± 45</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase shift, channel A to B</td>
<td>φ</td>
<td>90 ± 45</td>
<td>90 ± 45</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal rise/fall time, typical</td>
<td>t&lt;sub&gt;RF&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>μs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency range</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia of code disc</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature range</td>
<td></td>
<td>-25 ... +35</td>
<td>up to 100</td>
<td>up to 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V<sub>CC</sub> = 5 V DC. Low logic level < 0.5 V, high logic level > 4.5 V. CMOS and TTL compatible

**Figure C.10** Faulhaber IE 512 Encoder
APPENDIX D

MATLAB SIMULINK MODELS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Figure D.1 MATLAB®/Simulink Model for OLIC

Figure D.2 MATLAB®/Simulink Model for OLIC+MBC
Figure D.3 MATLAB®/Simulink Model for CLIC

Figure D.4 MATLAB®/Simulink Model for CLIC+MBC

Figure D.5 MATLAB®/Simulink Model for CLIC+MCBC
Figure D.6 MATLAB®/Simulink Model for Hybrid Algorithm

Figure D.7 MATLAB®/Simulink Model inside Virtual Environment Block

Figure D.8 MATLAB®/Simulink Model inside Haptic Device Block
Figure D.9 MATLAB®/Simulink Model of EAW for Velocity and Acceleration Estimation

Figure D.10 MATLAB®/Simulink Model inside Device Parameters Block
Figure D.11 MATLAB®/Simulink Model for Optimal Posture Control of 7-DOF Haptic Device
APPENDIX E

MATLAB M-FILES USED IN THE CALIBRATION EXPERIMENTS

function OB_CL(CLm,theta)

% Calibration Main Function that executes the overall calibration files
% OB_CL(CLm,theta), opt_CL(dh,CLm,theta,n) forward_CL(theta,alpha,a,d)
% CLm : Cable encoder measurements and theta : Encoder measurements

n =200; % Measurement number

%D-H parameters - nominal values
alpha = [-pi/2, -pi/2, pi/2, -pi/2, pi/2, -pi/2, pi/2, 0];
a = [-0.2107, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.0259];
d = [0, 0.371, 0, 0.245, 0, 0.250, 0, 0.0322];

%D-H parameters - initial values
alpha0=[-pi/2, pi/2, -pi/2, pi/2, -pi/2, pi/2];
a0= [-0.2107, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.0259];
d00=[0.371, 0, 0.245, 0, 0.250, 0, 0.0322];
tet0=[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];

% Optimization
options = ptimset('MaxFunEvals',1e10,'LevenbergMarquardt','on','TolX',1e-10,'TolFun',1e-10,'MaxIter',200,'Display','iter');

% Optimization parameter limit values
alpha00= [0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1];
a00= [0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01];
d00=[0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01];
tet00=[0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1];
tol= [alpha00 a00 d00 tet00];

x0 = [alpha0 a0 d0 tet0];

% Optimization parameter bounds
lb = x0 - tol;
ub = x0 + tol;

[DHp]=lsqnonlin(@(dh) opt_CL(dh,CLm,theta,n),x0,lb,ub,options);

o_alpha=[-pi/2,DHp(1),DHp(2),DHp(3),D Hp(4),D Hp(5),D Hp(6),0];
o_a = [D Hp(7),D Hp(8),D Hp(9),D Hp(10),D Hp(11),D Hp(12),D Hp(13),D Hp(14)];
o_d = [0,D Hp(15),D Hp(16),D Hp(17),D Hp(18),D Hp(19),D Hp(20),D Hp(21)];
o_tet = [0,D Hp(22),D Hp(23),D Hp(24),D Hp(25),D Hp(26),D Hp(27),D Hp(28)];

% Displaying the Results
display('');
display('DH variations found after optimization');
display('');
display(sprintf('o_alpha = [ %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f]',o_alpha(1)-alpha(1),o_alpha(2)-alpha(2),o_alpha(3)-alpha(3),o_alpha(4)-alpha(4),o_alpha(5)-alpha(5),o_alpha(6)-alpha(6),o_alpha(7)-alpha(7),o_alpha(8)-alpha(8)));
% Optimization function that uses only cable encoder measurements

o_alpha = [-pi/2, dh(1), dh(2), dh(3), dh(4), dh(5), dh(6), 0];
o_a = [dh(7), dh(8), dh(9), dh(10), dh(11), dh(12), dh(13), dh(14)];
o_d = [0, dh(15), dh(16), dh(17), dh(18), dh(19), dh(20), dh(21)];
o_tet = [0, dh(22), dh(23), dh(24), dh(25), dh(26), dh(27), dh(28)];

for i = 1 : 1 : n
    o_theta(i,:)=theta(i,:)+o_tet;
end

for i = 1 : 1 : n
    CL(i,:) = forward_CL(o_theta(i,:),o_alpha,o_a,o_d);
end

%Objective function
i = 1 : n;
error(i,:)= CL(i,:)-CLm(i,:);

function [CL] = forward_CL(theta,alpha,a,d,offset)
%FORWARD Calculates forward kinematics of the 7DOF Haptic device
% This function takes joint angles from the vector theta and the DH parameters from alpha, a and d and returns the position of the end effector.

% OFFSET
offset=[0, 0, pi/2, 0, pi/2, 0, -pi/2, 0];
theta=theta+offset;

% Preallocate the matrix A
A = zeros(4,4,8);

% For all seven joints, calculate the matrix A
for i = 1 : 1 : 8
    T = [1 0 0 a(i);0 1 0 0;0 0 1 d(i);0 0 0 1];
    Rx = [1 0 0 0;cos(alpha(i)) -sin(alpha(i)) 0;sin(alpha(i)) cos(alpha(i)) 0;0 0 0 1];
    Rz = [cos(theta(i)) -sin(theta(i)) 0 0;sin(theta(i)) cos(theta(i)) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 0];
    A(:,:,i) = Rz * T * Rx;
end

% Calculate the Transformation
Trans = A(:,:,1) * A(:,:,2) * A(:,:,3) * A(:,:,4) * A(:,:,5) * A(:,:,6)*A(:,:,7)*A(:,:,8);
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